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Abstract
Abuse-of-power crimes are not only found in state organs, state-owned enterprises
(SOEs), public utilities, non-governmental organizations, but also in private enterprises,
but some abuse-of-power crimes in Chinese private enterprises such as crime of
misappropriation, bribery crime of non-public servant are not paid with due attention
from law circles. With the development of Chinese economy, abuse-of-power crimes in
private enterprises have caused greater damage to the society, and law practitoners
become aware that abuse-of-power crimes in private enterprises should be prevented. In
fact, with respect to the prevention of abuse-of-power crimes, the management methods
tend to be more effective than the law methods.
Some evidence has revealed that deviant behaviors in private enterprises especialy
property deviant behavior and abuse-of-power behavior can be converted into each
other. In this sense, the ability of preventing deviant behaviors in an enterprise will play
a role in the prevention of abuse-of-power behavior. Compared to crime prevention
through legal punishment, the crime prevention through prevention of deviant behaviors
tends to be more thorough and straightforward.
This thesis intends to examine the main causes of deviant behaviors through in-depth
interview, questionnaire, case study and other investigation methods, and summarizes
the applicable methods for prevention of deviant behaviors in practice from the
perspective of management and staff. Based on the surveyed results and business
realities, this thesis proposes a three-level system for prevention of deviant behaviors.
The core part of this system classifies the personnel of private enterprises into senior
managers, middle managers and general staff, and designs the preventive measures
specifically for each personnel level, depending on the characteristics and causes of
their deviant behaviors. Of these preventive measures, some are only applicable to a
certain level, while some are applicable to all three levels. All preventive measures are
complementary and functional to establish an effective prevention system, targeting at
the goal of preventing deviant behaviors and abuse-of-power behaviors.
Key Words: Prevention and Reduction; Property Deviant Behaviors; Crime of
Misappropriation; Bribery Crime of Non-public Servant
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Research Background and Its Significance
1.1.1 Research Background
Since the convention of the Third Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party, Chinese economy has been on the fast-track development.
Especially in the last decade, Chinese economy has maintained an annual growth rate at
no less than 6%, making it known as the fast-track economic entity with worldwide
attention, notably also referred to as “China Model”.
The rapid economic development will bring about new development opportunities for
China and other countries around the world, making the living standard of people in
China and other countries further improved. Especially since General Secretary Xi
Jinping put forward the new economic concept – “The Belt and Road”, it is bound to
closely link Chinese economic development with the economic development of other
countries.
When we are very pleased that economic development has brought us a wealthy life, we
should pay attention to some adverse effects on economic development, such as
abuse-of-power crimes. According to the statistics, abuse-of-power crimes will cause a
loss about hundreds of billions dollars to the world a year. Therefore, we must take
various actions to prevent or reduce the occurrence of abuse-of-power crimes while
enjoying the benefits from economic development.
The heads of Chinese government have been aware of the concerns of economic
corruption, and they have used the best endeavors to bring those corrupted to justice,
also officially referred to as “Hunting Tigers”. These “big tigers” come from the state
organs and SOEs, because the greater power they have, the more money they are likely
to corrupt. As a consequence, China will be subject to more losses. Without exception,
they exploit their own power to seek benefits for themselves or others and eventually
constitute a crime. This behavior is defined as abuse-of-power crime in Chinese
criminal law.
Abuse-of-power crimes are not only found in state organs, state-owned enterprises
(SOEs), public utilities, non-governmental organizations, but also in private enterprises.
Over these years, abuse-of-power crimes in Chinese non-SOEs enterprises have been
staggeringly ascending. According to the data published in 2009-2014, the author makes
statistics of the crimes in private enterprises. 1. Of 84 cases about the suspected
entrepreneurs collected in “2009 Chinese Entrepreneur Crime Report”, 35 cases are
from SOEs and 49 are from private enterprises. In the 49 private entrepreneurs, 36 are
with social status over RMB 100 million or involved in an amount of more than
RMB100 million (Wang,2010). 2. According to “2010 Chinese Entrepreneur Crime
Report”, 86 private entrepreneurs are out of the 144 suspected entrepreneurs, in which
about 50 are with assets of 100 million or involved in an amount of more than 100
million (Wang,2011). 3. According to “2011 Chinese Entrepreneur Crime Report”, of
199 entrepreneur crime cases, 111 cases involve private entrepreneurs, in which 6 cases
involve the crime of misappropriation and 1 involves the bribery crime of non-official
servant (Wang, 2012). 4. According to “The Media Case Study Report of 2012 Chinese
Entrepreneur Crime”, of 243 cases with clear corporate ownership, 158 cases involve
private entrepreneur crimes or suspended crimes, in 65% of all 243 cases, of which 45
cases involve Beijing entrepreneur crimes in 19.6% of all cases, among all provinces
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and municipalities involved in these crimes, Beijing ranks the first place. Of charges
involved in 158 private entrepreneur crimes, 15 cases are charged for the crime of
misappropriation, 7 cases are for the bribery crime of non-public servant, ranking the
second place and the seventh place among the major charges respectively (China
Entrepreneur Crime Prevention Research Center, 2013). 5. According to “2013 Chinese
Entrepreneur Crime (Media Sample) Research Sample”, of 357 cases, 270 cases are
private entrepreneur crimes or suspected crimes, in 75.6% of all crimes. In which, 13
cases are charged for the crime of misappropriation, ranking the sixth place among 45
charges with high occurrence, 6 cases are charged for the bribery crime of non-public
servant (China Entrepreneur Crime Prevention Research Center, 2014). 6. According to
“2014 Chinese Entrepreneur Crime Report”, of 657 collected cases of entrepreneur
crime, 548 are private entrepreneur cases in 83.41% of all cases. Of 51 charges against
private entrepreneurs, crime of misappropriation (99 time) ranks the fourth place among
the charges with high occurrence, while bribery crime of non-public servant (46) ranks
the fifth place (Project Team of Chinese Entrepreneur Crime Prevention Research
Center, Beijing Normal University, 2015). The 2009-2014 Chinese Entrepreneur Crime
Report is listed as follows:
Year
Number
of
collected cases
Private
entrepreneurs
crime cases
Ratio

2009
84 cases
49 cases

58.3%

Asset
of 36
private
entrepreneur
offender or the
amount
involved
is
more
than
RMB
100
million
Bribery crime Uncount
of non-public ed
servant

2010
144
cases ↑
86 cases
↑

2011
199
cases↑
111
cases↑

2012
243 cases↑

59.7%↑

55.8%↓

83.4%↑

About
50↑

Uncount
ed

65%↑
75.6%↑
Note (45
cases are
Beijing
entrepreneu
rs crime, in
19.6% of
all cases
Uncounted Uncount
ed

Uncount
ed

1 case

7
cases↑
(the crime
occurrence
ranks the
7th place)

46
cases↓
(the
crime
occurren
ce ranks
the
5th

2

158 cases↑

2013
357
cases↑
270
cases↑

6 cases↓
(the
crime
occurren
ce ranks
the 15th
place)

2014
657
cases↑
548
cases↑

Uncount
ed

Crime
of Uncount
Misappropriati ed
on

Uncount
ed

6 cases

15 cases↑
(the crime
occurrence
ranks the
25th place)

13
cases↓
(the
crime
occurren
ce ranks
the
6th
place)
Table 1- 1 Statistics of Chinese Private Entrepreneurs Crime in 2009-2014

place)
99
cases↓
(the
crime
occurren
ce ranks
the 2nd
place)

“Entrepreneur” described in the report refers to a group of persons rather than a
specific individual. However, “entrepreneur” described here means the officer including
president, director, general manager, and actual controller of an enterprise or property
director (China Entrepreneur Crime Prevention Research Center, 2014).
It can be seen from Table 1-1 that, abuse-of-power crimes of Chinese private enterprises
are in grime situation. Firstly, the cases collected in the report cover Chinese SOE
entrepreneurs and private entrepreneurs which previously had a great impact on China.
Between 2009 and 2014, the cases of Chinese entrepreneurs crime were on the rise. The
number of cases collected in 2009 was only 84, but it rose by nearly eightfold to 657
cases in 2014. Of which, the ratio of private entrepreneurs to all cases was also rising, in
2014, this ratio staggeringly rose to 83.4%. Secondly, in 2012, for example, the number
of private entrepreneurs crime in Beijing was 45, ranking the first place among all
Chinese provinces and cities, which indicates that Beijing private entrepreneurs crime is
representative across China, and it becomes very necessary to study the general
situation of Beijing private entrepreneurs crime. Lastly, between 2012 and 2014, the
crime rate of non-public servant bribery and misappropriation remains at high levels,
which indicates that these two crimes are not incidental in private enterprises and should
be established as the research focus.
This topic is a new individual attempt. The author is a lawyer mainly engaged in
criminal practice, which has a significant influence on my topic selection. As a lawyer,
the author had some access to abuse-of-power crime. In China, when it comes to
abuse-of-power crimes, we will take it for granted that such crimes are limited to
corruption and bribery and only occur in state organs and SOEs, because most of us
believe only the members in state organs and SOEs has such “power” and commits
abuse-of-power crimes. It should be noted that “power” instead of “right” is used here.
Because in Chinese laws, “power” is usually exercised by special authorities, while
“right” should be entitled to all people. However, since common people have no access
to this power, they may consider that it is impossible for common people to commit
abuse-of-power crimes. Not only common people but also law practitioners maintain
such standpoint. Before I began to write the thesis, I mentioned this thesis topic with a
law professor, and according to him, people usually believe that abuse-of-power crime
mainly refers to the crime committed by a public servant who takes advantage of his
position. However, is it impossible for non-public servant to commit abuse-of-power
crime? Of course not, because Criminal Law of the People's Republic of China
explicitly defines the circumstances in which non-public servant commits
abuse-of-power crimes. In this sense, why so many people associate it with the crime
committed by public servant? Probably it may be attributed to two reasons. On the one
3

hand, compared with non-public servant, abuse-of-power crimes committed by public
servant would be more serious. Taking bribery as an example, the bribery amount
accepted by public servant is up to RMB 100 million, which is far much than that
committed by non-public servant. The degree of abuse-of-power crimes committed by
public servant is much worse, which may cause greater loss to the state, people may
easily remember such behavior as long as they hate it even more. On the other hand, the
selective media coverage may also lead to this situation. In contrast with the first reason
described above, I may think it would be the most important one. Whether the coverage
of the corruption case against the former CPC and state head Zhou Yongkang or the
coverage of the misappropriation of company property committed by a private
enterprise employee will cause a sensation? The answer is obvious. It is due to that
selective media coverage that people take it for granted that only public servant may
commit the abuse-of-power crime. To follow the public opinion, law practitioners pool
their efforts to study the abuse-of-power crimes committed by public servant, which
makes it quite difficult for the author to find out a monograph on the abuse-of-power
crimes committed by non-public servants!
As described above, since law practitioners and others are more concerned about
abuse-of-power crimes committed by public servant, why the author intends to study the
bribery crime of non-public servant as well as deviant behaviors?
Firstly, the research perspective begins with the corporate governance. As China is a
law-ruled society, Chinese enterprises must comply with all Chinese laws and
regulations before making a survival and development. Corporate governance is not
contradictory with crime prevention, and in essence, corporate governance is an
effective means of crime prevention. The existence of laws can be found throughout the
corporate governance, for instance, whether the composition of Board of Directors is
reasonable, or whether it can exercise its functionality effectively, is closely related to
the company law; whether the company can conduct the carry out regular activities or
achieve a rapid development is closely related to the civil law, economic law and
contract law. Various legal issues may arise from the company development because it
cannot be smooth all the way, in which the most serious issue is crime. Effective
corporate governance should kill the potential criminal signs in the cradle. Therefore, it
plays a crucial role in crime prevention.
Although the abuse-of-power crimes committed by non-public servant is not paid with
due attention, it should not be seen as less important. As of the end of 2014, the crime
rate of entrepreneurs is rising year by year, and its nature becomes worse, causing
greater loss, which is also likely to occur frequently (Project Team of Chinese
Entrepreneur Crime Prevention Research Center, Beijing Normal University, 2015). In
order to arouse the public attention, the author cannot ignore it as a legal practitioner,
but rather select it as the research subject.
Secondly, why should the author choose the bribery crime, misappropriation crime of
non-public servant as the research subject?
There is a great variety of abuse-of-power crimes committed by non-public servant,
while it has less categories, “Criminal Law of PRC” has stipulated many provisions.
The reason why the author chooses the bribery crime, misappropriation crime of
non-public servant as the research subject is: firstly, these two crimes are typical in
abuse-of-power crimes committed by non-public servant, so that readers will gain a
better understanding; secondly, except for the different crime subjects, one is the
non-public servant and the other is public servant, there is no other distinction between
4

bribery crime of non-public servant and bribery crime and between misappropriation
crime and embezzlement. This enables me to make a comparative study of these two
crimes in writing a thesis, so that readers will gain a clear understanding of the thesis
content.
Thirdly, why the author chooses to study the property deviant behavior? This thesis is a
management paper rather than a legal thesis, the author should not only study the
abuse-of-power crime, and furthermore, the intended readers are company managers,
followed by law workers. Deviant behaviors can be divided into many types, late arrival,
early leave or non-compliance with management, but the acceptance of bribery and
misappropriation by exploiting the work-related power shall belong to property deviant
behaviors, which in turn is closely related to the bribery crime, misappropriation crime
of non-public servant. Therefore, the author chooses the property deviant behavior in
company as the research subject.
Lastly, why the author intends to study the non-SOEs in Beijing? The author lives and
works in Beijing, with a better knowledge of Beijing, so that the author is able to
properly collect relevant data, and as the national capital, Beijing should be paid with
more attention due to its symbolic meaning. In China, there are similarities and
differences between SOEs and private enterprises, as far as the author is concerned,
SOEs may not operate in strict accordance with the market economic principle, because
they have to consider the national needs at times. On the other hand, private enterprises
mentioned here refer to one category of enterprises, including private enterprises,
foreign-funded enterprises, and joint ventures. These enterprises are operated in a
similar way and their staff may constitute the bribery crime, misappropriation crime of
non-public servant. In this sense, private enterprises mentioned herein refer to all
non-SOEs other than state organs, commercial and public unities, that is to say, private
enterprises and non-SOEs shall have the same maning in this thesis. In topic selection,
the author considers the general situation of Chinese anti-corruption campaign and
individual research capacity and level. These comprehensive factors are the reality
considered in topic selection.
1.1.2 Research Significance
As mentioned in the Research Background, the intended readers are company managers,
followed by law practitioners. It is justified that my topic selection shall have the
following significance:
Firstly, the author makes a new attempt in interdisciplinary research.
While law and management are seemingly two irrelevant disciplines, they are closely
related. Company management involves the laws, some of which are derived from the
management practices, e.g. Company Law, so they have an intrinsic relationship. But
why there are few researches combining two disciplines? The reason is evident: firstly,
the interdisciplinary research requires that researcher should have some knowledge of
law and management, but it is very difficult in reality. It is too difficult to require a
manager to know the laws in the same manner as a law practitioner or require a law
practitioner to be familiar with the related theories of management. Secondly, the
research methods used in two disciplines are different. In management, it is necessary to
extensively use model, calculation, statistical method to identify the influencing factors
and variables, while it is rarely to use such methods in law researches, but rather employ
the text description.
As a law practitioner and a prospective DBA, the author has certain knowledge of two
disciplines. In writing this thesis, the author not only uses their specific research
5

methods, but also employs their common research methods, makes a comparison in
research process, and proposes my own views and standpoints, which makes this thesis
somewhat meaningful in interdisciplinary research. This is also a research innovation.
Secondly, this research intends to make the managers aware of the positive meaning of
the prevention or reduction of property deviant behavior on crime prevention, inspires
law practitioners with the new idea on abuse-of-power crime prevention and utilizes it
in practice by emphasizing the positive effect of prevention, reduction of property
deviant behavior on prevention and reduction of the bribery crime, misappropriation
crime of non-public servant. This is the practical significance and innovation of this
thesis.

1.2 Research Content and Method
1.2.1 Research Content
Research content covers the following aspects:
1. Categories and causes of deviant behaviors, especially the property deviant
behavior is the starting point for this work.
Many scholars have classified the deviant behaviors, but their researches on deviant
behaviors may vary from one another due to different angles they choose. In which, the
author looks into property deviant behaviors. In addition, the author mainly examines
the causes of deviant behaviors especially the property deviant behaviors. Since this
thesis intends to prevent or reduce the property deviant behaviors fundamentally, the
author must start with the definition and its various classification criteria of deviant
behaviors, especially observe the categories and causes of property deviant behaviors.
2. Legal framework with respect to the bribery crime, misappropriation crime of
non-public servant are the key to this work.
Because the ultimate purpose of my research is to prevent and reduce the bribery crime,
misappropriation crime of non-public servant in non-SOEs, it is necessary to clearly
understand the provisions on two charges provided in “Criminal Law of PRC”. In China,
the establishment of these two charges is quite troublesome, because it is closely
associated with the special nature of Chinese economic development. In order to make
clear the research purpose of this thesis, the research content must cover: the
background of establishing these two charges, constitutive elements, their adverse
effects on enterprises, and the urgency and significance of preventing and reducing
these two charges.
This section can be briefly described in block diagram as follows:
Bribery crime, misappropriation crime
of non-public servant

Establishing
background

Constitutive
elements

Adverse
effects

Urgency,
significance

FIG.1-1 Research contents of the bribery crime, misappropriation crime of non-public
servant
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3. Relationship between the property deviant behaviors and the bribery crime,
misappropriation crime of non-public servant. Of all property deviant behaviors, the
acceptance of bribery and misappropriation of company property are related with and
distinguished from the bribery crime, misappropriation crime of non-public servant,
which can be converted into each other. In terms of the relationship between two
deviant behaviors and two crimes, when the severity of two deviant behaviors reaches
the degree prescribed under “Criminal Law of PRC”, often related with amount and
harm, these two deviant behaviors will be converted into two crimes charged against
criminal liability, but when the suspect is established by court as not guilty, they will be
converted to two deviant behaviors.
The relationship between the property deviant behavior and the bribery crime,
misappropriation crime of non-public servant can be briefly described in block diagram
as follows:

Accepting
property
of
others,
misappropriatin
g
company
property
to
certain degree

Bribery
crime,
misappropriation
crime
of
non-public
servant

Property
deviance
of
accepting
bribery
or
misappropriatin
g property in
non-SOEs

Bribery
or
misappropriation
that does not
constitute a crime

FIG.1-2 Relationship between the property deviant behavior and the bribery crime,
misappropriation crime of non-public servant
4. The feasibility of preventing bribery crime, misappropriation crime of
non-public servant by preventing the property deviant behavior is the core part of this
work. These two deviant behaviors are closely related with two crimes, or they are
converted from two deviant behaviors, so it is also justified to say that these two crimes
can be prevented by preventing these two deviant behaviors. In this section, the author
will also observe the following questions: how to prevent the property deviant behaviors,
what are the similarities and differences between prevention of property deviant
behaviors and prevention of two crimes by legal means, and which method tends to be
more effective?
5. The proposal and summarization of the three-level prevention system for deviant
behaviors is the general representation of research innovation. The first four sections are
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prepared for the fifth section. Here, the author proposes and explains the summarized
prevention method for deviant behaviors, based on the previous sections.
1.2.2 Research Method
This research is an interdisciplinary work covering law and management, and therefore,
it is carried out using the research methods in management and law.
The research methods used here include:
1. Literature Review.
Literature review is the basis of this work. The author develops the basic understanding
of definition, causes, research history of deviant behaviors, and prevention methods of
deviant behaviors, and provides the theoretical basis for further work.
2. Empirical Study.
Empirical study intends to obtain the first-hand research data by issuing questionnaires
to Beijing non-SOEs in non-specific sectors, after designing the variables according to
existing literature and questionnaire items, based on the research hypotheses. In order to
ensure the authenticity of the research results, the author firstly issues the initial
questionnaire, makes a slight change based on the survey results, then issues the formal
questionnaire to remove invalid questionnaires, and verifies all hypotheses using
various analytical methods.
3. Individual Interview.
In order to know the degree of people at different levels from different sectors or
enterprises for prevention of deviant behaviors and abuse-of-power behaviors, whether
the preventive methods especially the hypotheses proposed here are reasonable or not,
the author makes an in-depth interview with the subjects through face-to-face interview,
telephone interview and e-mail questions, based on the designed items. The maximum
result of individual interview is to verify the hypotheses proposed here and improve the
practical innovation of this work.
4. Academic Interpretation.
With respect to the legal terms used here, the author interprets them in precise
accordance with the Chinese major law publications over these years, so as to ensure the
strictness of legal interpretation.
5. Case Study.
To some extent, case study is referred to as one of the most common research methods
in legal studies. Although China is not a case law-based country, the typical cases
annually released by the Supreme People's Court tend to be more instructive and
referential, compared with similar cases tried by other People’s Courts at all levels. The
author selects some cases related to bribery and misappropriation committed by
non-public servant, identifies their regularity and characteristics through case study, and
makes a summary to verify the proposed hypotheses and prevent the conclusion
accordingly. In particular, the necessity of crime prevention would be indicated from
those failed cases of crime prevention.
6. Theory Related with Practice.
It is known to all that theory originates from practice, if theory departs from reality, it
will become the water without source and its meaning will be void. This thesis insists on
the research principle of originating theory from practice before putting it into practice.
In this thesis, research contents, subjects, hypotheses and proposed variables stem from
the real life and production or operation activities, the author sums up these problems
and experience, and extracts and develops the theoretical basis of this thesis. All
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theories and methods proposed here are intended for application, rather than reading.
Therefore, the author also verifies the summarized theories and methods in practice
through company presentation, and uses those theories and methods for prevention of
deviant behaviors and abuse-of-power behaviors in real life and business operation
activities.
7. Qualitative and Quantitative Method.
I alternately use qualitative and quantitative method in the research. In my opinion, the
qualitative and quantitative method cannot be divided, so it is hard to clarify which
method is used. Furthermore, only using mixed method could the maximum
effectiveness be obtained, and therefore, I combine qualitative and quantitative method
to maximize their effectiveness in the course of statistical analysis and data analysis.

1.3 Research Procedure and Structural Arrangement
1.3.1 Research Procedure
Research procedure refers to the overall research plan that is adopted for the research
objective, including technical means, specific steps and methods to solve key issues.
This thesis insists on the combination between quantitative analysis and qualitative
analysis, adhering to the research principle of deriving theories and methods from the
practice before putting them into practice, so as to obtain the realistic conclusion.
Research procedure for this work can be described as follows:
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FIG.1- 3 Research procedure of this work
1.3.2 Structural Arrangement
According to the research content, method and procedure described above, the structural
arrangement of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 1 is Introduction. This chapter introduces the course from research interest to
topic selection and its significance, describes the research content and method of this
thesis, explains its research procedure, innovations and deficiencies, and makes an
overall introduction of this thesis.
Chapter 2 is Related Theory and Literature Review. In this chapter, I reasonably assort
the existing literature based on the identified research questions. While presenting the
lastest progress of domestic and foreign literature on these research questions, I make a
comprehensive review about the relevant literature in association with new problems
arising from the reality in my opinion. The main purpose of this chapter is to seek the
theoretical support for the establishment of theoretical model. It will make a review and
comment on relevant literature about the cause, distinction, evolvement and conversion
of property deviant behaviors, the provision, punishment, prevention, cause and
harmfulness of misappropriation crime and bribery crime of non-public servant as
prescribed in Criminal Law of PRC, and the relationship between corporate governance
and crime prevention.
Chapter 3 intends to establish the theoretical model and propose the research hypotheses.
The author has sought the fundamental theoretical support from Chapter 2 “Related
Theories and Literature Review”. Firstly, property deviant behavior is one of the typical
categories in deviant behavior theory, and its destructiveness and seriousness is
incomparable by any other deviant behavior. Property deviant behavior has its own
unique cause, which may evolve into the motive for bribery crime or misappropriation
crime of non-public servant, even converted into crime. Secondly, under certain
circumstances, property deviant behavior may be converted into bribery crime of
non-public servant or misappropriation crime. As far as I am concerned, there is no
distinction between property deviant behavior and bribery crime or misappropriation
crime of non-public servant, because their causes are similar, but differ a lot in
punishment, property deviant behavior is subject to the enterprise regulations, while
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bribery crime of non-public servant or misappropriation crime is subject to the
“Criminal Law of PRC”. Thirdly, bribery crime or misappropriation crime of non-public
servant can be prevented by preventing property deviant behavior. Since property
deviant behavior and bribery crime or misappropriation crime of non-public servant
have the same causes, I certainly can build the third theoretical model. Based on the
three theoretical models presented above, I propose a hypothesis accordingly: with
respect to the prevention of bribery crime or misappropriation crime of non-public
servant, preventing the property deviant behavior would be more effective for crime
prevention, compared to the legal prevention method. Fourthly, crime prevention is one
of the goals for effective corporate governance. Despite a variety of goals for effective
corporate governance, e.g.: reasonable arrangement of internal company structure,
orderly and dynamic operation activities, but all goals for corporate governance must be
achieved subject to the applicable law. In no way shall the positive effect of effective
corporate governance on crime prevention be ignored. One of the key goals for
corporate governance is crime prevention, and it would be impossible for a company
breeding crimes to achieve other goals with respect to corporate governance. In other
words, one of the key effects of crime prevention is to ensure a good operation
environment for enterprises.
Chapter 4 is Questionnaire Design, In-depth Interview, Case Study, and Analysis and
Verification of Theoretical Model and Research Hypotheses. In order to provide data
support for the theoretical model and research design, obtain the first-hand data through
design and issuance of questionnaires, with the available relevant data, I will use SSPS
to analyze and verify if the theoretical model and research hypotheses are correct.
Through one-on-one in-depth interview and analysis of the real cases over these years,
the causes to property deviant behavior and the crime prevention methods will be
investigated. The author will illustrate the abuse-of-power crime prevention method
adopted by Huawei, and introduce its advanced experience in the practice of
abuse-of-power crime prevention, as a supplement to my own research results.
Chapter 5 is Research Conclusion and Expectation. This chatper makes a conclusion for
the thesis, the author will arrange all sections that comprise this thesis, discuss its
strengths and weaknesses, and expect on the subsequent works.
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1.4 Innovations and Deficiencies
1.4.1 Innovations
In this thesis, research innovations are described as follows;
1. Interdisciplinary research is conducted for property deviant behavior, non-public
servant or misappropriation crime. Prior to this work, all management scholars looked
into the property deviant behavior in the field of management, but none of them realized
that property deviant behavior may be converted into crime and the goals of corporate
governance may involve the problems of crime prevention. In contrast, most law
scholars focused on the punishment immediately after occurrence of crimes in the
research of crimes, but they didn’t notice that crime prevention can be achieved by
preventing or reducing the property deviant behavior. This thesis firstly combines these
two aspects to carry out the interdisciplinary research.
2. Research methods of two disciplines are used. Since it is an interdisciplinary
research, it is clearly inadequate to only use the research method of either one. In this
concern, this thesis uses the research methods of management and law to achieve the
mutual complementarity.
3. Research area of property deviant behavior has been extended in the field of
management. Prior researches on the property deviant behavior usually end up with its
causes and solutions, but this thesis extends the research area of property deviant
behavior to the crime prevention in the field of law, which proves the research
hypothesis that property deviant behavior has a positive effect on crime prevention.
4. A new alternative for abuse-of-power crime prevention has been proposed in the
field of criminal law. Prior to this work, crime prevention methods as put forward by
law researchers include the completion of legal system or more severe punishment on
offender. Although these methods are not regarded as useless, they couldn’t eliminate
the root cause. Because it has demonstrated here that bribery crime or misappropriation
crime of non-public servant is converted from property deviant behavior, it will be more
effective and straightforward to prevent crime from its root cause, or in other words, by
preventing the deviant behavior, compared to the punishment immediately following the
occurrence of crime.
5. In this thesis, research results have a practical significance. In the course of
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writing the thesis, the author presented his own viewpoints, theories, and
abuse-of-power crime prevention methods in the form of feature report at the meeting of
No.13 Chaoyang District Branch, China-Japan Friendship Hospital Branch of The
Revolutionary Committee Of The Chinese Kuomintang, other comrades commented the
research results as innovative topic, belonging to forefront studies, with practical
significance on prevention of proprety deviant behavior in non-SOEs, even on preention
of bribery crime or misappropriation crime of non-public servant. In addition, when I
talked about the research results with a suspect awaiting trial who was charged for
abuse-of-power crime, he agreed to assist in this research despite his detention, and
admitted that these results may help him accept the reformation and recognition of his
offence to some extent.
1.4.2 Deficiencies
This thesis may be vulnerable to the following deficiencies:
1. Interdisciplinary research methods are not well-handled. The author has not
carried out any interdisciplinary research before, is not familiar with the research
method involving calculation in management, lacks of proficiency in mutual conversion
and cooperation of the research methdods in management and law. As a consequence,
the author has to spend a lot of time in verifying the authencity of data obtained.
2. The research breadth of this thesis is insufficient. It should be noted that in
addition to the conversion from property deviant behavior into crime, deviant behaviors
may cause a lot of categories such as production deviance, property deviant behavior is
only one category, the author argues that other deviant behaviors besides property
deviant behavior may be converted into crimes provided in non-compliance with
working requirements. Due to limitation of time and energy, this thesis mainly
investigates the property deviant behavior and the bribery crime, misappropriation
crime of non-public servant, resulting in a slight narrowness of research breadth.
3. The representativeness of research results is made slightly insufficient if the
research region is limited to Beijing. Initially, the author intends to look into the
abuse-of-power crime in Chinese private enterprises, but due to limitation of time and
energy, it is decided to only examine the property deviant behavior in Beijing-based
non-SOEs. In my view, if the research results should be made representative for
abuse-of-power crime prevention across China, to the least extent the Chinese
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developed regions such as Beijing, Shanghai, Guangdong Province, and the
underdeveloped regions such as Tibet Autonomous Region, should be covered, and only
in this way could the research results be more representative.
4. It is very pitiful to rule SOEs out of the research subjects. SOEs have played a
major role in Chinese economic development. For abuse-of-power crime, public servant
mainly refers to the staff in SOEs and state organs. Comparatively, the harmfulness of
abuse-of-power crime in non-SOEs is more moderate, while it is more representative in
SOEs. Therefore, the author will make a specific study on the abuse-of-power crime
prevention in SOEs if applicable.

Chapter 2 Related Theories and Literature Review
2.1 Related Theories and Literature Review of Deviant Behavior
Deviant behavior theory is classical in the field of management, whether for common
employees, or managers even boss, will dare to say there is no deviant behavior at work,
as if none of us dares to say that I have never committed a mistake in life. In other
words, no enterprise dares to say that there is no deviant behavior. This implies that
deviant behavior is prevalent. Deviant behavior varies in the degree of severity as well
as the impact on enterprises. However, any kind of deviant behavior should be
prevented from the root cause, to the extent that it may cause an adverse effect on
enterprise.
2.1.1 Workplace Deviance as defined by Robinson and Greenberg

Deviant behavior may occur in a lot of occasions, for instance, it may occur in the
workplace or daily life, or it keep in company of our lives. In this thesis, the workplace
deviance is studied while excluding the deviant behavior that occurs in any other
occasion.
Several similar concepts need to be mentioned here: deviant behavior and deviance.
In my opinion, deviant behavior and deviance are the same concept, there is no essential
difference between them, also can be referred to as “deviant behavior” in English, and
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some works explicitly translate them into deviant behavior (Zhang & Chen, 2013). Thus,
the author may consider that it is not necessary to examine the difference between
deviant behavior and deviance in this work.
The English translation of deviant behavior is also used by scholars. For instance,
“Understanding social control-Deviance, crime and social order”authored by Martin
Inners was translated into the equivalent Chinese edition. Domestic scholars (Xu et al,
2014) also used the concept of staff deviant behavior to conduct their research.
According to the auhor, the concept of deviant behavior or deviance is often used in the
field of management, while the concept of deviance is often used in the field of law, one
scholar (Zhang, 2011) made his study by directly combining crime and deviance. In
Chinese society, deviance usually refers to the sexual misconduct, with obvious moral
and erotic color. Therefore, deviance should be used with discretion in reality. In
enterprise, one may say to an employee “you have a deviant behavior”, but if I say “you
have a deviance”, he (she) must feel it hard to accept. For this reason, “deviance” should
be used less to the extent possible in Chinese dialogue with others
Robinson and Greenberg (1998) defined the workplace deviance as “the spontaneous
behavior of a member in organization that violates any of the organizational norms,
policies or regulations, and threatens the welfare of the organization or any of its
members”.
2.1.2 Related theories of positive deviant behavior and the literature review
The concept of workplace deviance raised by Robinson and Greenberg has a significant
impact on subsequent works about deviant behavior. However some scholar contested
that the definition given by Robinson and Greenberg merely summarizes the workplace
deviance from its negative aspects, and put forward the theory of positive deviant
behavior.
There are two systematic discussions on the definition of positive deviant behavior:
1. Spreitzer and Sonenshein (2003) put forward “the deliberate behavior deviating
from the reference group norms in a noble way”.
2. Warren (2003) suggested “the behavior that deviates from the reference group
norms but complies with the global norms”.
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3. Xu Shiyong and Zhang Yuqing (2013) analyzed the above-described definition
of positive deviant behavior, they believed: Spreitzer and Sonenshein’s definition of
positive deviant behavior requires that the perpetrator must be “noble” intended, the
“noble” criteria derives from the reference group and the evaluation group, and
specifically emphasizes that others must also believe he is “noble”intended, but only
requires it to be “noble” in subjective sense, rather than to objectively form a positive
result, because the perpetrator is able to control his own subjective will, instead of the
objective result. They further argued that: Warren proposed using supernorms to
evaluate if a deviant behavior is positive. Such supernorms derive from the universal
norms established upon global social contract and human values, beliefs. Behaviors can
be divided into four types: (1) The behavior that complies with the reference group
norms but deviates from the supernorms, which is a negative compliant behavior; (2)
The behavior that complies with the reference group norms and the supernorms, which
is a positive compliant behavior; (3) The behavior that deviates from the reference
group norms but complies with the supernorms, which is a positive deviant behavior; (4)
The behavior that deviates from the reference group norms and the supernorms, which
is a negative compliant behavior.
2.1.3 Related theories and literature review of whistle-blowing behavior
Whistle-blowing theory is a theory similar to the theory of positive deviant behavior.
Dworkin and Baucus (1998) defined the whistle-blowing behavior as the exposure of
information, which often specifically means the exposure of information that violates
the internal and external laws or morals. For example, when an enterprise produces
counterfeit goods, its employees report such behavior to the Industry and Commerce
Administration, but his reporting behavior violates the confidentiality regulation.
Spreitzer and Sonenshein (2004) argued that three conditions must be qualified before
the whistle-blowing behavior constitutes a positive deviant behavior:
1. It is required that the whistle-blowing behavior must be active rather than
coerced;
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2. It is required that the whistle-blowing behavior violates the reference group
norms, if the reference group norms support such behavior, then it is not a deviant
behavior.
3. It is required that the whistle-blowing behavior must be “noble” intended, if the
perpetrator threatens the company by exploiting the means of information exposure for
individual gains, then it is not a deviant behavior.
In other words, the whistle-blowing behavior may be a positive deviant behavior, but it
needs to be additionally measured against the conditions of positive deviant behavior.
2.1.4 Classification and of evaluation of deviant behaviors
Domestic and foreign classifications of deviant behaviors are more or less the same, but
some typical classifications created over these years will be reviewed and evaluated
here.
1. Classification based on the nature of workplace deviance
(1) Boye and Slora (1993) used the qualitative metod to divide workplace deviance
into serious deviance and minor deviance, based on the degree of severity, and indicated
that the most serious deviance is the theft in various forms, while the least serious
deviance is drunken work.
(2) Warren(2003), Spreitzer and Sonenshein（2004） divides workplace deviance
into positive deviance and negative deviance, based on the judgment if the perpetrator is
“noble” intended while performing the deviance, and according to the reference group
norms and the evaluation criteria for supernorms.
2. Classification based on the content of workplace deviance
(1) Slora (1989) used the factor analysis method to divide workplace deviance into
five categories: cash/property theft, i.e.: the theft of enterprise property, goods or cash;
support for theft, i.e.: the assistance in one’s theft; waste of working time;
counterproductive behavior, i.e.: the low-performance work behavior; other deviances,
i.e.: other dishonest employee behaviors.
(2) Hollinger and Clark (1982a, 1983a, 1983b) divided workplace deviance into
the production deviance and the property deviance. This is also the earlist reference that
can be searched from the existing literature. They argued that production deviance shall
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mean the violation against acceptable production levels and the sabotage in various
forms, e.g.: slowdown. Proprety deviance refers to the unauthorized acquisition or
sabotage of organizational property and products, e.g.: theft.
(3) Robinson and Bennett (1995) adopted the critical incident method and
performed the multidimensional analysis to divide workplace deviance into the
organizational orientation deviance and the interpersonal orientation deviance.
Organizational orientation deviance includes the production deviance and the property
deviance, in which the production deviance is minor, e.g.: late arrival; while the
property deviance is serious, e.g.: theft or acceptance of kickback. Interpersonal
orientation deviance includes the political deviance and the offensive deviance, in which
the political deviance is minor, e.g.: workplace misbehavior; while the offensive
deviance is serious, e.g.: threatened attack.
(4) Gruys and Sackett (2003) used the expert opinion to divide deviance into 11
categories: theft, property sabotage, improper use of information, waste of time and
resource, breach of safety rules, poor condition of attendance, lowered work quality,
misuse of alcohol, drug abuse, verbal offense, or physical abuse.
(5) Spector et al. (2006) divided deviance into five categories based on the
covariance between deviant behaviors: abuse against others, i.e.: the behavior of causing
physical injury or psychological damage to colleagues or others in various ways, or
interfering with their working performance; production deviance, i.e.: the failure of
completing work according to the established pattern; sabotage, i.e.: the damage to
tangible property; theft, i.e.: the misappropriation of property; withdrawal, i.e.: the
failure of working by the prescribed time, such as late arrival or early leave.
3. Classification based on the intention of workplace deviance
Based on the intention of workplace deviance, Vardi and Wiener (1996) divided
workplace deviance into: the deviant behavior that benefits oneself, e.g.: theft; the
deviant behavior that benefits the organization, e.g.: false records; the deviant behavior
causes sabotage, e.g.: waste.
4. Several classifications of workplace deviance by domestic scholars
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(1) Liu Shanren (2004) performed the exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and the
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to divide workplace deviance into: the property
deviance, i.e.: the behavior in various forms that misappropriates organizational
property, such as acceptance of kickback, misappropriation of payments; the production
deviance, i.e.: the employee behavior that reduces production input, such as passive
slowdown; the interpersonal deviance, i.e.: the employee behavior that exploits
improper interpersonal relationship against the interest of others, such as improper
attach on others.
(2) Peng He (2011) carried out the questionnaire survey and made four sub-studies
to investigate the structure and measurement of workplace deviance for Chinese
knowledge employees, and divided workplace deviance into: immoral behavior, passive
work behavior, lying, boycott, violation, interpersonal orientation counterproductive
behavior, organizational orientation counterproductive behavior, and knowledge-related
counterproductive behavior.
Peng He expressed such classification as follows:
Classification of Workplace Deviance
Immoral behavior

Form of Representation
Bribery
Theft

of

other

information

and

achievements
Coercion on the company
Passive work behaviors

Failure of taking the accountability
Unwillingness to innovate
Slowdown

Lying

Exaggeration of work intensity
Spreading of false rumor
Concealing of work mistake

Boycott

Deliberate contest against the line
manager
Disobedience to the instruction given
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by line manager
Passive execution of the instruction
given by line manager
Violation

Inadvertence to maintain the company
image
Non-compliance

with

company

regulations
Seeking loopholes of procedures or
regulations
Interpersonal

orientation Reporting secretly and suppression on

counterproductive behavior

a colleague
Isolation of a colleague
Building factions

Organizational

orientation Waste of company resources

counterproductive behavior

Misappropriation

of

company

resources
Inadvertence to the company interests
Knowledge-related

Unwillingness to share knowledge with

counterproductive behavior

others
Delivering wrong infomraiton to others
Information control

Table 2- 1Classification of workplace deviance
(3) Chen Weizheng and Zhang Yan (2009) paid visit to enterprises and conducted
in-depth interview to devide workplace deviance into five categories: theft and improper
use of company resources; intentional sabotage, i.e.: the employee behavior that
intentionally damages machine, equipment and office supplies and damages the public
property, which includes public or private sabotage; passive slowdown, i.e.: the
employee slowdown, late arrival or early leave; work violence, i.e.: the employee abuse,
threat and attach at the workplace, thus implicitly or explicitly challenging other safety,
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happiness or health. It may include the physical or psychological violence, in which the
physical violence includes striking or kicking, and the psychological violence includes
abuse or threat; organizational political behavior that is harmful to the organization, i.e.:
the self-interest behavior performed by individual or group in an organization
leveraging the conferred power or resources, for the benefit of company, which is
usually at the cost of the interests of others or the organization, such as intentional
compliment.
5. Consideration on classification of workplace deviance
(1) Foreign studies on classification of workplace deviance started earlier with
better research depth. For instance, Hollinger and Clark（1982a,1983a,1983b） already
put forward the concept of production deviant behavior and property deviant behavior
as early as in 1982. Robinson and Bennett (1995) further developed the theory of
production deviant behavior and property deviant behavior. Warren(2003), Spreitzer and
Sonenshein（2003） created and developed the theory of positive deviant behavior,
which has opened a new pathway for the researches on deviant behavior.
(2) Compared with foreign studies, domestic studies on classification of workplace
deviance obviously fell behind, but there are still some innovations. The earliest
domestic study on workplace deviance can be dated back to 1980s, during which China
was still in the period of planned economy, almost no scholar specialized in the study on
workplace deviance. Until the 21st century, with the further development of Chinese
economy and the frequent exchangs with foreign countries, Chinese scholars showed
more interests in studying production deviant behavior. In particular, Chen Weizheng
and Zhang Yan (2009) not only arranged the domestic and foreign studies on production
deviant behavior, but also used the universally recognized research method to make an
innovative study on production deviant behavior and published the monograph about
deviant behavior. This indicates that Chinese scholars have growing interests in
examining the effects of deviant behavior on enterprise development, and many of them
have specialized in the deviant behavior in Chinese enterprsies. These works are typical
of Chinese enterprises, which will be referential to the development of Chinese
enterprises.
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2.2 Research on Property Deviant Behavior
2.2.1 Definition of property deviant behavior
Hollinger and Clark（1982a,1983a,1983b）, Robinson and Bennett(1995) put forward the
concept of property deviant behavior in their respective work, and it should be noted
that they have similar understanding of property deviant behavior. The author favors the
definition of property deviant behavior given by the Chinese scholar Liu Shan Shi
(2004), he asserted that property deviant behavior refers to the behavior in various
forms that misappropriates organizational property, e.g.: acceptance of kickback,
misappropriation of business payments. Such definition has clearly generalized the
characteristics of property deviant behavior.
Here, property deviant behavior is defined as the behavior that perpetrator intentionally
performs to prejudice the interests of company property.
The characteristics of property deviant behavior are described as follows:
1. Its subject is the perpetrator in connection with enterprise. Why the author uses
“enterprise” instead of “organization”. In my opinion, compared with organization,
enterprise is more operational, and some groups in organization are not allowed to carry
out any operation activity.
2. The subject of property deviant behavior is perpetrator. Here the perpetrator
refers to the specific person who performs property deviant behavior, which is a broad
sense. It includes general staff, officer, shareholder and boss. Except for different
divisions of labor in enterprise, these persons are able to perform property deviant
behavior.
3. Subjectively, the perpetrator must be intentional. Here it is emphasized that the
perpetrator must be “intentional” and still performs the behavior, although he has known
that it may prejudice the property interests of enterprise. If the perpetrator performs
deviant behavior due to subjective fault, although such behavior still may prejudice the
enterprise interests, this work does not take them into consideration.
4. Objectively, the perpetrator performs the behavior that prejudices the property
interests of enterprise. Such behavior must prejudice the property interests, or otherwise
it may belong to other deviant behavior, rather than property deviant behavior.
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Property interests refer to the tangible or intangible assets which can be measured by
money, in which the tangible assets include cash or equipment; and the intangible assets
include enterprise credit standing or reputation.
Prejudices to enterprise property interests include the reduction of enterprise property,
e.g.: misappropriation of enterprise property, or the decrease of expected enterprise
benefits, e.g.: the intentional price reduction by employee due to bribery, so that
enterprise does not obtain any expected benefit.
In my opinion, such prejudice must be detrimental to the enterprise property interests,
which means that the observed theory of property deviant behavior excludes the factors
of positive deviant behavior.
2.2.2 Literature review and analysis of Chinese scholars on the causes to property
deviant behavior
1. Zhang Yu and Chen Weizheng (2008) attributed the property deviant behavior to
the following causes: (1) Improper design of the compensation system may result in
workplace deviance to some extent. For example, while the performance-based pay
system improves the task performance of employee, it may cause him to place excessive
emphasis on individual performance, lead to rivalry and lack of team spirit among the
employees, and increase the occurrence of employee workplace deviance. (2) Effect of
social impact. The social impact theory suggests that individual behavior would be
subject to the attitude or behavior of others or the norms of group (e.g.: work team,
colleagues, enterprise). (3) Negative and distrustful attitude of the manager towards
employee. Findings show that the distrust of the manager on employee will lead to
employee theft and personal violation against the manager. (4) Role stress. As the
important source of work stress, role conflict and role ambiguity will lead to the
negative attitude of employee. (5) Unjust organization. Organizational justice is divided
into result justice, procedural justice and interactive justice. The allocation and the
procedural injustice perceived by employee are positively related to theft, sabotage,
slowdown, malicious defamation, and other workplace deviances.
2. Wei Xin and Yang Jun (2012) considered that property deviant behavior is
subject to two factors: (1) Organizational justice. Organizational justice can be divided
into distribution justice, procedural justice, leadership justice, and information justice.
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Unlike Zhang Yan and Chen Weizheng’s viewpoint, they stressed leadership justice and
information justice, in which the leadership justice refers to whether the interpersonal
treatment is fair or not, when a leader evaluates the organizational justice; information
justice refers to whether the information can be fully explained. (2) Work stress.The
stress comes from work, organizational atmosphere, family work interface, work role,
interpersonal relationship, and career development.
3. Wang Yuqing et al. (2012) noted that organizational justice has an adverse effect
on employee deviant behavior, and stressed that negative emotion plays a mediating role
between procedural and interactive injustice and employee deviance.
4. Luo Xia and Chen Weizheng (2011) believed that leadership style has a positive
impact on employee deviance. Leadership style can be divided into: Transactional
leadership and conversional leadership, parental leadership and servant leadership, and
trustful leadership. In which, the transactional leadership, conversional leadership, and
trustful leadership avails employee of performing positive deviant behavior. The
transactional leadership and parental leadership make it more difficult for employee to
perform positive deviance behavior.
Xie Peihong (2011) further indicated that abusive leadership will lead to the subordinate
deviant behavior. Xu Haoying et al. (2014) believed that moral leadership may reduce
employee deviant behavior by influencing employee moral identity, moral courage,
emotional exhaustion, moral justice judgment, or work engagement. Peng Caodie et al.
(2013) were consistent with these viewpoints, and argued that the more obvious the
abusive leadership is, the more likely the employee deviance may happen. Some
scholars (Hang Jiaxin et al., 2013) researched from the perspective of ethical standards,
and proposed that ethical leadership and organizational orientation deviance are
significantly in positive correlation with interpersonal orientation deviance.
5. Zhang Yan and Chen Weizheng （2010） emphasized the employee health
management, and argued that it plays a crucial role in controlling workplace deviance.
They argued that employee physical and mental health would lead to workplace
deviance, suggested that enterprise should regularly assess the employee health risk and
inhibit the deviance through employee health management.
The author makes a systematic summary of the causes to property deviance behavior,
with the following assessments:
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1. Domestic studies on property deviant behavior have achieved rapid progress
over these years. With reference to foreign studies, they have collected a large amount
of data from Chinese enterprises and summarized the main cause to property deviant
behavior.
2. In addition to traditional organizational justice and leadership behavior, Chinese
scholars also have begun to examine the effects of employee health on workplace
deviance (Zhang Yan and Chen Weizheng, 2010). The research evolvement from
traditional employee external factors to employee intenral factors marks a great progress
of Chinese scholars in the study of property deviant behavior. This work involves the
employee physical and psychological factors with research significance.
The author attributes property deviant behavior in Chinese enterprises to the
following causes:
1. Inappropriate company regulation. Managers at all levels are not liable, or don’t
seriously perform their own regulatory responsibilities, and improper control breeds the
enterprise deviant behavior.
2. High work stress. Here the high work stress means the stress resulting from
work, whether the enterprise has assigned the work tasks with different loads or at
different difficulty levels, according to the individual capability. If an individual with
poor capability is assigned with a lot of difficult tasks, his enthusiasm will be reduced
along with boredom, resulting in deviant behavior.
3. High family stress. Here the high family stress means the stress resulting from
employee family and impacting on his work performance.
4. Low educational level. The educational level is not the main cause to determine
if he performs deviant behavior or not, but a well-educated person has a deep
understanding of the applicable legal framework, and is able to better restrain his
behavior and reduce the occurrence of deviance.
5. Role model effect of leader. It means the moral levels, cultivation, especially if
leader can act as the role model or not. A leader with low moral levels and cultivation
will incur the antipathy from subordinates, when a subordinate performs deviant
behavior, with poor impression on the leader with low moral levels and cultivation, the
discipline lecture will be hardly accepted by employees, even incur more serious
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deviance. If a leader is not strict with himself and often performs deviance, it may set a
negative model for the employees, but an accountable leader will set an exemplary
model for his subordinates.
6. Colleague behavior. In the same work environment, colleague behavior will
become the reference index, for example, if one does not throw off a cigarette butt,
other employees feel embarrassed to do so, if one does not perform deviance, the
majority of other employees will not do so, otherwise, if one frequently performs
deviance without punishment, others may follow suit.
7. Organizational justice. It includes the distribution justice, punishment justice
and opportunity justice. As labor-based compensation is prevailing in China, employees
shall be allocated in accordance with the labor-baesd principle, or otherwise the
distribution injustice may deprive employees of labor enthusiasm and also lead to
deviance. Employees who perform the same deviance shall be punished equally, or
otherwise the punishment injustice may cause revenge mind. Employees shall be given
equal opportunity for promotion and it is prohibited to appoint people by nepotism.
8. Completeness of system. An economical, efficient and vibrant enterprise must
have a complete system. This completeness cannot be measured by quantity, but
considers the evidence-based enterprise and employee behavior, as well as the work
enthusiasm subject to no interference of combining punishment with leniency. Regular
legal training will enhance the legal awareness and reduce the employee deviance,
which is also an indicator for the complete company system.
2.2.3 Research subject in the field of property deviant behavior
As mentioned above, property deviant behavior includes a variety of deviant behavior,
e.g.: theft, appropriation of company property, acceptance of bribery for the benefit of
others, but the author chooses two typical property deviant behaviors as the research
subjects: acceptane of bribery for the benefit of others and appropriation of company
property.
The author makes such decision due to the following reasons:
1. These two deviant behaviors are common. Of 301 questionnaires issued to
Beijing non-SOEs, other than 7 valid questionnaires, a considerable number of
employees admit that they have accepted bribery and performed misappropriation of
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company property, with a high occurrence rate in enterprises. Therefore, the author will
focus on these two deviant behaviors.
2. These two deviant behaviors are closely associated with abuse-of-power crime.
Exactly speaking, they are closely associated with bribery crime, misappropriation
crime of non-public servant in abuse-of-power crimes. Both of them require taking
advantage of position, which is consistent with the constitutive elements in
abuse-of-power crimes.Therefore, when such deviant behaviors reach certain degree of
severity, they may be converted into abuse-of-power crimes. Likewise, the theft in
property deviant behaviors may be converted into theft crime, but the perpetrator does
not take advantage of his position in performing such deviance, neither could it be
converted into abuse-of-power crimes. Thus, this work rules out it from the research
subjects.
3. Abuse-of-power crimes converted from such two deviant behaviors in private
enterprises are on the rise, which in turn causes great losses to these enterprises, so it
should be prioritized to research. According to the report of Project Team of Chinese
Entrepreneur Crime Prevention Research Center, Beijing Normal University, the
corruption crimes committed by Chinese private entrepreneurs, typically including
misappropriation of property, embezzlement and bribery, account for more than one
fourth of all crimes committed by private entrepreneur, and have been rising, which
indicates that the social hazard of private entrepreneurs becomes more serious. The
report of The Center for International Strategic Studies (CSIS) also suggests that the
corruption in private sector is growing, at least USD 500 billion a year, during the
economic growth of developing countries. It can be seen from these reports that
abuse-of-power crimes converted from such two deviant behaviors have caused great
losses to enterprises and the society, which should be concentrated in deviant behavior
studies.

2.3 Related Theories and Literature Review of Bribery Crime of
Non-public Servant
2.3.1 Definition and constitutive elements of bribery crime of non-public Servant
In China Mainland, the widely accepted definition for bribery crime of non-public
servant is: (Gao Mingxuan et al., 2016) Bribery crime of non-public servant refers to the
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behavior of an employee in a company, enterprise or any other unit who, taking
advantage of his position, seeks benefits for others, and the amount involved in
relatively large.
This crime has the constitutive elements as follows:
1. The offended object is the normal management order of a company, enterprise or
any other unit, or the position integrity of employees in a company, enterprise or any
other unit. The crime object is property, including money and tangible assets, or
property interests calculated by money, such as shopping cards.
2. The objective characterization of this crime is that the perpetrator who, taking
advantage of his position, requests or illegally accepts the property of others, or seeks
benefits for others and the amount involved is relatively large. Objectively, this crime
must have the following constitutive elements: firstly, the perpetrator has performed the
behavior of requesting or illegally accepting the property of others, or seeking the
benefits in larger amount for others. “Seeks benefits for others” means that the
perpetratoractively or at the requeset of others who, taking advantage of his position,
seeks certain benefit for others. The constitutive elements for this crime don’t require
the perpetrator to have finished or realized the behavior of seeking the benefits for
others, as long as he has committed, implemented or completed the seeking of benefits
for others. Such benefits shall include legal or rightful benefits, or illegal or unrightful
benefits, or tangible or intangible benefits. Secondly, such behaviors performed by the
perpetrator must take advantage of his position. Thirdly, the amount of the property of
others requested or illegally accepted by the perpetrator shall be large. According to the
provision under Chinese laws, the minimum standard for criminal prosecution for
bribery crime of non-public servant is RMB 60,000.
3. The crime subject is a special subject, including the non-public servants in
non-state-owned company, enterprise or other non-state-owned entities, or the
non-public servants in state-owned company, enterprise or other state-owned entities.
4. This crime is intentional subjectively, but fault does not constitute the crime.
This definition is prevailing in Chinese criminal law circles with respect to bribery
crime of non-public servant, with the economic development and legal progress, a
growing number of criminal law practitioners have made further studies on this crime.
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2.3.2 Related theories and literature review of bribery crime of non-public servant
The theories and works contributed by Chinese law scholars concentrate on the subject
elements of this crime, namely which type of personnel in which enterprises may
constitute the crime. In addition, they also examine the object elements, namely which
behavior performed by the perpetrator may constitute the crime.
2.3.2.1 Related theories and literature review of the subject elements of bribery
crime of non-public servant
1. As mentioned earlier, Gao Mingxuan et al (2016) suggested that the subject
elements of this crime include the public servants in non-state-owned company,
enterprise or other non-state-owned entities, or the non-public servants in state-owned
company, enterprise or other state-owned entities, but some scholars contest that such
provision is too generalized, which needs to be futher clarified.
2. Liu Aitong (2008) argued that the crime subject shall include all employees in
company, enterprise and other entities, and not merely the managers could constitute
this crime, which may be divided into two types: 1. Employees who are engaged with
management accountability; 2. Employees who are engaged with specific works. He
added that other entities refer to the public ulities and groups without relying on the
state financial appropriation or the state-owned assets, and individual economy may not
constitute the “organization” defined herein.
3. Li Hong (2008) believed that the company defined here includes the limited
liability company and the joint stock limited company. Enterprise refers to the
organization legally incorporated, which engages with business activities and has
independent or relatively independent legal personality, including corporate enterprise
and unincorporated enterprise. Employees shall include the director, supervisor, workers
and external staff in the limited liability company and the joint stock limited company.
4. Zheng Gaojian and Xie Jie (2010) contested that in addition to ordinary
enterprise, corporate personnel may as well become the crime subject, but in some
special circumstances, lawyer may also become the crime subject. They believed that a
lawyer privately accepts the property from the opposite party in conflict with the party,
seeks benefits while violating the benefits of the party, abuses the authority of agency
while violating the duty of loyalty contained in professional behavior, which may
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constitute the subject of bribery crime of non-public servant.
5. Pei Guangchuan (2010) proposed that the consistency between “identiy” and
“behavior” must be adhered while determining the crime subject. For example, the
members of bid evaluation committee that is legally formed should not have the
“identity” as public servant, their engagement with these activities should maintain the
benefits of non-state-owned enterprise or organization, then their “identity” and
“behavior” would be consistent, if they accept bribery in the course of tendering and
bidding, it should be established as the bribery crime of non-public servant. According
to this standard, if other persons performing public duties by operaton of law only have
the identity of public servant, but without performing the behavior of public duties, then
their bribery should be established as the bribery crime of non-public servant.
6. Chen Wei (201) futher expanded the scope of the crime subject. He argued that
non-public servant in the non-state-owned banks or financial institutions may constitute
the crime subject. In addition, non-public servant in other entities include public utilities,
social groups, village committee, residential committee, village groups and other
permanent establishments, or non-public servant in the organizing committee,
preparatory committee, engineering contractor and other temporary establishments
founded for the organization of sports event, art show or other egitimate activities may
constitute the crime subject.
7. Li Chen (2011) asserted that non-public servant in the state organs, public
utilities or social groups, or non-public servant in the private non-business organizations
may constitute the crime subject.
2.3.2.2 Personal comment on the theories and literature review of subject elements
It is of great significance for the study of property deviant behavior in non-SOEs by
correctly establishing the subject of bribery crime of non-public servant.
This work observes the property deviant behavior in non-SOEs, but why it is only
limited to non-SOEs? Firstly, enterprise refers to the organization which is engaged with
the production, circulation or service activities to seek economic benefits. Enterprise
includes corporate business and unincorporated business. According to Section 3 under
“Company Law of PRC”, company refers to the limited liability company and the joint
stock limited company incorporated within the territory of PRC pursuant to “Company
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Law of PRC”. According to Section 2 of “Administrative Regulations of The People's
Republic of China Governing the Registration of Legal Corporations”, all state-owned
enterprises, collectively-owned enterprises, joint ventures, foreign-funded enterprises
(including Sino-Foreign

joint

ventures,

Sino-Foreign

cooperative

enterprises,

exclusively foreign-owned enterprises) incorporated within the territory of PRC and
other enterprises qualified for legal corporate shall apply for the registration of legal
corporations, pursuant to the applicable state laws, legal system and the relevant
administrative regulations. According to these provisions, company is a legal corporate,
which is a form of enterprises, there are only two company forms in China Mainland,
i.e.: the limited liability company and the joint stock limited company. Therfore, the
scope of enterprise should be greater than that of company, then it would allow for more
accurate planning of research scope if “enterprise” instead of “company” is focused here.
For example, if the research scope is limited to company, then foreign-funded enterprise
should not be incorporated, vice versa. Secondly, why it is limited to “non-SOEs”?
State-owned enterprise (SOE) refers to the enterprise that is invested and jointly
controlled by the state. There is no concept of private enterprise in Chinese laws,
although it remains controversial if foreign-funded enterprise should categorized into
private enterprises, the author supports this viewpoint. Therefore, the research scope is
limited to non-SOEs, which means that all enterprises not invested and jointly
controlled by the state shall be studied.
Why it is claimed that the theories of subject elements for bribery crime of non-public
servant are important for the study of property deviant behavior in non-SOEs?
1. Gao Mingxuan et al. (2016) suggested that the subject elements of this crime
include the public servants in non-state-owned company, enterprise or other
non-state-owned entities, or the non-public servants in non-state-owned company,
enterprise or other non-state-owned entities. It can be seen from this theory that the
subject scope of bribery crime of non-public servant is greater than that of property
deviant behavior in non-SOEs, because it not only includes the employee in
non-state-owned company, enterprise or other non-state-owned entities, but also
includes the non-public serant in state-owned company, enterprise or other state-owned
entities. In this sense, the author infers that the subjects of property deviant behavior in
non-SOEs are only a part of the subjects of bribery crime of non-public servant, which
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are in an inclusive relationship.
2. If the subject scope of this crime cannot be identified, the author will not
distinguish which part of property deviant behavior can be converted to bribery crime of
non-public servant, so it would be critical to identify the subject elements of this crime.
3. The scope of staff in this crime is consistent with that of property deviant
behavior in non-SOEs, both of which include boss, director, supervisor, officer and
worker, which facilitates the interdisciplinary research between them.
Based on the above analysis, the subject scope of two crimes is compared as follows:
Bribery Crime

of

Non-public Property Deviant Behavior

Servant

in Non-SOEs

Scope of enterprise Non-public
personnel

servant

non-state-owned
enterprise

in Staff in non-state-owned

company, company,
or

enterprise

other other

non-state-owned entities.

or

non-state-owned

entities.

Non-public servant in state-owned
company,

enterprise

or

other

state-owned entities.
Types of staff

Non-public

servant

director,

supervisor,

worker)

in

company,

enterprise

non-state-owned

(including Boss, director, supervisor,
officer, officer,

or

worker

in

non-state-owned non-SOEs.
or

other

entities

and

non-public servant in state-owned
company,

enterprise

or

other

state-owned entities.
Table 2- 2Comparison between the bribery crime of non-public servant and property
deviant behavior in non-SOEs
2.3.2.3 Related theories and literature review of the objective elements of bribery
crime of non-public servant
1. Gao Mingxuan et al. (2016) argued that the objective characterization of this
crime is that the perpetrator requests, or illegally accepts the property of others who,
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taking advantage of his posiiton, seeks benefits for others and the amount involved is
relatively large. This theory prevails in the field of criminal law studies.
2. Based on the theory mentioned above, Zheng Gaojian and Xie Jian (2010)
suggested that “taking advantage of his position” means the perpetrator exploits the
authority in charge of, accountable to, or undertaking a proceeding, or the authority in
affiliated or restricted relationship. They further put forward four qualifications: (1)
Non-public servant who accepts bribery must exert an improper impact upon others,
based on his own authority. (2) The position behavior performed by other non-public
servants should correspond to the entrusted proceedings. (3) The benefits entitled to
trustee must form a causal chain with the restrictive power imposed by non-public
servant upon others.
3. Wang Hongfei (2015) added that “taking advantage of his position” should also
include the abuse-of-power behavior by the perpetrator. Abuse-of-power behavior is
based on the original authority entitled to the perpetrator, which is related to his
authority. Because the bribery behavior by the abuse of power violates the position
integrity, it will be consistent with the criminal law-protected legal benefit by attributing
such behavior to “taking advantage of his position”.
4. Huang Jikun and Xiao Nanfang (2009) believed that the object constitutive
elements of this crime must be qualified for three conditions: (1) The perpetrator must
take advantage of the power conferred by the position he assumes or the position related
to the authority to perform the harmful behavior prescribed by this crime. (2) The
perpetrator performs the behavior of requesting or accepting the property of others. (3)
Seek benefits for others. The perpetrator who, taking advantage of his position, requests
or illegally accepts the property of others, or seeks or commits to seek benefits for
others, whether such benefits are realized or not, legal or not, tangible or intangible,
may constitute the crime.
2.3.2.4 Personal comment on related theories and literature review of the objective
elements of this crime
Although the above-described theories on the crime objective elements are slightly
different, the basic elements are identical. The objective elements of this crime include:
(1) Taking advantage of his position. The acceptance of bribery by perpetrator must be
related to his capacity or the convenience formed by his capacity, if the acceptance of
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bribery doesn’t correspond to the convenience of his capacity, then his behavior will not
constitute this crime. For example, a salesperson in one private enterprise accepts the
property of others, recommend the briber to the HR Director, finally the HR Director
appoints him to a capacity, but the author holds that the behavior performed by this
salesperson does not constitute the bribery crime of non-public servant. To understand it,
the salesperson has no power of personnel decision in the enterprise, he only
recommends the other person to the HR Director with personnel management power,
but doesn’t have the power to decide whether to employ him or not, and the final
decision of employing him has no connection with the capacity of the salesperson. Thus,
if the behavior performed by perpetrator has no connection with the convenience
formed by his capacity, then it does not constitute this crime. (2) Perform the behavior
of requesting or accepting the property of others. Requesting is characterized by active
demand, while accepting is characterized by passive reception without refusal. In
criminal law, it is generally considered that the subjective culpability of requesting
bribery is greater than that of accepting bribery, so the former should be imposed with
more severe punishment. If the perpetrator takes advantage of his position without
requesting or accepting the property of others, then it does not constitute this crime. If a
manager takes advantage of his position to award one project which should have been
awarded through tender procedure to a person, but he doesn’t request or accept any
property of others, according to this element, his behavior doesn’t constitute the crime.
(3) Seek the benefits for others. Such benefits include legal and illegal benefits, the
perpetrator should be imposed with severe punishment if he requests or accepts any
illegal benefit. The author argues that it will not constitute the crime only with the
subjective intent of seeking benefits for others, but without the objective specific
behavior. Once the perpetrator begins to perform the behavior of seeking benefits for
others, it will constitute the crime, if he does not seek a benefit for others due to any
other reason, it will constitute the attempted crime.

2.4 Related Theories and Literature Review of Misappropriation
Crime
2.4.1 Definition and constitutive elements of misappropriation crime
The definition of misappropriation crime given by Gao Mingxuan et al. (2016) prevails
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in the law circles. Misappropriation crime refers to the behavior that an employee in a
company, enterprise or any other unit who, by taking advantage of his position,
misappropriates the company property and the amount involved is relatively large.
The crime constitutive elements are as follows;
1. The object of this crime refers to the property ownership of company, enterprise
or other entities. The crime object refers to all kinds of property in the organization,
including tangible and nontangbile assets, or the property controlled by and attributable
to the organization. Pivate property managed or used by the organization or in transit
shall be owned by the organization, which also belongs to the crime object.
2. The objective characterization of this crime is the behavior that an employee
who, taking advantage of his position, misappropriates the company property and the
amount involved in relatively large.
3. This crime is a special subject which is only limited to the persons in company,
enterprise or other entities.
4. The subjective aspect of this crime is direct intent, namely the perpetrator who,
taking advantage of his position, and has the psychological attitude of misappropriating
the company property, although he has known that it is the property owned by company.
2.4.2 Related theories and literature review of the subject constitutive elements of
misappropriation crime
1. Zhao Yonghong and Qian Yehong (2001) paid the earliest attention to the
question if the manager in joint enterprise with state shares could become the subject of
this crime. They argued that director or supervisor except public servant may become
the crime subject, because the manager, financial executive or other persons in company
is appointed by the Board of Directors rather than delegated by the state, they have
entered into labor relationship with the employer, without direct legal relationship with
the subject of state-owned investment. Therefore, they may become the subject of this
crime.
2. Gao Mingxuan et al. (2016) stressed that the subject of this crime must be the
person in company, enterprise or other entities. In which, company refers to various
forms of limited liability companies and joint stock limited companies formed in
accordance with Company Law of PRC and approved by the state competent authority.
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Enterprise refers to all kinds of profitable economic organizations formed in accordance
with Chinese enterprise registration regulations and approved by the state competent
authority. Other entities refer to other organizations other than company or enterprise,
e.g.: hospital, school, art entity.
3. With the economic development, some scholars attempt to expand the subject
scope of this crime. Huang Xiangqing (2005) contested that although contracted
employee, temporary employee, intern, or part-time employee is different from regular
employee, they undertake the same tasks as regular employees, which has no connection
with their identity. Therefore, such persons may become the subject of this crime.
4. Miao Shengming and Li Jihua (2002) believed that the crime subject does not
include the public servant in state-owned company, enterprise or other state-owned
entities, or the person assigned from state-owned company, enterprise or other
state-owned entities to engage with public service in non-state-owned company,
enterprise or other entities. In addition, they insisted that individual businesses may not
become the crime subject.
2.4.3 Personal comment on related theories and literature review of the subject
elements of misappropriation crime
1. The subject of this crime refers to the employee in company, enterprise or other
entities, which is consistent with the subject scope of bribery crime of non-public
servant as mentioned earlier.
2. The misappropriation of public property by person who is engaged with the
public service in state-owned company, enterprise or other state-owned entities shall
constitute the bribery crime rather than this crime.
3. The author expands the subject scope of this crime, namely the misappropriation
of public property by the person who is engaged with the public service in state-owned
company, enterprise or other state-owned entities shall constitute the bribery crime, the
misappropriation of company property by others who is disqualified for this standard
shall constitute the misappropriation crime.
2.4.4 Related theories and literature review of the object elements of
misappropriation crime
1. Gao Mingxuan et al. (2016) believed that “taking advantage of his position”
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shall constitute an essential element for misappropriation crime. “Taking advantage of
his position”means that an employee exploits the position of administering, handling or
managing the company property of a person within the extent of his authority. And they
added that there are a variety of misappropriation means, e.g.: alteration on accounts.
2. According to Miao Shengming and Li Jihua (2002), the misappropriation means
include the misappropriation of company property in legal possession by taking
advantage of his position, or the defrauding of company property by taking advantage
of his advantage to steal the company property or alter on the accounts. They suggested
that the misappropriation of company property by utilizing the work convenience or
labor convenience, without taking advantage of his advantage, shall also constitute the
crime.
3. Zhao Yonghong and Qian Yehong (2001) agreed that “taking advantage of his
advantage” includes the work convenience or labor convenience, but they contested that
the misappropriation of company property by merely utilizing the relationship and
familiarity with the work environment shall not constitute the crime.
4. Liu Weiqi (2015) placed emphasis on the meaning of “position” as mentioned
in “taking advantage of his advantage”. He believed that misappropriation crime derives
from bribery crime, and the legal benefit protected by misappropriation crime shall
simultaneously include the property ownership and public rights of entity. “Position” in
essence means the engagement with controlling and dominating the company property.
5. Huang Xiangqing (2005) negated that “taking advantage of his advantage”
includes the work convenience or labor convenience (Zhao Yonghong and Qian Yehong,
2001). He believed that “taking advantage of his advantage” is distinct from “utilizing
the labor convenience”. He asserted that “position” is a kind of work, but it cannot be
deemed the same as “capacity”, or “taking advantage of his advantage” cannot be
interpreted as “utilizing the capacity convenience. The term “work” should broadly
include the undertaking of managerial responsibilities and operational activities, while
the term “duty” should narrowly only include the undertaking of managerial
responsibilities. In addition, position shall refer to the work continuously or repeatedly
engaged by the perpetrator, any one-time work is not a position or does not constitute
this crime. Furthermore, he suggested that “company property” shall include all
property of the company, or the property possessed by the company. “Illegally
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misappropriate” includes the illegal possession by “oneself” and illegal possession by
“others”.
6. Liu Guosen (2006) suggested his theory similar to the prevailing one. He
believed that only by utilizing the administered, managed or handled convenience of
company property belongs to utilizing the position convenience. He agreed that
“misappropriate” includes the viewpoint of “including the illegal possession by “others”
(Huang Xiangqing, 2005). He contested that “misappropriate” is only limited to the
possession or dominance by “oneself”, but excludes the possession or dominance by
“others”.
7. Wang Hongfei (2015) proposed his understanding of “taking advantage of his
advantage”. In his view, position means the work undertaken according to the job
description, while authority means the power within the extent of authority. There is a
distinction between “taking advantage of his position” and “taking advantage of his
authority”. “Taking advantage of his position” refers to the utilization of the work
undertaken by the perpetrator or the appropriate power, but excludes the impact
resulting from authority, while “taking advantage of his position” includes such impact.
He also agreed that “taking advantage of his position” includes the utilization of labor
convenience and abuse of power.
8. Li Chen (2011) argued that under the circumstances in which non-public
servant utilizes his own power or status to direct or influence the subordinates and
utilizes the authority of others to seek benefits for “briber”, or utilizes or relies on the
authority to affect others by controlling his status or authority or exploits the favor
asked by others to seek benefits for “briber”, does not constitute the bribery crime of
non-public servant.
Furthermore, he believed that if the perpetrator should take advantage of his position to
request or accept the bribery, or seek benefits for others before he is appointed to a
capacity, it constitutes the bribery crime of non-public servant. If an non-public servant
requests or accepts the bribery, or seeks benefits for others by utilizing the convenience
formed by original capacity or status before his resignation, prospective retirement or
retirement, it does not constitute the bribery crime of non-public servant.
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2.4.5 Personal comment on related theories and literature review of the object elements
of misappropriation crime
The theories about object elements of misappropriation crime mentioned above are
basically the same, but the details are slightly different. I agree with the prevailing
theory about object elements of this crime.
1. “Taking advantage of his position”. (1) “Position” should not be understood as
the duty, which is a kind of work but does not represent any right. For example, a
salesperson misappropriates the fees collected in door-to-door service. His behavior
takes advantage of his position, but he has no power. (2) The author believes that duty
convenience refers to the work convenience, and position means the work task. Labor
convenience is also a kind of work convenience but there is no essential difference.
There is little difference between the common sense of“labor”in civil law, the common
sense of “work” in daily life, and the common sense of “position” in criminal law. (3)
“Convenience” refers to the convenient condition formed by position, which is specific.
“Taking advantage of his position” by perpetrator must rely on his position, or in other
words, if there is no convenience, he is unable to perform the criminal behavior, and
neither does it constitute this crime. For instance, the perpetrator is a sanitation worker
who utilizes the convenience of cleaning to misappropriate the company property in
Financial Department. The author argues that although he takes advantage of his
position, such convenience does not have specificity, others may also misappropriate the
property, the perpetrator constitutes the theft rather than misappropriation crime.
However, if a company accountant misappropriates the property, such convenience and
position has specificity, because not all employees have the right to keep company
property, his behavior constitutes the misappropriation crime.
2. “Misappropriate”. Firstly, “illegally” should be emphasized because such
possession has no legal basis, and legal possession will not constitute this crime.
However, legal possession may be converted to illegal possession, if the
perpetratorkeeps a company property, when the company requests him to return the
property, but he refuses to do so, he will be deprived of the premise of legal possession,
which is converted into illegal possession. Secondly, there is no restriction of
“possession” means, which includes but without limitation to stealing, concealing or
squandering, either in the form of illegal possession at the beginning, or converted from
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legal “possession”. “Possession” does not require the perpetrator to own it, but under his
control, either “possessed” by himself or “possessed” by others under his dominance.
3. Company property. The only subject that the perpetrator takes advantage of his
position to illegally misappropriate is the company property, or otherwise it will not
constitute this crime. The company property includes the property that the company
owns, or the property kept or dominated by the company, if the warehouse keeper
utilizes the convenience of keeping the stored goods to misappropriate these goods by
forging the goods receipt, although they are not owned by the company, they are kept or
dominated by the company, and the behavior performed by warehouse keeper also
constitutes the misappropriation crime.
4. The amount is relatively large. According to the provision under Chinese laws,
the minimum standard for criminal prosecution for misappropriation crime is RMB
60,000.
2.4.6 Summary of bribery crime, misappropriation crime of non-public servant
2.4.6.1 Summary of bribery crime of non-public servant
(Li Chen, 2011) According to Section 163 “Bribery Crime of Non-public Servant”
under the applicable Criminal Law of PRC, the previous charge is “bribery crime of
company or enterprise staff”, in June 2006, the Standing Committee of NPC passed
“The Sixth Amendament to Crimincal Law of PRC”, which specifies that“staff of other
entities”should be added in the crime subject of bribery crime in company or enterprise.
On October 25th of 2007, according to the “Additional Provision (Ⅲ) on Judgment of
Charge for Enforcing Crimincal Law of PRC” promulgated by The Supreme People's
Court of PRC and The Supreme People’s Procuratorate of PRC, the charge prescribed
under Section 163 should be amended to “bribery crime of non-public servant”.
The crime subject can be expressed as follows:
Subject of Bribery Crime of Non-public

Description

Servant
Non-public servant in company

1. Non-public servant in limited liability
company
2. Non-public servant in joint stock limited
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company
Non-public servant in enterprise

1.

Non-public

servant

in

domestic

enterprise
Domstic enterprises include:
(1) State-owned enterprise
(2) Collectively-owned enterprise
(3) Joint-stock cooperative enterprise
(4) Assocaited enterprise
(5) Private enterprise and other entities
2. Non-public servant in Hong Kong,
Macao, Taiwan-Invested enterprise
Hong Kong,

Macao, Taiwan-Invested

enterprises include:
(1) Joint venture
(2) Cooperative enterprise
(3) Hong Kong,

Macao, Taiwan

wholly-owned enterprise
3. Non-public servant in foreign-funded
enterprise
(1) Sino-foreign joint venture
(2) Sino-foreign cooperative enterprise
(3) Foreign-funded enterprise
Non-public servant in public utilities

Public utilities refer to the social service
organizations established by state organs
or

other

organizations

utilizing

state-owned assets to engage in education,
science and technology, culture, public
health and other activities, for the purpose
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of public welfare, such as state-run school
or state-run hospital
Non-public servant in social groups

Social groups refer to the non-profit social
organizations

that

are

established

voluntarily by Chinese citizens, intended
for the realization of common will of
members, which carry out activities in
accordance

with

their

Articles

of

Incorporation
Social groups include:
1. The people’s groups which attend the
CPPCC, e.g.: ACFTU
2.

The

groups

verified

by

the

administrative authority for public sector
peform under the State Council, which is
free of registration as approved by the
State Council, e.g.: Chinese Writers
Association
3. The non-profit social organizations that
are established voluntarily by Chinese
citizens, intended for the realization of
common will of members, which carry out
activities in accordance with their Articles
of Incorporation, e.g.: All China Lawyers
Association
Non-public

servant

in

private-run Private-run

non-state-owned entities

non-state-owned

entities

include:
1. Education utilities, e.g. private-run
kindergarten
2. Public health utilities, e.g.: private-run
hospitals
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3. Culture utilities, e.g.: culture center
4. Science and technology utilities, e.g.:
science and technology center
5. Sports utilities, e.g.: private-run sports
club
6.

Labor

utilities,

e.g.:

private-run

employment agency
7. Civil affairs utilities, e.g.: private-run
welfare institute
8. Social intermediary services, e.g.:
private talent exchange center
9. Legal services, e.g.: law firm.
10. Other non-enterprise entities.
Non-public servant in state organs

State organs include:
1. State power organ
2. Administrative organ
3. Adjudicative organ
4. Procuratorial organ
5. Military organ
6.

CPC,

Chinese

People's

Political

Consultative Conference at all levels.
Table 2- 3 Subject scope of bribery crime of non-public servant
The object elements of this crime can be expressed as follows:
Object Elements of Bribery Crime of

Description

Non-public Servant
Taking advantage of his position

1.

It

refers

administrative,

to

the

utilization

managerial,

of

decisive,

processing and handling rights entitled by
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oneself within the extent of authority, in
accordance with the provision.
2. It does not include the indirect
utilization of own powers, only limited to
the direct utilization of own powers
Seek benefits for others

1. Legal benefits, i.e.: the accessible
benefits protected by law
2. Illegal benefits, i.e.: the inaccessible
benefits prohibited by law

Larger amount
More than RMB 60,000.
Table 2- 4Objective elements of bribery crime of non-public servant
It is of great significance for the prevention and reduction of property deviant behavior
in non-state-owned by correctly establishing the bribery crime of non-public servant,
which allows the employee to prejudge if his deviant behavior constitutes the crime, so
that he can calculate the cost of performing such deviant behavior.
2.4.6.2 Summary of misappropriation crime
(Bi Zhiqiang and Xiao Jieqinig, 2011) For an extended time since the founding of PRC,
the Criminal Law of PRC only stipulates the corruption crime, on February 28th of 1995,
the Standing Committee of NPC passed “Decision” to incorporate a substantial part of
“staff in collective economic organization and other personnel engaged in public service”
into the subject scope of misappropriation crime of company or enterprise staff.
According to Section 271 under Criminal Law of PRC, misappropriation crime refers to
the behavior that an employee in a company, enterprise or any other unit who, taking
advantage of his position, misappropriates the company property and the amount
involved is relatively large.
Because the subject of this crime is consistent with the subject of bribery crime of
non-public servant, this thesis will not describe it anymore.
The objective elements of this crime can be expressed as follows:
1. Taking advantage of his position

(1) It means that the perpetrator utilizes
the
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convenience

of

administrating,

managing and handling the property
within the extent of his authority.
(2) It refers to a abuse-of-power behavior
2. Type of taking advantage of his position

(1)

Direct

utilization

of

own

duty

convenience
(2) The perpetrator directly utilizes the
combined convenience of powers to
illegally

misappropriate

the

company

property
(3) The perpetrator utilizes the restrictive
relationship

of

managing

and

being

managed in position to perform the
misappropriation crime
3. Manner of illegal misappropriation

(1) Misappropriation. It refers to the
behavior that the perpetrator directly
misappropriates the company property he
manages, handles or uses, or illegally
transfers it to others
(2) Stealing. It refers to the behavior that
the perpetrator secretly misappropriates
the company property handled or managed
by himself, or jointly handled or managed
with others
(3) Fraud. It refers to the behavior that the
perpetrator illegally misappropriates the
company property by taking advantage of
his position, through fictional facts or
concealment of truth
(4) Extortion. It refers to the circumstance
that the perpetrator extorts the employee in
charge of company property to surrender
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the administered property, by taking
advantage

of

his

position,

and

misappropriates such property.
4. The amount is relatively large
More than RMB 60,000
Table 2- 5Object elements of misappropriation crime
Misappropriation crime is an ancient charge, but a lot of employees in non-SOEs have
not been aware of its existence for an extended time, resulting in their constituted crime.
It is of great significance for the perpetrator to reasonably understand his own behavior
and for the prevention and reduction of property deviant behavior by specifying the
constitutive elements of the misappropriation crime.

2.5 Hysteresis of Related Law Theories for Abuse-of-power
Crime Prevention in Chinese Enterprises
2.5.1 Erfolgsunwert and Handlungsunwert
Erfolgsunwert and Handlungsunwert don’t emerge from China and it is the German
scholar Wezel that firstly distinguished Erfolgsunwert from Handlungsunwert and
established an opposition between them. In China, Professor Li Hong (2015) discussed
and analyzed Erfolgsunwert from Handlungsunwert systematically. Erfolgsunwert
indicates that the illegality and social hazard should be only determined by the
infringement

against

legal

benefits

resulting

from

the

behavior;

however,

Handlungsunwert states that the infringement against legal benefits resulting from the
behavior, the specific form of behavior and the intent, fault, motive, purpose or similar
subjective state of mind should be incorporated into the basis of judgment. The
opposition between Erfolgsunwert and Handlungsunwert is reflected in the following
four aspects:
1. Judgment object of illegality
Erfolgsunwert states that illegality in essence is the infringement or threatening against
legal benefits, and therefore, the illegality of behavior lies in whether such behavior
causes specific, visible infringement or threatening against the legal benefits, in which
no subjective factor of the perpetrator should be mixed, otherwise it is difficult to avoid
the arbitrary judgment of illegality. While Handlungsunwert argues that behavior is only
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meaningful after associating it with the subjective factors of perpetrator. Thus, the
subjective factors of perpetrator should be considered when evaluating the behavior.
2. Judgment criteria of illegality
Handlungsunwert states that if a behavior has no appropriateness of society, then it
doesn’t meet the general requirements of society, but as long as this behavior does not
infringe or threathen the legal benefits, or does not cause a great infringement against
legal benefits, then we can’t say that such behavior is illegal. In contrast,
Handlungsunwert contests that behavior is illegal only when it infringes the legal
benefits and violates the social ethical order.
3. Judgment time of illegality
Erfolgsunwert states that whether a behavior has the risk of the infringement of legal
benefits or not, should be judged objectively, which is not subject to the subjective
factors performd by perpetrator; furthermore, with respect to the judgment of illegality,
the legal benefits actually incurred or may be incurred from the behavior should be
decided by the judge based on the established findings. Therefore, Handlungsunwert
treats the post judgment as appropriate. In contrast, Handlungsunwert contests that since
the intent, fault-based subjective factors may impact the judgment whether a behavior is
illegal, the judgment of illegality should be relative to the time of performing the
behavior, which means that the prior judgment will be more appropriate when judging
the illegality.
4. Task of criminal law.
Erfolgsunwert states that the task of criminal law lies in protection of legal benefits,
take the intentional homicide for example, the legal benefits of life are protected by
punishing the homicidal act. Handlungsunwert contests that the task of criminal law lies
in protection of social ethical order. In this example, Handlungsunwert states that the
protection of individual legal benefits is not the primary task of criminal law, but the
protection of normal or good social order is the most important task of criminal law.
Based on the four aspects described above, Erfolgsunwert and Handlungsunwert are in
sharp opposition, but over time, these two theories also tend to merge with one another,
for instance, Handlungsunwert also comes to believe that the protection of legal benefits
is a task of criminal law.
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2.5.2 Criminal Law of PRC and Erfolgsunwert
Professor Li Hong (2015) attributed the dispute between Erfolgsunwert and
Handlungsunwert to whether the norms of Criminal Law belong to behavioral norms or
adjudication norms, from the perspective of the theory of norms. Illustrate the
misappropriation crime discussed here, Section 271 of “Criminal Law of PRC”
stipulates “if an employee in a company, enterprise or any other unit who, taking
advantage of his position, misappropriates the property of his own unit for personal use,
if the amount is relatively large, shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not
more than five years or criminal detention; if the amount involved is huge, he shall be
sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of more than five years or criminal detention, and
may be imposed with the confiscation of property”, as far as the proponents of
Handlungsunwert are concerned, this provision is a code of conduct to instruct how the
employees in a company, enterprise or any other unit should behavior, when any
employee reads this provision, then he will realize that it is prohibited to misappropriate
the company property, or he will be punished. However, the proponents of
Erfolgsunwert believe that this provision is a guideline to instruct how judge or other
professionals should make the criminal trials. According to Professor Li, it is explicitly
stipulated in Criminal Law of PRC that, the establishment of a crime must consider the
outcome, or we may say that the outcome decides a crime, which determines that the
Chinese judgment of a crime must be based on the standpoint of Erfolgsunwert.
1. Section 13 “General Provisions of Criminal Law of PRC” clearly states that, in
addition to the established crime for all behaviors harmful to the society which should
be punished in accordance with criminal law, there is an exception, “the obviously
minor circumstance with slight harmfulness is not considered as a crime”. This means
that all crimes must not only comply with the specific provisions of Criminal Law in
form, but also meet certain requirements in essence, and it is worthy of penalizing
through punishment.
2. Of the specific provisions, with respect to the establishment elements, in
addition to the implementation of specific behavior, many crimes explicitly stipulate
that “the amount is relatively large” and other quantitative requirements should be used
as the establishment conditions of a crime. For example, as to the misappropriation
crime, Section 271 of “Criminal Law of PRC” stipulates “if an employee in a company,
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enterprise or any other unit who, taking advantage of his position, misappropriates the
property of his own unit for personal use, if the amount is relatively large, shall be
sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not more than five years or criminal detention;
if the amount involved is huge, he shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of
more than five years or criminal detention, and may be imposed with the confiscation of
property”; as to the bribery crime of non-public servant, Section 163 of “Criminal Law
of PRC” stipulates “if an employee in a company, enterprise or any other unit who,
taking advantage of his position, requests or illegally accepts the property of others, or
seeks benefits for others and the amount involved is relatively large, shall be sentenced
to fixed-term imprisonment of not more than five years or criminal detention; if the
amount involved is huge, he shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of more
than five years or criminal detention, and may be imposed with the confiscation of
property”,
Based on these two provisions, if a behavior is only harmful but does not meet the
above quantitative requirements, it will not constitute a criminal offense.
3. Even for a crime is established only by behavior provision without any
quantitative requirement, although it appears that this behavior shall constitute the crime
in form, but in fact the judgment of this behavior must consider the circumstance and
other requirements, for instance, Section 245 “Illegal Intrusion into Residence”
stipulates that the crime is established only with serious circumstance.
Criminal Law of PRC establishes the crime by “behavior + circumstance or
consequence”, so that it has obvious color of Erfolgsunwert.
1. In Chinese legal framework, the provisions of Criminal Law have a strong corlor
of adjudication norms. Erfolgsunwert states that while the provisions of Criminal Law
show one aspect of behavioral norms, they lay more emphasis on adjudication norms.
2. Of the provisions of Criminal Law of PRC, the judgment whether a behavior
constitutes the crime or not lays more emphasis on the consequence, rather than the
behavioral form itself. One of the distinctions between Erfolgsunwert and
Handlungsunwert is whether the judgment of social harmfulness of crime lays more
emphasis on behavior or consequence.
3. With respect to the judgment of degree of social harmfulness, the objective
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consequence of infringement against legal benefits is the most important criterium. For
the judgment of social harmfulness, Erfolgsunwert only considers the objective factors
based on the consequence of infringement or threatening against legal benefits. Based
on these three aspects, Criminal Law of PRC establishes the crime by adopting
Erfolgsunwert.
2.5.3 Erfolgsunwert and Hysteresis of abuse-of-power crime prevention
As mentioned earlier, Erfolgsunwert states that the illegality and social harmfulness of a
behavior should be only judged by the consequence of infringement against legal
benefits resulting from the behavior, while Criminal Law of PRC overemphasizes the
significance of the consequence of infringement against legal benefits on constitution of
crime. Erfolgsunwert reflected in Criminal Law of PRC results in hysteresis of
abuse-of-power crime prevention. To simply put it, when the behavior complies with the
provisions of Criminal Law of PRC, this behavior has been converted into crime. In this
case, the prevention in fact is a post prevention based on the crime crackdown, rather
than the desired prior prevention.
Gao Mingxuan and Chen Lu (2011) made an in-depth analysis of the present situation
of abuse-of-power crime prevention in China, and similarly held that the hysteresis of
abuse-of-power crime prevention is obvious in China.
They maintained:
1. China lacks of the specific law for abuse-of-power crime prevention and the
legislation of regulating the public servant behavior, only through the legislation of code
of conduct, performance assessment and property management could their public
service behavior be referred to the applicable law and punishment regulation.
2. Phenomenon of “stressing crackdown but neglecting prevention”
(1) Judicial organs are not fully aware of the importance of abuse-of-power crime
prevention, and their performance is usually based on the number of cases dealt.
(2) There is no available mechanism that combines crime punishment and crime
prevention. Judicial organs have not established the mechanism of providing the
competent authorities with suggestions for crime prevention.
(3) Lack of feasible preventive measures in respect of the legal framework. The
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preventive measures prescribed by judicial organs are often macroscopic but less
relevant, which remain at the level of publicity.
Sang Benqian and Li Hua (2010) held that Chinese general and prefecture-level
procuratorates are incapable of providing suggestions for crime prevention, which may
be attributed to the fact that procuratorates have been oriented themselves as the crime
punishment organs pursuant to Criminal Law of PRC, rather than the crime prevention
organs.
The author believes that the hysteresis of our crime prevention is closely related to
Erfolgsunwert with which Criminal Law of PRC maintains. Erfolgsunwert is the root
cause to the hysteresis of abuse-of-power crime prevention in China.
1. Hysteresis of the provisions of Criminal Law of PRC caused by Erfolgsunwert
Erfolgsunwert requires that the illegality and social harmfulness of a behavior should be
only judged by the consequence of infringement against legal benefits resulting from
the behavior, while in essence Criminal Law of PRC maintains Erfolgsunwert. As
described earlier, many crimes including bribery crime, misappropriation crime of
non-public servant are established by “behavior + circumstance or consequence”, that is
to say, when one “behavior” has the “behavior + circumstance” prescribed by law, such
“behavior” has been converted into the real “crime behavior”. In this case, all
preventive measures belong to post prevention, because they are formed after the
occurrence of crime. However, the effect of such post prevention is limited.
2. Unavailability of specific provision on abuse-of-power prevention caused by
Erfolgsunwert
To date, China has no specific provision on crime preventin, let alone the applicable law
of abuse-of-power crime. The substantial part of Criminal Law of PRC which maintains
Erfolgsunwert is used for crime punishment, but very a few of provisions are about
crime prevention. Although Chinese criminal law circles agree that Criminal Law of
PRC serves two purposes, i.e.: crime prevention and crime punishment, in which crime
prevention is the preferred purpose, it remains in the human ideals. There is no official
legislation about crime prevention, because crime punishment is identified as the main
purpose. As a consequence, when we propose enforcing a preventive measure, there
would be a lack of legal basis, so that we may feel it unjustified to enforce the crime
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prevention.
3. Erfolgsunwert causes a lack of the applicable provisions about abuse-of-power
crime prevention by administrative organs and judiciary organs, resulting in hysteresis
of the provisions on crime prevention subject.
Subject to the provisions of Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure Law of PRC,
the major subjects in connection with criminal law include: public security organ,
people's procuratorate, people’s court, prison, defender, criminal suspect. These subjects
cover administrative organ (public security organ), judiciary organ (people's
procuratorate, people’s court), or specific group (defender and criminal suspect).
Whether for public security organs, people's procuratorates, people’s courts, or lawyers,
there are applicable provisions, e.g.: “Law of the People’s Republic of China on
lawyers”, but very few of them are about the crime prevention. As to the question
whether these subjects are the subjects of crime prevention, although the author admits
all of them belong to subjects of crime prevention, there is no specific legal evidence,
because we cannot find any provision of crime prevention from the provision of these
subjects. According to Sang Benqian and Li Hua (2010), people's procuratorates have
been deprived of the function of crime prevention, which cannot provide any specific
preventive measure any longer.①

①

The author does not intend to criticize Erfolgsunwert, neither do I believe that

Erfolgsunwert maintained by Criminal Law of PRC will play a greater role in crime
prevention, just on the contrary, the author may suggest that Criminal Law of PRC has
to maintain Erfolgsunwert, because it is not easy to change the crime establishment
prescribed under Criminal Law of PRC. Here, the author only intends to discuss the
impact of Erfolgsunwert on Chinese crime prevention. Furthermore, the author would
also like to assert that there is still a long way for Criminal Law of PRC to enforce the
crime prevention.
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2.6 Several Related Theories and Systems on Abuse-of-power
Crime Prevention
2.6.1 Theory of corporate internal control and risk management
1. According to Li Weian and Dai Wentao (2013), the corporate internal control evolves
from intenral check. The internal control emerged from the 20th centry, which has
experienced four stages: internal control system, internal control structure, internal
overall control framework, corporate risk management integration. In 1940s, with the
rapid development of joint stock limited companies, the traditional internal check
cannot suit the needs of corporate management and accounting information disclosure,
resulting in the introduction of theories of internal control. In 1938, the outbreak of US
Mckesson&Robbins Fraud pushed for the establishment of Committee on Auditing
Procedure (CPA). In 1949, CPA firstly defined the internal control, “internal control
includes the design of organizational structure and all coordinative methods and
measures adopted by enterprise, these methods and measures are used to protect the
enterprise property, examine the accuracy of accounting information, improve the
operating efficiency, and promote the enterprise in adhering to the established
management policies”. In other words, the internal control mainly served the auditing
needs. In 1970s, US Foreign Corrupt Act transformed the internal control from system
stage to structure stage. In the 20th century earlier, the outbreak of Enron, Worldcom and
other financial frauds led to the promulgation of SOX Bill which mainly prescribes the
corporate governance and internal control. In September 2004, The Committee of
Sponsoring Organizations (COSO) issued “Enterprise Risk Management - Integrated
Framework”, baesd on “Intenral Control – Integrated Framework”.
2. Dai Wentao (2010) concluded that the internal control originated from corporate
financial frauds, and its development is also closely related to the accounting fraud and
business insolvency. In the stage of internal control system, the internal accounting
control mainly serves for the purpose of preventing risk of financial loss and fraud. In
the stage of internal control structure, another purpose – preventing low efficiency –
was added on the basis of two purposes mentioned earlier. In the stage of internal
control integrated framework and corporate risk management integrated framework, the
internal control mainly served for the purpose of controlling the overall business risk.
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3. Zhang Xianzhi (1994) further divided the internal control, with respect to the
control subjectcs, it includes: the corporate governance control based on Board of
Directors, the management control based on business management, and the operational
control based on operational management and general staff.
4. Robert Anthony (2004) argued that the corporate governance control is at the
highest level of control, the object is the strategic objective of company, which aims at
reducing the corporate governance risk arising from strategic risk; the management
control at the middle level, the object is all kinds of operating and financial activities of
actual strategic objective, which aims at reducing the operating and financial risk; while
the operational control is at the lowest level, the object is various specific businesses,
which aims at reducing all kinds of operational risks.
In a word, the author may think that theories of intenral control and risk management
are consistent with deviant behavior prevention or abuse-of-power crime prevention in
respect of the subjects and purposes.
1. Their subjects are consistent and they are in an inclusive relationship. Their
subjects

include business

management personnel

(including boss,

directors,

shareholders, general manager and other senior management personnel), operational
management personnel (including department heads, managers, financial executives and
other middle management personnel), the operational control personnel (mainly are
general staff). This suggests that the subjects of internal control and risk management
are the same as those of abuse-of-power crime prevention in respect of the company
levels, because these subjects may take advantage of their position to misappropriate the
company property, and as mentioned earlier, the subject scope of abuse-of-power crime
prevention is larger. Rather than treat them as the objects of abuse-of-power crime
prevention, we should regard them as the subjects of crime prevention and only in doing
so could their initiative be mobilized. In fact, we should simultaneously observe them,
divide the prevention subjects into three levels accordingly as defined above when
developing the preventive measures, and take different preventive measures specifically
for the personnel at each level who are entitled to different powers, and only in doing so
could the effectiveness be maximized.
2. Their purposes are consistent. As mentioned above, the internal control or risk
management serves the purpose of reducing the overall risk of company, including
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prevention of financial loss and fraud, or prevention of low efficiency. Similarly, the
purpose of abuse-of-power crime prevention is to prevent loss of company property and
maintain a good corporate order. In this sense, their purposes are consistent. In addition,
abuse-of-power crime risk belongs to corporate risks, so their purposes are consistent.
2.6.2 Theory of corporate crime governance
1. The definition of crime governance remains controversial in Chinese law circles,
according to some scholars (Wang Yubao, Yin Mingkai & Luo Dan, 2015), crime
governance was defined as: the governmental special police forces and nongovernmental social organizations made a joint action to identify the social and
individual cause to crime, carry out crime early warning, prior control and prevention,
thus forming the work system that reduces the occurrence of crimes.
Theories of crime governance firstly requires that the subject scope of crime control
should be diversified, which should not only include public security organs,
procuratorates and courts, but also the extensive social powers, such as the participation
of companies. Secondly, it also requires that the means of governance should be
diverisified, which should not only include the criminal enforcement measures, but also
the management measures. Lastly, it requires that the scope of governance should be
broad, which not only include crime punishment, but also the crime prevention.
2. A growing number of experts have recognized that corporate crime is a complex
issue which involves many fields such as law, economy, politics, and ethics. (Ding
Yinghua, 2009) With respect to such a complex issue, the market leadership of
corporate behavior and the check effect of ethics on corporate behavior should be
exercised to the extent possible, also referred to as the new path of corporate crime
prevention out of the law field.
Thoeries of corporate crime governance mainly include two paths: 1. Market path; 2.
Ethical path.
With respect to the market path:
(1) In order to improve the laws and regulations about market competition, the
code of conduct should be specified, and the legal consequences from violation should
be also clarified.
(2) To rationally arrange public power, create equal opportunities for company,
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and highlight the significant role of equal opportunities in corporate crime prevention.
(3) Adopt reasonable methods to gradually eradicate the monopoly, reduce
government protection, and make the company survive in a broader and more equitable
market environment.
With respect to the ethical path:
(1) To improve the corporate organizational behavior ethics, determine if the
corporate management behavior is consistent with the company ethical guidelines. The
inconsistency between sub-goal of each department and the overall company goal may
be found in company, especially in large company, which may threaten its oveall
strategic goal and easily breed crimes.
(2) To strengthen the individual ethical behavior ethics. As for employees, their
behaviors shall comply with different rules and codes of conduct, and observe the
professional ethics, especially directors, supervisors and other officers shall play a
strong exemplary role for employees. Enhance the behavioral ethical education among
employees and ensure it become the dominant ethical belief, which will be significant
for the reduction of intrinsic motivation to perform crime behavior, as well as the
achievement of controlling corporate crime behavior.
(3) Establish the corporate cultural ethics. Corporate culture refers to the unique
style and feature developed in the course of business management, which reflects the
collective values and will exert a significant impact on corporate employee behavior.
For example, it is the preferred path for dealing with the ethical issue of lack of
corporate behavioral integrity, enhancing the formation of corporate culture, and
shaping the correct concept of culture.
2.6.3 Theory of corporate abuse-of-power situational prevention
1. (Zhang Yuanhuang and Shao Chao, 2016) There are three elements for crime
generation: crime personality, crime situation, and social reacton. In real life, an
individual with tendency of criminal personality will not have the criminal motive and
perform criminal behavior, until he is stimulated by the situational factors. Thus,
according to the theory of corporate abuse-of-power situational prevention, situational
prevention is the best way to prevent corporate abuse-of-power crime. The distinction
between situational prevention theory and traditional crime prevention theory is that, the
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former shifts the perspective of criminal cause from the offender to the situation in
which the criminal behavior occurs, shifts the focus of crime prevention from the formal
or informal social control to the control of criminal behavior, which makes the crime
prevention measures operable and realistic, and reduces the cost of crime prevention.
They suggested that private entrepreneur crime will be impacted by the situational
factors as follows:
(1) The rights are too concentrated and lack of supervision, reducing the
difficulty for private entrepreneurs to commit a crime.
(2) The profit-driven stress motivates private entrepreneurs to commit a crime.
(3) The lack of institutional means becomes the pretext of committing a crime
employed by private entrepreneurs. According to China Entrepreneur Survival
Environment Survey Report, the survival environment index for Chinese entrepreneurs
was 61.3, 62.1 and 64.8 in 2011, 2012 and 2013 respectively, which remains at a
relatively low level for years, indicating less optimistic survival environment. In terms
of financing, subject to various legal financing means, a lot of small and medium-sized
private enterprise entrepreneurs get stuck, they resort to non-institutional financing
means. The lack of institutional means is an important situation which leads to the
private entrepreneur crime.
(4) The prevalence of latent rules strengthens the orientation of private
entrepreneurs to act by the rules, and many of them just take it for granted that nothing
will make success without offering bribery, resulting in the latent rule of offering and
being offered bribery.
Furthermore, some scholars also put forward the situational prevention strategies:
1. Reinforce the internal supervision and control, increase the difficulty level of
private enterprise crime, request clear responsibilities among General Meeting, Board of
Directors, Board of Supervisors and managers, and reinforce the mechanism of
information disclosure.
2. Improve the mechanism of crime exposure and increase the crime risk on private
entrepreneurs.
3. Rule out the crime pretexts and reduce the crime risk.
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4. Decrease the return on crime, and improve the incentive mechanism to eliminate
the motive of illegal profits.
2.6.4 Independent director system, independent supervisor system of corporate
governance legal system
(Wan Guohua, Zhang Xiaofang, 2006) Corporate governance legal system refers to a
series of compulsory and non-compulsory legal system arrangements with respect to the
behaviors in corporate organization, operation, management and regulation, from the
interactive perspective of economics or management and economic law, which can be
divided into internal governance norms and external governance norms. The value
orientation of corporate legal system operated on commercial bribery lies in the
governance of the corporate commercial bribery to improve the corporate
competitiveness and seek the sustainable development of the interests of the company
and stakeholders, ultimately achieve the sustainable development of social economy.
The features of corporate governance legal system operated on commercial bribery are
described as follows:
1. Prevention. Properly prevent a harmful behavior beforehand, guide the subject
to act in precise alignment with the path of sound social sdevelopment, which is
essential for anti-commercial bribery.
2. Governance. Governance is relative to the punishability of criminal law, which
refers to a series of dynamic preventive concepts and institutional arrangements in the
subject of company for its economic management activities.
3. Micro level. This is relative to the curbing of commercial bribery prescribed
under the state law, which means that the norms and measures of corporate governance
legal system should be enforced internally.
4. Marginalization and integrity. It means that anti-commercial bribery not only
depends on corporate governance legal system, but also on other legal systems, such as
accounting and auditing system.
According to the theory of corporate governance, controlling shareholders, directors,
supervisors and officers are the key personnel, and the company itself is the vehicle of
corporate governance relationship, which may easily become the instrument for
directors, supervisors or officers to maximize their own interests. Therefore, corporate
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governance legal system derives the independent supervisor system and the independent
director system.
2.6.4.1 Independent supervisor system
Independent supervisor system emerged Japan, although there is no provision about
independent director prescribed under the Company Law of PRC, the latest Company
Law of PRC stipulates that the Board of Supervisors or supervisor has the right to
inspect the company finance, has the right to supervise the behavior of company
position performed by directors or officers, has the right to correct any behabior
performed by directors or officers that may prejudice the company interests. However,
the rights of Board of Supervisors or supervisor have not be properly executed in real
operation. (Wang Xiaojun, 2003) According to the questionnaire survey conducted by
Shanghai Stock Exchange, the with respect to the corporate internal restraint, 3.4%,
29.2%, 25.8%, 13.2%, and 5.4% consider it from the Board of Supervisors, Board of
Directors, the management self-restraint, the competent authority and the local
government respectively, of which the supervisory function of Board of Supervisors is
the lowest, which indicates that its function is only nominal to a great extent. To
reinforce the independence, specialization, authoritativeness of Board of Supervisors or
supervisor, and restrict the abuse-of-power crime behavior committed by officers, it is
necessary to introduce the independent supervisor system. Independent supervisor
system refers to the external supervisor who only acts as the supervisor, without
relationship with the employer, any of its shareholders or management that may
interfere with independent judgment. The intention of establishing independent
supervisor system is to ensure that Board of Supervisors could supervise effectively on
the precondition of independence, through the independence, knowledge and expertise
of independent director. Independent supervisor system will promote the Board of
Supervisors to play a key role in restraining the abuse-of-power crime behaviors,
including commercial bribery.
2.6.4.2 Independent director system
Independent director system emerged from the United States (Gong Haiyong, 2004)
Independent, also referred to as external director, or sometimes called as non-operating
director or non-associated director. On August 16th of 2001, China Securities Regulatory
Commission (CSRC) issued “Guidance on the Establishment of Independent Director
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System in Listed Companies”, which marks the official introduction of independent
director system. In January 2001, CSRC issued a notice requiring that, fund
management companies must appoint independent directors. In August 2001, CSRC
issued “Guidance on the Establishment of Independent Director System in Listed
Companies”, requiring that Board of Directors must at least include 2 independent
directors by June 30th of 2002, and by June 30th of 2003, Board of Directors must at
least include one third of independent directors. According to Section 123 under
Company Law of PRC, a listed company shall appoint independent director and such
system shall be established in the form of law. These provisions indicate that:
1. Only listed companies and fund management companies shall establish the
independent director system.
2. Independent director mainly supervises the decision process of Board of
Directors.
The author considers that the provisions under Company Law of PRC are mandatory
instead of prohibitive, non-listed companies where applicable shall also establish the
independent director system. In addition, the responsibilities of an independent director
are not limited to the decision process of Board of Directors, but he shall play his due
role when any director, shareholder or other officer performs the behavior prejudicing
company interests or misappropriating company funds. Abuse-of-power crimes are
mainly committed by officers with great harmfulness, if an independent director could
monitor the decision process or the business management process of Board of Directors
and take preventive measures, then it would be an ideal way of abuse-of-power crime
prevention.

Chapter 3 Research Methods, Data Analysis and Discussion
3.1 Research Methods
3.1.1 In-depth interview
In-depth interview is a quanlitative method which is widely used in exploratory and
empirical researches. It is essentially a structured interview, which is used to colllect
materials and data allowing the respondents to express their feelings, needs or
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preferences and attitudes by creating an appropriate environment. According to the
number of respondents, it can be divided into individual in-depth interview and group
in-depth interview. In this thesis, because the own and other’s illegal behavior are
involved, for the sake of protecting the privacy of respondents, only individual in-depth
interview is adopted here. According to the structure of interview content, it can be
divided into structured interview, semi-structured interview, and non-structured
interview. In order not to restrict the brainstorming of respondents, this thesis adopts
semi-structured interview. Prior to the interview, according to the main objective and the
intended content of interview, an interview outline is designed to see the understanding
degree and view of employee on deviant behavior, abuse-of-power crime behavior, and
crime prevention measures.
3.1.1.1 Purposes of interview
In the theme of “deviant behavior, abuse-of-power crime prevention”, the purposes and
contents of interview are as follows:
1. Know the understanding degree of respondent on deviant behavior, purpose: to
examine whether the respondent is aware that his or other’s behavior constitutes a
deviance.
2. Know the understanding degree of respondent on abuse-of-power crime
prevention, purpose: to examine whether the respondent is aware that his or other’s
behavior may be converted into abuse-of-power crime.
3. Know the causes of deviant behavior, purpose: the appropriate preventive
measure is only developed after knowing the causes to deviant behavior.
4. Ask the respondent about the handling measures of deviant behavior in his unit,
purpose: to know if the handling measures used in company is effective.
5. Ask the respondent about effective preventive measures he deems, purpose: to
arrange and induce the preventive measures mentioned, which are the first-line direct
preventive measures.
6. Ask the respondent about the opinion whether the preventive deviant behavior
will prevent the abuse-of-power crime, purpose: to verify if the hypothesis – preventing
deviant behavior can prevent abuse-of-power crime – is correct or not.
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3.1.1.2 Interview method and description of samples
Semi-structured interview is used to gather the information about people’s attitudes and
beliefs of a theme in a particular environment. This interview begins with an
open-ended question, followed by more specific questions to obtain some further
detailed information, when the respondent begins to generate the information consistent
with the previous interview, it means that the relatively sufficient information about this
theme has been collected. This survey method is characterized by flexibility which can
fully mobilize the respondent. In the course of interview, the relevant questions and
events are discussed deeply in the theme of “deviant behavior, abuse-of-power crime
prevention”, and in the course of interactive interview, the interviewer asks further
questions, so that the respondent will provide detailed information and propose his own
point of view. Each interview is controlled within around 30 minutes, in order to assure
impartiality and representativeness of interview, the author tries his best to select the
employees from different companies, industries and positions to join the interview, in
which one respondent serves two companies, coincidentally these two companies arouse
my interests. Therefore, the author makes two individual interviews with the same
respondent about the situation of two companies, there are 16 responents (17 individual
interviews), the composition of respondents is listed as follows (by the time order of
data arrangement, rather than by the time order of interviews):
NO.

Respondent

Employer

1

Guo Jinyan

Beijing Aircraft Maintenance Engineering Co.,
Ltd

Position

2

Chen Shuai

Datang

Telecom

Machinist

Convergence Programmer

Communications Co., Ltd
3

Chen

Zhongxinghua

Certified

Public Head

Accountants LLP

Information
Department

4

Chen Yi

Former

employer:

Nanhai

District Judge

People’s Court, Foshan, Guangdong

Lawyer

Current employer: Beijing Guantang Law
Firm
5

Fu Wentao

Beijng Zhongrongxin Guaranty Co., Ltd
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Financial Adviser

of

6

Huang

Current

employer:

Beijing

Telangsi Director

7

Wenbo

Information Technology Service Co., Ltd

of

Operations Support

Former employer: Huawei Technologies Department
Co., Ltd

Employee

of

Overseas Business
Department
8

Gui Bin

Beijing East Bright Law Firm

Lawyer

9

Liu Fuze

Beijing East Bright Law Firm

Lawyer

10

Ji Dong

Hanergy Holding Group Limited

Vice President

11

Jia Dabo

Ito Yokado Commercial Co., Ltd

Floor supervisor

12

Li Lijia

Beijing LeadSec Information Technology Legal personnel
Co., Ltd

13

Liu

Beijing Longfor Property Management Executive Manager
Service Co., Ltd

14

Xu Jia

NetEase Media Beijing Technology LLC

Software
programmer

15

Zhang Chao

Beijing Zhongjin Ruifeng Environmental General

Manager,

Protection Technology Co., Ltd

Chief Engineer

Tianjin Zhonglei Law Firm

Lawyer

16

Zhang Song

17

Zhao Zhimo urwork.(Beijing) Venture Capital Co., Ltd

Secretary of Board
of Directors

Table 3- 1 Respondents of in-depth interview
3.1.1.3 Interview process and design
The purpose of this interview is to know the views of non-state-owned enterprise
employees on deviant behavior and abuse-of-power crime prevention, which firstly
starts with the questions about personal characteristics of the respondent, including
name (two respondents request anonymity), employer, years of service, age, and
position. Then these questions are raised in an open-ended manner, which are easier to
answer and no subject to the respondents, which can fully and objectively collect the
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information. In the course of design, it is expected to interview 20 persons, actually 16
are interviewed (17 individual interviews), after interviewing 5 persons, some same or
similar words begin to appear frequently, which is basically consistent with the research
expectation, and the interview is over.
Basic questions include:
1. What is the name of your company?
2. What is the nature and business scope of your company?
3. What is the position of your company in the industry?
4. How many employees in your company?
5. What is your position?
6. How long have you been working in the company?
7. How old are you?
8. Have you ever seen others violating the company regulations? Such as accept the
property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company property
by taking advantage of your position?
9. Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or misbehavior?
10. Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior or deviance is generally used at the
management level, while misbehavior is used at the law level, deviant behavior
(deviance) means that an employee violates the company regulations, e.g.: accept the
property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company property by
taking advantage of his position, do you get a basic understanding?
11. In your opinion, what are the causes to deviant behavior?
12. In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should do
in the first place?
13. Do you know that deviant behavior will be converted into a crime to some extent,
for instance, accepting the property of others or seeking benefits for others by taking
advantage of position may be converted into bribery crime of non-public servant, or
misappropriating company property may be converted into misappropriation crime?
14. Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and reduction
of deviant behavior?
15. Have your company made regular legal publicity?
16. Do you think that preventing and reducing the deviant behavior are positive for the
prevention and reduction of abuse-of-power crime?
17. If we are able to find a way to prevent or reduce deviant behavior and further
prevent or reduce abuse-of-power crime, are you interested in it?
These questions are not firm, sometimes for the convenience of inquiry, some changes
may be made on the sequence of questions, sometimes for the avoidance of duplication,
some deletions may be made, or somestimes for further information, some questions
may be added.
Item 1, 2, 3 and 4 are about the company profile, Item 5, 6 and 7 are about the general
information of the respondent, Item 8 thru 17 are about the theme of theis. In addition,
respondent is allowed to discuss the topics related to the theme beyond the range of
such questions. In the course of interview, to reduce the psychological barrier of
respondents, the author makes telephone interviews with them, and records throughout
the interview with their consent. Because the respondent Chen awaits his trial at one
Beijing detention center, the author makes a face-to-face interview with him without
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recording. For the respondent who may feel inconvenient for face-to-face interview or
teleohone interview, the author makes e-mail interview. No or few comment is made to
the answer of respondent to avoid misleading. After the end of interview, the author
arranges all recording materials, improves the question-asking manner and order, so that
these respondents could provide more available information.
3.1.1.4 Arrangement of interview contents
This thesis uses relatively independent sentence of the complete information as the
smallest analysis unit, chooses single categories, and incorporates the analysis units
with multiple attributes into the most appropriate content category, and arranges such
information as follows:
Item

Arrangement of Original Text and
Key Word and Frequency
Reproduction of Original Words
1. Number of 6
Don’t admit the deviant
the respondents
behavior
who
don’t
admit
the
deviant
behavior
or
abuse-of-power
crime
2. Number of 11
Admit the deviant behavior
the respondents
who admit the
deviant
behavior
or
abuse-of-power
crime
3. Number of 14
Don’t understand the definition
the respondents
of deviant behavior
who
don’t
understand the
definition
of
deviant
behavior
4. Number of 3
Understand the definition of
the respondents
deviant behavior
who
understand the
definition
of
deviant
behavior
5. Causes to (1)
Profit-oriented;
improper Personal reason (1)
deviant
regulation; low salary, unequal Improper regulation (1)
behavior
distribution.
Unequal distribution (1)
(reproduction
(2) Personal financial reason.
Personal reason (2)
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of
original (3) Improper
words)
personal reason.

regulation,

and Improper regulation (2)
Personal reason (3)

(4) Improper regulation, personal
greediness. Some commit a
retalitated
crime
due
to
dissatisfaction, e.g.: personal efforts
paid with unequal reward
(5) Improper regulation.
(6) Three causes: ① Lack of legal
publicity among the employees, so
that they don’t know the company
regulations. ② Lack of awareness
in this aspect, don’t feel it wrong.
③ Most employees believe that the
company will not challenge their
liability, even in the presence of
deviant behavior.
(7) Lack of legal publicity, and
employees are lack of awareness,
with fluke mind.
(8) Mainly due to system deficiency.
Improper regulation, subject to high
levels of work stress, family stress,
low educational level, leader or
colleague has a similar behavior;
social prevalence of comparison,
psychological gap.

Improper regulation (3)
Personal reason (4)
Unequal distribution (2)

(9) Due to improper regulation,
subject to high levels of work stress,
family stress, low educational level,
leader or colleague has a similar
behavior.

Improper regulation (6)
Work stress (2)
Family stress (2)
Low educational level (2)
Leader behavior (2)
Colleague behavior (2)

(10) Mainly due to personal
cultivation, with fluke mind.
(11) Due to manager, cumulative
effect, improper regulation, system
deficiency, colleague behavior.

Personal reason (8)

Improper regulation (4)
Lack of legal publicity (1)
Personal reason (5)
System deficiency (1)

Lack of legal publicity (2)
Personal reason (6)
System deficiency (2)
Improper regulation (5)
Work stress (1)
Family stress (1)
Low educational level (1)
Leader behavior (1)
Colleague behavior (1)
Personal reason (7)

Leader behavior (3)
Improper regulation (7)
System deficiency (3)
Colleague behavior (3)
company System deficiency (4)

(12)
Unreasonable
regulations.
(13) Personal reason and social Personal reason (9)
impact, mainly due to external Social impact (1)
attraction.
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(13) Associated with interests. For
the sake of own or other’s interests.
(14) Due to improper regulation,
leader or colleague has a similar
behavior.
(15) Unreasonable distribution or
management.
Employee
recognition
on
position,
occupational cultivation. Some
post 90s employees may be
emotional at work, with
unstable performance.
(16) Sometimes due to non-standard
management
behavior,
loose
management, or failure to abide by
law.
6. Number of 12
the respondents
who
don’t
admit
the
regular legal
publicity
in
company
7. Number of 17
the respondents
who recognize
the
positive
effect of legal
publicity
8. Causes to 1
absence
of
deviant
behavior
in
company
9. Number of 1
the respondents
who
don’t
know
the
conversion
between
deviant
behavior and
abuse-of-power
crime
10. Number of
the respondents 16
who know the
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Personal reason (10)
Improper regulation (8)
Leader behavior (4)
Colleague behavior (4)
Unequal distribution (3)
Improper regulation (9)
Corporate culture (1)
Occupational cultivation (1)

Improper regulation (10)
System deficiency (5)

No regular legal publicity

Positive
publicity

effect

of

legal

Employees
are
working
together
with
a
good
relationship. Very attractive
salary
and
individualized
management
Don’t know the conversion
between deviant behavior and
crime

Know the conversion between
deviant behavior and crime

conversion
between
deviant
behavior and
abuse-of-power
crime
11. Number of 16
the
respondents
who
recognize
the positive
effect
of
deviant
behavior
prevention
on
abuse-of-po
wer crime
prevention
12. In your (1)
opinion,
what
does
the company
should do in
the
first
place

Recognize the positive effect
of deviance prevention on
abuse-of-power
crime
prevention

Firstly, add strict control on
supplies and the quantity of
aviation
materials,
pick
materials based on actual
needs. Secondly, reinforce the
regulation, avoid using inferior
materials. Thirdly, the wage
and
benefit
payable
to
(Reproducti
operators should be higher than
on
of
clerks, because operators feel
original
unequal treatment.
words)
(2) Divide responsibilities according
to position, make all employees
supervised each other.
(2) Conduct regular legal publicity
in every month, I think it is the
most useful way to post words,
pictures about legal publicity.
(4) Legal publicity
(5) Legal publicity
(6) Strengthen the publicity,
enhance employee awareness
(7) Strengthen the publicity
(8) Legal publicity, enhance the
management system, leader should
be accountable, legal department
should make supervision.
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Supervision improvement (1)
Equal distribution (1)

Supervision improvement (2)

Legal publicity (1)

Legal publicity (2)
Legal publicity (3)
Legal publicity (4)
Legal publicity (5)
Legal publicity (6)
System improvement (1)
Leader behavior (1)
Supervision improvement (3)

(9) Improve the importance of
system, conduct legal training on
law practitioners. Pay a site visit to
the crime scene, receive legal
education, and realize the legal
consequences. Leader’s respect for
system is critical, act as the role
model.
(10)
Reinforce
the
system
construction and regulation

System improvement (2)
Legal training (1)
Leader behavior (2)

(11) Legal publicity, enhance the
supervision.
(12) A reasonable system should
distinguish the primary and
secondary deviant behavior,
many IT companies adopt
flexible working system, only
define the total working hours,
the remaining hours are at the
dispoal of employees. In doing
so, the probability of deviant
behavior is smaller.
(13) Firstly, make legal publicity,
your behavior will be positive and
reminding on your work and life,
such as anti-corruption. Secondly,
corporate culture, for instance,
leader pays the bill. Thirdly,
implement
comprehensive
regulation, our internal supervision
mechanism is very developed,
ranging from demotion, pay cut to
removal.
(14) Firstly, properly establish the
company regulations, secondly,
strictly implement such regulations,
law practitioners do some legal
popularization works and lectures.
(15) Legal publicity, internal
company regulation.

Legal publicity (7)
Supervision improvement (5)
System improvement (4)

(16) Improve the financial system,
and
reinforce
the
financial
management. Boss may easily mix
the personal account with company
account. Sometimes public listing
can further improve the financial
system.

System improvement (6)
Supervision improvement (7)
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System improvement (3)
Supervision improvement (4)

Legal publicity (8)
Corporate culture (1)

System improvement (5)
Legal publicity (9)

Legal publicity (10)
Supervision improvement (6)

System improvement (7)
Legal publicity (11)

(17) Firstly, properly establish the
company regulations, secondly,
strictly implement such regulations,
law practitioners do some legal
popularization works and lectures.
Table 3- 2Arrangement of interview contents
3.1.1.5 Analysis and discussion of interview contents
In this section, the first-hand information is collected through conducting 19 in-depth
interviews with 18 respondents, of which some respondents serve the companies in
leading position, which makes the theoretical model preliminarily examined in practice.
1. The interview contents are analyzed and discussed through graphs:

If there is any deviant behavior or abuse-ofpower crime
No
35%

Yes
65%

FIG.3-1 If there is any deviant behavior or abuse-of-power crime
Analysis and discussion: It can be clearly seen from this graph that, 65% of the
respndents admit the existence of deviant behavior or abuse-of-power crime in their
companies, which indicates that deviant behavior or abuse-of-power crime is prevalent
in enterprises, thus verifying the proposed hypothesis – Deviant behavior is prevalent in
non-state-owned enterprises. This provides the realistic basis for my research with
respect to the deviance prevention. Of course, due to the concealment of deviant
behavior, 35% respondents who answer “none” probably don’t identify them. As a result,
the actual ratio may be greater than the number indicated in the above graph.
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2.

If know the definition of deviant behavior
Yes,I know
18%

No, I don't know
82%

FIG.3-2 If know the definition of deviant behavior
Analysis and discussion: 82% of the respondents don’t know deviant behavior, I think
that it is not strange: (1) Respondents with different subjects and educational levels may
not have the same knowledge, the little knowledge of deviant behavior may weaken
their judgment of own violation. (2) This indicates that company does not make special
legal publicity and training among employees, if employees are given special legal
publicity and training upon joinin the company, it is believed that the number of
respondents who answer “I know” will greatly increase.
3.

If there is a special legal publicity
Yes
29%

No
71%

FIG.3-3 If there is a special legal publicity
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Analysis and discussion: Deviant behavior is prevalent in company, but 71% of the
respondents claim that there is no special legal publicity, this graph is related to the
information indicated in the above two graphs: (1) Legal publicity is positively
correlated with deviant behavior. (2) The lack of legal publicity causes employees lack
of deviant behavior.
4．

If recognize the positive effect of legal
publicity
No
0%

Yes
100%

FIG.3-4 If recognize the positive effect of legal publicity
Analysis and discussion: All respondents recognize the positive effect of legal publicity
on deviant behavior prevention, but more than half of enterprises don’t make legal
publicity, which indicates that company regulations remain to be development, without
incorporating the regular legal publicity. In addition, manager ignores the desire of
employees for legal publicity.
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5．

If know that the deviant behavior may be
converted into abuse-of-power crime
No, I don't know
6%

Yes, I know
94%

FIG.3-5 If know that the deviant behavior may be converted into abuse-of-power crime
Analysis and discussion: This survey is exciting, almost all respondents know the
conversion between deviant behavior and abuse-of-power crime, which indicates that
their companies lack in legal publicity, but due to the development of multimedia,
employees have diverse ways of obtaining legal knowledge. More importantly, it
implies that almost all respondents accept the inference that abuse-of-power crime may
be prevented by preventing deviant behavior.
6．

Number of the respondents who recognize
the positive effect of deviant behavior
prevention on abuse-of-power crime
prevention
Unrecognized
6% 0%

Recognized
94%

FIG.3-6 Number of the respondents who recognize the positive effect of deviant
behavior prevention on abuse-of-power crime prevention
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Analysis and discussion: The data show that 94% of the respondents recognize the
positive effect of deviant behavior prevention on abuse-of-power crime prevention,
which indicates the necessity of conducting this research and also improves the intrinsic
motivation to conduct this research.
7．

Main causes to deviant behavior

10

10

5

Improper
regulation

Personal
causes

4

System
deficiency

Leader
behavior

4

Colleague
behavior

FIG.3-7 Main causes to deviant behavior (Top 5 key words in terms of frequency)
Analysis and discussion: The Top 5 key words describing the causes to deviant behavior
are searched as: improper supervision, personal reason, system deficiency, leader
behavior, colleague behavior. (1) Respondents firstly attribute the causes to deviant
behavior as improper supervision, which indicates that Board of Directors, Board of
Supervisors and other organs which are responsible for regulation and the personnel
with obgalitions of regulation don’t play their due role, and should be primarily
accountable to the occurrence of deviant behavior. (2) In essence, deviant behavior is
performed by individuals, so it is justified to attribute deviant behavior to personal
reason. Since the personal reason may cause employees to perform deviant behavior,
enterprises are required to pay attention to various factors impacting employee behavior,
add control on all such factors, decrease the relevant factors, especially greediness,
when establishing the prevention system. (3) In fact, improper supervision is caused by
imperfect system, and the appropriate improvement of system will effectively prevent
deviant behavior. (4) Because leader behavior has a significant impact on employee
deviant behavior, leader should pay attention to personal behavior, especially the
management behavior. (5) Colleague behavior. Untimely punishment of colleague
deviant behavior may lead to “follow suit” by other employees, which involves the
establishment of corporate culture and punishment system.
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8.

Preventive measures for deviant behavior

Leader behavior

2

System improvement

10

Supervision improvement

10

11

Legal publicity

FIG.3-8 Preventive measures for deviant behavior (Top 4 key words in terms of
frequency)
Analysis and Discussion: This graph indicates the Top 5 key words describing the
answers of respondents with respect to “for deviant behavior prevention, in your
opinion, what the company should do in the first place”. This graph shows the
subjective desire of employees to require the company to take relevant measures in
event of a deviant behavior, which is also the preferred direction when the company
takes preventive measures for deviant behavior.
It can be seen from the graph: (1) Employees still believe that regular legal publicity is
essential for deviant behavior prevention, and the approach of corporate governance
should be combined with legal approach to maximize its effect. (2) Legal publicity and
supervision constitute a part of corporate system. A perfect corporate system will
guarantee the deviant behavior prevention. (3) The effect of supervision cannot be
ignored, a perfect system will useless provided with no supervision. (4) Leader’s
compliance with company regualtions will set a role model for employee behavior. The
management approach adopted y leader will also impact the employee deviant behavior.
In a word, the results obtained from in-depth interview initially verify the hypothesis
proposed above, which identifies the direction for specific preventive measures as
mentioned in Chapter 4.

3.1.2 Questionnaire survey
3.1.2.1 Purposes of questionnaire design
In this thesis, there are two purposes of questionnaire design:
1. It is intended to verify the theoretical model and the hypotheses proposed here
by sending questionnaires to non-specific employees in Beijing non-state-owned
enterprises, i.e.: there is an intrinsic connection between deviant behavior and
abuse-of-power crime, they can be converted into each other, deviant behavior
prevention can further prevent the abuse-of-power crime in enterprise.
2. It is intended to further verify the conclusion obtained from in-depth interviews,
explore the causes to deviant behavior, and the alternatives of combining internal
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prevention and external legal prevention by sending questionnaires, so as to provide
data support for the ultimate proposal of preventive measures.
3.1.2.2 Procedure of questionnaire survey
In this thesis, the questionnaire survey is designed by the following steps:
1. Prior to the design of questionnaire, the author carefully designs the
questionnaire items with reference to the questionnaire model defined by other scholars
(Wei Xin and Yang Jun, 2012).
2. Arrange these items to draft the questionnaire.
3. Use the drafted quesionnaires to initially survey the non-state-owned enterprises
in Shanghai and Guangdong.
4. Based on the results of initial survey, some items are added or deleted to prepare
the formal questionnaire.
5. Use the formal questionnaires to survey the non-SOEs in Beijing.
3.1.2.3 Arrangement of questionnaires
1. The drafted questionnaires are distributed among the non-SOEs in Shanghai and
Guangdong, each of which gets 300 copies. In each copy of the drafts, 11 items are
designed in the theme of “deviant behavior prevention and abuse-of-power crime”. The
drafts are distributed via online third-party platform between December 1st of 2015 and
December 20th of 2015, these questionnaires are arranged from December 23rd of 2015
to December 24th of 2015, 293, 296 valid questionnaires are recovered in Shanghai and
Guangdong respectively, both are beyond the expectation. Prior to the distribution by
third-party platform, in order to protect the privacy of the respondents, the author
requests this survey to be conducted among the respondents anonymously, and assures
that the questionnaire data should be used only for academic research and the
respondents can freely express themselves.
2. The formal questionnaires are distributed among the non-SOEs in Beijing and
14 items are designed.
The items of formal questionnaires are designed as follows:
Thank you very much for affording time to truthfully fill in the following items,
please tick “√” or fill in the corresponding option:
(1) If you work for non-SOE?
A Yes B No
(2) If your company is based in Beijing?
A Yes B No
(3) What is the industry of your company?
.
(4) What is your position?
A Offier B Middle manager C Regular staff
(5) How many years have you served the company?
A Less than 1 year B 1-5 years C 5-10 years D More than 10 years
(6) What are your job responsibilities?
A Finance B Auditing C Business D Management
(7) Have you ever violated the company regulations during the service?
A No B Yes
If you have not violated the company regulations, please skip the following items
(8) How often did you violate the company regulations?
A. Only once B Occasionally C A lot D Frequently
(9) Did you commit any of the following behaviors? (Multiple choices are
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acceptable)
A Accept the property of others by taking advantage of position B
Misappropriate the company property
(10) In your opinion, what are the causes to such behavior? (Multiple choices
are acceptable)
A Improper regulation B High work stress C High family stress D Low
educational level F Leader has a similar behavior G Colleague has a
similar behavior
(11) Do you know that accepting the property of others by taking advantage of
position may be converted into bribery crime of non-public servant, or
misappropriating company property may be converted into misappropriation
crime?
A I know B I don’t know
(12) If your company makes regular legal publicity?
A Yes B No
(13) Do you know the definition of deviant behavior (deviance)?
A I know B I don’t know
(14) With the knowledge of bribery crime, misappropriation crime of non-public
servant prescribed under Criminal Law of PRC, will you restrict your behavior to avoid
criminal punishment?
A Yes, I will B No, I won’t
In the questionnaire, Item 1 thru 6 are designed to obtain the personal data of each
respondent and remove the respondents inapplicable to the survey purpose. Item 7 is
critical for answering Item 8 thru 14, Item 8, 9 are about the survey of property deviant
behavior and abuse-of-power crime. Item 10 is about the survey of causes to deviant
behavior, which is referential to designing preventive measures. Item 11 is intended to
see the understanding degree of the respondents on the conversion between property
deviant behavior and abuse-of-power crime. Item 12 is intended to survey the company
penetration of abuse-of-power prevention through legal publicity. Item 13 is intended to
see the understanding degree of the respondents on deviant behavior. Item 14 is
intended to understand the positive effect of legal publicity on deviance prevention,
because this survey is a process of legal publicity.
The author still entruasted the same third-party online platform to send these
questionnaires between December 28th of 2015 and January 8th of 2016, and these
questionnaires are arranged on January 18th of 2016. 301 questionnaires are sent, in
which 290 valid questionnaires are recovered, other invalid copies are attributed to the
reason that the non-SOEs those respondents serve are not based in Beijing. These
companies involve a dozens of industries, ranging from material, express delivery,
finance, catering, wholesales, communication, to advertising, which shows a certain
breadth.
3.1.2.4 Discussion and analysis
The author uses SPSS to count and analyze the collected questionnaires as follows:
1. Statistics of the personal data of the respondents

Industries

Electronic IT related industries
Educational culture media
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Frequency
56
36

Percentage
19.31%
12.41%

industry
Service industry
Sales and retail industry
Medicine related industries
Catering related industries
Finance related industries
Real estate related industries
Others
Position

Years of service

Your
responsibilities

job

26
17
16
16
15
22
86

8.97%
5.86%
5.52%
5.52%
5.17%
7.59%
29.66%

Officer
Middle manager
Regular staff

20
94
176

6.9%
32.41%
60.69%

Less than 1 year
1-5 years
5-10 years
More than 10 years

74
169
39
8

25.52%
58.28%
13.45%
2.76%

Finance
Auditing
Business
Management

28
4
145
113

9.66%
1.38%
50.0%
38.97%

No

248

85.52%

42

14.48%

If you has violated the
company regulations at
Yes
work
Table 3-3 Statistics of the personal data of the respondents
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2. Distribution of industries of the respondents
Industries
Electronic IT related industries
Educational culture media industry
Service industry
Sales and retail industry
Medicine related industries
Catering related industries
Finance related industries
Real estate related industries
Others

FIG.3- 9 Distribution of industries of the respondents
Analysis and discussion: It can be seen from FIG.3-9 that, the number of the
respondents engaged with electronic IT related industries, educational culture media
industry, service industry, sales and retail industry, medicine relatd industries, catering
related industries, finance related industries, real estate industries, and other industries is
19.31%, 12.41%, 8.97%, 5.86%, 5.52%, 5.52%, 5.17%, 7.59%, and 29.66%
respectively, which indicates that this survey covers a wide range of non-SOEs and
involves more behaviors. Therefore, these data are representative.
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3. Distribution of positions of the respondents
Position
Senior manager
Middle manager
Regular employee

FIG.3-10 Distribution of positions of the respondents
Analysis and discussion: With respect to the position of respondent, the number of the
respondents at the officer level, middle manager level, and regular staff level is 6.9%,
32.41%, and 60.69% respectively. In which, the majority of respondents are middle
managers and regular staff members, those officers are not so active for this survey due
to limited time. As concluded earlier, this survey should be conducted among the
employees by hierarchical levels, with appropriate preventive measures. This will be
more accurate and effective.
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4. Distribution of years of service of the respondents
Years of service
Less than 1 year
1-5 years
5-10 years
More than 10 years

FIG.3-11 Distribution of years of service of the respondents
Analysis and discussion: With respect to the years of service, the number of the
respondents with experience of less than 1 year, 1-5 years, 5-10 years, and more than 10
years is 25.52%, 58.28%, 13.45%, and 2.76%, respectively. The author is satisfied about
this result. Generally speaking, an employee with experience of less than 1 year has
little knowledge of deviant behavior or abuse-of-power crime in his company, and is
still adapting himself to the corporate governance. Thereore, the survey result may be
greatly deviated if more employees with experience of less than 1 year inolve in the
survey. Generally speaking, the longer years of service an employee has, the more
knowledge about the defects and risks of corporate governance he will gain.
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5. Distribution of job responsibilities of the respondents
Job responsibilities
Finance
Audit
Business
Management

FIG.3- 12 Distribution of job responsibilities of the respondents
Analysis and discussion: In the survey, the number of the respondents who are
responsible for finance, auditing, business, and management is 9.66%, 1.38%, 50%, and
38.97%, respectively. In which, the number of auditors is the least, which might be
attributed to the fact that small or medium-sized non-SOEs generally don’t appoint
auditors. The author believes that the managers account for 38.97%, in view that the
number of officers involved in this survey is significantly smaller than that of middle
managers, the manager defined here mainly refers to middle managers, while the ratio
of officers is relatively small. The ratio of financial personnel is 9.66%, in my opinion,
they should be classified into middle managers, and 50% business personnel should be
classified into regular staff members. Through this survey, the respondents are further
divided into three hierarchical levels, so as to provide a basis for the next study.
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6. Statistics of deviant behavior of the respondents
If there is any behavior
violating the company
regulations
No
Yes

FIG.3-13 Statistics of deviant behavior of the respondents
Analysis and discussion: As to whether there is any deviant behavior, the number of the
respondents who admit and don’t admit such behavior is 85.52% and 14.48%,
respectively. Because the respondents are surveyed anonymously, the author believes
that the majority of them truthfully answer. This survey indicates: (1) The majority can
control their illegal act at work, but the employees with deviant behavior still account
for a considerable proportion, which indicates that it is essential to prevent deviant
behavior. (2) The author believes that some respondents conceal their deviant behavior
for various concerns. Thus, the actual number of employees with deviant behavior is
bound to be higher than the surveyed ratio.
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7. Statistics of frequency of deviant behavior

24%

Only one
Occasionally

76%

FIG.3-14 Statistics of frequency of deviant behavior
Analysis and discussion: Of 42 respondents who admit the deviant behavior, the
respondents who admit “only once” is only 24%, while those who admit “occasionally”
is 76%, which indicates that employee is very likely to continuously commit deviant
behavior after doing once, and it becomes a normal behavior, which may be converted
into abuse-of-power crime and cause greater loss to the company, if this case is not
prevented by taking appropriate measures.
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8. Statistics of property deviant behavior

25
20
15
10
5
0
Accept property
of others by
taking advantage
of position

Misappropriate
company
property

Both

FIG.3-15 Statistics of property deviant behavior
Analysis and discussion: The further survey of two typical property deviant behaviors
among the 42 respondents who admit the deviant behavior shows: (1) The number of
respondents who take advantage of their position to accept the property from others and
misappropriate company property is 20 and 22 respectively, both of which are basically
the same, neither high nor low. (2) These two behaviors are typical categories of
property deviant behaviors, which can be converted into the most typical
abuse-of-power crime, i.e.: bribery crime, misappropriation crime of non-public servant,
and therefore, it is necessary to specifically investigate these two behaiors. (3) In which
2 admits committing these two behaviors, which indicates that employees will not be
subject only a property deviant behavior.
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9. Statistics of causes to deviant behavior
25
20
15
23
10
10

5

2

2

3

2

0
Improper
regulation

High
workplace
stress

High family
Low
stress
educational
level

Similar
leader
behavior

Similar
colleague
behavior

FIG.3-16 Causes to deviant behavior
Analysis and discussion: Based on the statistics of in-depth interviews, in order to
narrow down the range, the author firstly defines six causes to deviant behavior: (1) The
number of the respondents who attribute it to improper regulation is significantly higher
than that of other five causes, which indicates that most respondents attribute the
deviant behavior to lack of necessary regulation in company. (2) Excessive workplace
stress stirs the employee retaliation against enterprise, increases the probability of
committing deviant behavior, in my opinion, the cause to high workplace stress can be
attributed to the corporate governance system and the corporate culture.
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10. Number of the respondents who know the conversion between deviant
behavior and abuse-of-power crime

30
25
20
15
10

26
16

5
0
Know

Don't know

FIG.3-17 Number of the respondents who know the conversion between deviant
behavior and abuse-of-power crime
Analysis and discussion: Of 42 respondents who ever committed the deviant behavior,
more than half of them don’t know that deviant behavior may be converted into
abuse-of-power behavior, which indicates: (1) in which 26 may unconsciously violate the
criminal law and constitute a crime. (2) A substantial ratio of the respondents doesn’t
know such conversion, which indicates that enterprises need to strengthen the legal
publicity.
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11. Statistics of regular legal publicity

None

Yes

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

FIG.3-18 Statistics of regular legal publicity
Analysis and discussion: Of 42 respondents who admit the deviant behavior, 30 admit
that there is no legal publicity in their enterprises, which is proportional to the number
of the respoondents who don’t know the conversion between deviant behavior and
abuse-of-power crime as shown in the above graph. This further proves the positive
correlation between lack of legal publicity and occurrence of deviant behavior.
12. Statistics of understanding degree on deviant behavior of the respondents

21

Understand

21

Don't understand

FIG.3-19 Statistics of understanding degree on deviant behavior
Analysis and discussion: The number of the respondents who know the deviant behavior
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is the same as the number of those who don’t know the deviant behavior, which urges us
to strengthen legal publicity to gain more knowledge of deviant behavior, thus
preventing the deviant behavior.

13. Relationship between legal publicity and deviant behavior prevention
2%

Restrained
Unrestrained

98%

FIG.3-20 Relationship between legal publicity and deviant behavior prevention
Discussion and Analysis: This graph further proves that management methods and law
methods must be combined to prevent deviant behavior, of the available law methods,
legal publicity is the easiest way for enterprise. According to this graph, 42 employees
who ever committed deviant behavior suggest that they will not commit it if they have
been given special legal publicity, while 98% indicate that they will restrain their own
behaviors. In other words, legal publicity is very effective for the prevention of deviant
behavior and abuse-of-power crime.

3.1.3 Case Study
3.1.3.1 Definition and characteristics
To the knowledge of the author, case study refers to an analysis method used to analyze
the identified cases in real life, identify the internal problems and seek an appropriate
solution. Although the case study is not limited to the field of law, it is indeed one of the
most common alternatives in the field of law.
Its characteristics include:
1. Vividness. The cases used in case study come from the real life, compared with
boring theories, these cases are obviously vivid and relatively closer to our real life.
2. Instructiveness. Case includes case details and punishment result, in which
punishment result will have a strong impact on readers’ mind. The process of case study
is a vivid legal education.
3. Reality. The law and solution can be identified through case study. The ultimate
goal is to apply these laws and methods to prevent deviant behavior and abuse-of-power
crime in real life.
3.1.3.2 Case study of bribery crime of non-public servant
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Case 1:
The defendant Hua was the system operation engineer of Technical Support Department,
the defendant Yao was the database administrator of Technical Support Department, and
the defendant Wang was the content management system administrator of Technical
Support Department, in a Beijing-based company. Three defendants plotted to take
advantage of their positions to illegally remove the information in a famous website on
a compensated basis for the benefit of Gao. Between February 2013 and August 2013,
three defendants received a total of RMB 246, 320 from Gao and shared this amount,
and took advantage of their positions to illegally remove the information for the benefit
of Gao.
On October 17th of 2013, three defendants were arrested by public security organs, on
suspicion of bribery crime of non-public servant.
A court in Beijing held that, three defendants Hua, Yao and Wang as the employees in
their company, took advantage of their positions to accept the property of others, or
seek benefits for others and the amount involved was relatively large, their behavior
shall constitute the bribery crime of non-public servant, shall be punished pursuant to
the applicable law. The defendant Yao, guiltly of bribery crime of non-public servant,
was sentenced to the fixed-term imprisonment of five years; the defendant Hua, guiltly
of bribery crime of non-public servant, was sentenced to the fixed-term imprisonment of
four years; the defendant Wang, guiltly of bribery crime of non-public servant, was
sentenced to the fixed-term imprisonment of four years. After that, three defendants
denied that their behavior constituted the bribery crime of non-public servant, argued
that it was nothing but ordinary business conduct. Therefore, they appealed to the court.
Hua, Yao appealed on such grounds: the behavior of removing posts met the
constitutive elements of illegal business, but did not constitute the crime bribery of
non-public servant; Wang appealed on such grounds: since August 2013, he actively
stopped removing posts and checked himself to the management, contested that his
behavior shall not constitute a crime and argued that compensated removal of posts is
the latent rule in this industry.
The Court of Second Instance held that, three defendents, formerly were the Operation
Engineer, the database administrator and content management system administrator of
Technical Support Department respectively, had the right to delete information, they
plotted to, by taking advantage of their positions, seek benefits for others, illegally
delete information, charge payment from it, their behavior shall meet the constitutive
elements of bribery crime of non-public servant and reflect the essential features of
power-for-money deal, shall be held criminally responsible for the bribery crime of
non-public servant, so dismissed the appeals and maintained the original judgment.
Case 2:
From April 2006, the defendant Liu (holding foreign nationality) acted as the senior
director in a well-known multinational corporation, his job responsibilities include:
report to the person in charge of the asset management department at the global
headquarter; manage, guide the work of his subordinates, and complete the work
objectives; make budget management and related cost control on the department and
personnel, approve and hold accountable to the department procurement. In the
proposed company formation, Liu acted as the major person in charge of China region,
was one of the key persons in proposed formation team, and was mainly accountable to
real estate, such as the selection of plant constructor, tendering and bidding of
supervisor, and the service provider of plant property management.
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In May 2010, when the defendant Liu acted as the senior director, by taking advantage
of his positions responsible for the Asia-Pacific real estate and property management,
requested bribery from several property management projects of affliates for which he
was responsible, amounting to RMB 1 million.
On October 9th of 2012, the defendant Liu was arrested pursuant to the applicable law,
but denied to confess the relevant facts after being brought to the court. With respect to
the accusation by prosecution organ, the defendant Liu alleged: as a foreigner, he was
not familiar with the Criminal Law of PRC, and no one warned that his behavior may
break the law at work. As to the bribery crime of non-public servant, he didn’t receive
any bribe; he only acted as the consultant in the alleged property management and other
businesses; and he had no idea about the alleged bribers.
The court held that, the defendant Liu shall constitute the bribery crime of non-public
servant, shall be sentenced to the fixed-term imprisonment of seven years, imposed with
confiscation of property of RMB 80,000, and deported.
Analysis and discussion: These two cases are typical bribery crimes of non-public
servant, which is of great significance to research the prevention of deviant behavior
and abuse-of-power crime.
These two cases will be analyzed separately:
Case 1: With the development of science and technology, people are aware of the arrival
of the Internet age, online posts travel immediate and fast. A comment on individual or
company may travel across the world within a very short period of time, especially the
negative comment, which will impact the party concerned enormously. In some cases,
some who are troubled by negative information may end their lives. For those who have
been troubled by some negative information, they want to delete the relevant
information from the internet as soon as possible, but some negative information are
positive for readers, such as the information about illegal service by government organ,
it is certainly negative for government organ, but positive for encouraging people to
monitor on illegal act committed by government organ. For unqualified removal of
posts, the party concerned may realize through special “means”. In fact, the
compensated removal of posts is a commonplace in real life, and it was also true in this
case.
The author concluded the reasons why they held “not guilty”:
1. This behavior of compensated removal of posts is not limited to these three
defendants, other companies also commit so. In other companies, leaders and colleagues
do like this, why only they are punished?
2. The company was informed of their behavior, but never challenged it, and
therefore, they took it for granted that the company consented on it, and they performed
such behavior openly rather than secretly. Such behavior was different from common
bribery.
3. They believed that bribery is the crime limited to public servants, and never
expected that they, as employees of a private enterprise, shall also constitute the
bribery-related crime.
4. It is after the crime that they began to realize that company regulations prohibit
any employee removes any post privately on a compensated basis, but the company
didn’t introduce such provision through special legal publicity. Previously, they also did
so but the amount involved was very small, the company didn’t impose a punishment
immediately, so they didn’ understand this crime.
The author attributes the crime to personal reason and company reason, but the lack of
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corporate governance is the main cause to their crime.
The reasons are given as follows:
1. The company management didn’t fulfill the oversight function. According to
their positions, most of them were department heads as described here, namely middle
managers, but none of the officers monitored on their deviant behavior, when they
removed the posts on a compensated basis, by taking advantage of their positions.
2. Lack of corporate governance system. No overight means that they didn’t know
who should monitor and what to monitor, these job responsibilities shall have been
stipulated by company regulations, and in this way could the works and oversight
responsibilities divided to specific persons and allowing for mutual oversight. It is
obviously that the company was lack of corporate governance.
3. Lack of attention on the prevention of deviant behavior. When they firstly
removed the posts on a compensated basis, if the company identified and stopped such
behavior immediately, then they may probably stop such behavior. It is lack of attention
on the prevention of deviant behavior that they became criminals.
4. Inappropriate legal publicity. The author attaches great importance to the effect
of legal publicity, the management methods and law methods should be combined in
preventing deviant behavior or abuse-of-power crime, in particular legal publicity is the
most feasible law method in company.
Case 2: Liu’s case is a typical representative of bribery crime of non-public servant
committed by senior officer
1. Liu, as one of the major persons in charge of China region, was too powerful to
be overseen, so that he was able to abuse the power. This raises a question as to who
should oversee the officers. Especially it is more important for those officers with huge
powers. The author believes that it is imperative to establish the independent director
and independent supervisor system.
2. Officer must pay attention to his own model role and establish a good code of
conduct. Officer should restrain own behaviors and prevent “follow suit”.
3. Although the prevention system of deviant behavior is reasonable, but it has not
been properly implemented, if employees don’t know the existence of such system,
what is the point of designing such a good system? Legal publicity and regular training
are essential for the prevention of deviant behavior and abuse-of-power crime.
3.1.3.2 Case study of misappropriation crime
Case 1: Between January 2006 and September 2008, during which the defendant Han
was the general manager of a company (in December 2005, incorporated in Zambia), by
taking advantage of his position responsible for the operation of a Zambia farm to
falsify the purchase cost, conceal the sales revenue and forge the investment facts,
misappropriated the company property worth RMB 1,534,400, the specific facts are
stated below:
From January 2016 to February 2016, during which the defendant Han, on behalf of his
company, purchased Huafeng Farm in Zambia, requested USD 20,000 as rebates from
farm the transferor, and concealed this fact when reporting the purchase cost of farm to
the investor in charge of the company, incorporated the USD 20,000 into the purchase
cost, which caused the investor to remit the false amount. After that, the defendant Han
appropriated the said USD 20,000 (equivalent to RMB 160,000) without submitting to
the company.
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From 2006 to September 2008, the defendant Han sold 138 heads of live cattle to others,
received the sales proceeds of 440,700 Kwacha (equivalent to RMB 881,400), didn’t
submit the amount and recorded into account books, but appropriated such proceeds.
Between June 2007 and September 2008, the defendant Han used company lorries to
operate transportation business, with sales proceeds of 146,500 Kwacha (equivalent to
RMB 293,000), didn’t submit the amount and recorded into account books, but
appropriated such proceeds.
In 2008, the defendant Han, by taking advantage of his position responsible for
procurement of lorries, concealed the fact of already recording the purchase sums in
account books, lied to the investor that such lorries were purchased by his relative, so as
to defraud RMB 200,000 in the name of investment refunds.
The court held that, the defendant Han shall be sentenced to the fixed-term
imprisonment of eleven years and deprived the political rights for two years, on guilty
of misappropriation crime.
Case 2: Shao, female, was the assistant to president and cashier in a company,
misappropriated more than RMB 80 million by reimbursement and other means.
In May 2014, the financial director Zhao took an invoice of more than RMB 340,000 to
ask if the president Lin bought a watch and claimed that it was reimbursed by Shao. It
was until Lin checked it with Shao that she admitted it.
From September 2010, Shao was the assistant to president and cashier, responsible for
the transmission of the president’s files, reimbursement, receipt, payment and bank
transfer of financial department cash, and the e-banking was held by her. From March
2011 to October 2012, Shao misappropriated a total amount of more than RMB 9
million, and from October 2012 to June 2014, she transferred more than RMB 70
million from the company account to personal account. In July 2014th, the company
reported it to the police station. In August 16th, Shao was arrested.
The court held that, Shao shall be sentenced to the fixed-term imprisonment of twelve
years and imposed with confiscation of property worth RMB 1 million, on guilty of
misappropriation crime, and further recovered the illicit money of more than RMB
27.38 million.
Analysis and discussion: These two cases are also typical, one took place in overseas
(Zambia), one took place within the territory of China and the amount involved was
huge, two cases are regular ones, which are instructive for the prevention of deviance
prevention.
These two cases will be analyzed separately:
Case 1: Economic globalization and Chinese strategy of encouraging “go global”
has led to a growing number of Chinese private enterprises to incorporate overseas
companies to conduct economic activities.
Implications of this case:
1. In the course of overseas economic activities, Chinese private enterprises should
comply with local laws and Chinese laws, and China should also promulgate a similar
law to copy with such situation, with reference to “Foreign Corrupt Practices Act”
2. Internally, the company may as well take some special measures to prevent
overseas abuse-of-power crime, Huawei sets us an example, which will be detailed in
the next chapter.
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3. As the general manager, Han was entitled to huge power, but the company didn’t
establish the special oversight system for officers. Therefore, he could misappropriate
the company property for a long time without being identified, which indicates that lack
of regulatory system may breed crimes.
4. Law methods and management methods are not combined or play their due role,
which is attributed to the cause to this case.
Case 2: This is a case which caused a huge loss to the company due to lack of
company regulatory system. Shao was the assistant to president and cashier in the
company, at most a middle manager, but surprisingly he misappropriated more than
RMB 80 million.
The author attributes it to the following causes:
1. Rights are too concentrated. Shao was the assistant to president and cashier,
responsible for the transmission of the president’s files, reimbursement, receipt,
payment and bank transfer of financial department cash, and the e-banking was held by
her, which facilitates her misappropriation of company property. If two persons were
designated to act as the assistant to president amd the cashier, rights would be shared,
Shao’s attempt to misappropriate the company property may be failed.
2. Company regulatory system is not functional. Shao’s behavior should have
been identified by a lot of people, e.g.: the president, after delegation of his rights, the
president should regulate Shao’s behavior, but this regulation didn’t function at all. And
the accountant should verify the facts with the signatory for every sum reimbursed by
Shao, but the accountant did not follow it.
3. This case happened when the accountant asked if the president reimbursed a
watch, which indicates that the president ever did so, the leader’s behavior may impact
Shao to some extent, and his negative role effect was relatively obvious.

3.2 Summary of Research Methods
In this thesis, the author mainly uses three research methods: in-depth interview,
questionnaire survey, and case study. These three methods closely follow the theme of
“prevention of deviant behavior and abuse-of-power behavior”. The research
hypotheses proposed earlier have been further verified through these three methods:
1. Deviant behavior, especially property deviant behavior, may be converted into
abuse-of-power crime.
2. Abuse-of-power crime prevention should begin with deviant behavior
prevention, and with respect to abuse-of-power crime prevention, management methods
tend to be more effective than law methods.
3. The claim that management methods tend to be more effective does not
necessarily mean that law methods are less important, but enterprise should combine
such two methods to maximize the preventive effects.
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Chatper 4 Three-level Prevention System
4.1 Definition of Three-level Prevention System
As concluded in the literature review, the author agrees with Zhang Xianzhi (1994) to
divide the internal company control according to the control subjects: the corporate
governance control based on Board of Directors, the management control based on
business management, and the operational control based on operational management
and general staff. The author also agrees with (Robert Anthony, 2004): the corporate
governance control is at the highest level of control, the object is the strategic objective
of company, which aims at reducing the corporate governance risk arising from strategic
risk; the management control at the middle level, the object is all kinds of operating and
financial activities of actual strategic objective, which aims at reducing the operating
and financial risk; while the operational control is at the lowest level, the object is
various specific businesses, which aims at reducing all kinds of operational risks.
As mentioned earlier, the author believes that theories of internal contro, risk
management and crime prevention, especially abuse-of-power crime prevention, are
consistent in subjects and purposes. 1. Their subjects are consistent. Their subjects
include business management personnel (including boss, directors, shareholders,
general manager and other senior management personnel), operational management
personnel (including department heads, managers, financial executives and other middle
management personnel), the operational control personnel (mainly are general staff).
This suggests that the subjects of internal control and risk management are the same as
those of abuse-of-power crime prevention in respect of the company levels, but the
subject scope of abuse-of-power crime prevention is larger than that of internal control
and risk management. Rather than treat them as the objects of abuse-of-power crime
prevention, we should regard them as the subjects of crime prevention and only in doing
so could their initiative be mobilized. In fact, we should simultaneously observe them,
divide the prevention subjects into three levels accordingly as defined above when
developing the preventive measures, and take different preventive measures specifically
for the persons at each level who are entitled to different powers, and only in doing so
could the effectiveness be maximized. 2. Their purposes are consistent. As mentioned
above, the internal control or risk management serves the purpose of reducing the
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overall risk of company, including prevention of financial loss and fraud, or prevention
of low efficiency. Similarly, the purpose of abuse-of-power crime prevention is to
prevent loss of company property and maintain a good corporate order. In this sense,
their purposes are consistent. In addition, abuse-of-power crime risk belongs to
corporate risks, so their purposes are consistent.
Internal
control,
management

risk

Business management
(At
the
highest
level)

Operational
management
(At
the
middle
level)

Operational
control
(At the lowest
level)

Reduce
corporate
governance
risk
(Highest risk)

Reduce
operating
risk, finanial risk
(Middle risk)

Reduce operational

Converted
into
abuse-of-power crime
of
boss,
director,
shareholder,
general
manager and other
senior managers
(Greatest harm)

Converted
into
abuse-of-power crime
of
department
manager,
financial
personnel and other
middle managers
(Relatively great harm)

Take different preventive
measures for personnel at
different
levels
accordingly to prevent
corporate risks, including
abuse-of-power crime

Purpose
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of
crime

risk
(Lowest risk)

Converted
into
abuse-of-power crime
of regular managers
(Relatively small harm)

FIG.4-1 Relationship between internal control, risk management and abuse-of-power
crime prevention
According to the figure, the author suggests that three-level prevention system refers to
the unified structural system that divides employees into business management
personnel (including boss, directors, shareholders, general manager and other senior
management personnel), operational management personnel (including department
heads, managers, financial executives and other middle management personnel), the
operational control personnel (mainly are general staff), takes different preventive
measures specifically for the persons at each level who are entitled to different powers
by applying management and law methods, so as to prevent abuse-of-power crimes.

4.2 Characteristics of Three-level Prevention System
1. Hierarchy. This is an indicator for the “three levels”. Specifically, this prevention
system requires that appropriate preventive measures should be developed for the
business management personnel (senior managers), operational management personnel
(middle managers), and operational control personnel (general staff), to maximize the
effectiveness of prevention. In this sense, it seems that the preventive approaches and
measures with respect to different levels are independent from each other. In fact, the
author may suggest that this viewpoint is not quite correct.
(1) As to the prevention methods employed by senior managers, for example, the
independent director system is mainly relative to the senior managers including
directors, which starts with the overall perspective of company development. The author
cannot ask an independent director to monitor the employee who misappropriates
hundreds of yuan, because such oversight is unrealistic. Therefore, the preventive
methods and measures employed by persons at each level are independent from each
other.
(2) Some preventive methos cannot be hierarchical, for example, legal publicity
is applicable to the personnel at three levels, the author cannot identify the exact level at
which legal publicity is more effective. Therefore, these preventive methods and
measures are intrinsically connected.
2. Integrity. This is an indicator for the “three levels”, although the preventive
method and measure for each level are applicable, only by combining these methods
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and measures could the prevention effect be maximized.
3. Coordination. This means that within the three-level prevention system,
management and law preventive methods and measures must be coordinated and
interacted, the prevention effect may be diminished if they are separated.

4.3 Establishment of Three-level Prevention System
4.3.1 Prevention system for business management personnel
Although the inclusive relationship of business management personnel remains
controversial in the academic circles, the author suggests that such personnel should
include director, supervisor, general manager and other senior management personnel
who have overall management power over the business operation, also referred to as the
term “officer”. Officer is at the very important position of company, who has the power
of decision for company development and the power of management for company
affairs. Thus, if an officer commits deviant behavior or abuse-of-power crime, it will
materially impact the company development, even threathen the survival of company. In
this concern, the prevention system for business management personnel should be
prioritized. The prevention system for business management personnel involves a lot of
contents, such as the structure and function of Board of Directors, the rights and
obligations of business management represented by president and general manager, as
well as the selection and oversight. We may say that it covers massive contents.
Some scholar (Ye Yajie, 2015) proposed the prevention ideology with respect to the
following five aspects:
1. Delegation of power. For the criminal risk-prone or prevalent business, Board of
Directors or manager or other decision bodies may delegate the power of execution to
internal department accordingly.
2. Submission of report. The department delegated with power should promptly
prepare the execution result and submit it to the decision body.
3. Approval required within a time limit. Department concerned should review the
report submitted.
4. Accountability audit. The auditing department is required to inspect and
supervise the performance and effectiveness of business section.
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5. Performance assessment. Assess the work of business section and personnel on
an annual or quarterly basis.
In my opinion, this ideology should be correct, but it needs to be implemented through a
perfect company system. In Chapter 3, according to the statistics of causes to deviant
behavior, “improper supervision” ranks the first place, so it is prioritized to establish the
supervision system, with respect to the officer prevention system. In order to prevent the
deviant behavior committed by officer, the author designs the prevention system in
respect of Board Committee, independent director, and Board of Supervisors
(supervisors).
1. Supervisory and preventive role of Board Committee
Traditional corporate governance involves the corporate structure and the distribution of
rights and responsibilities among shareholders, directors, managers and other
stakeholders, while modern corporate governance is more concerned about the behavior
of officers, namely how officers properly exercise their rights, fulfill their obligations,
and lawfully perform their duties. The legal framework and operation of practices in
Board of Directors must ensure that Board of Directors shall effectively exercise the
function of major decision and supervision. It is the function of Board of Directors to
supervise the officers to perform their duties in due diligence and by operation of law.
Therefore, the key to legal reform of Board of Directors is how to supervise the
behavior of officers. (Xie Zengyi, 2005) The establishment and operation of internal
committee of Board of Directors are essential to ensure that Board of Directors shall
exercise its function. Board Committee is an internal permanent body formed by Board
of Directors, consisting of directors, to exercise some of its rights, or assist the Board of
Directors in exercising rights. Is it necessary to establish the permanent committee in
Board? The answer is absolutely yes on the grounds as follows:
(1) The exercise of rights by Board of Directors is defective. The exercise of key
decisions and supervisory rights by Board of Directors is only performed at the meeting
of Board, in other words, Board must convene a meeting and pass the resolution
through collective discussion before exercising its rights, and any other person
including chairman cannot solely make a decision or exercise the supervisory rights. For
those large-sized companies, there are a lot of directors, it is impossible to often gather
them to discuss any issues, making it difficult to fulfill the due function of Board. The
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supervision and prevention of officer deviant behavior or abuse-of-power crime require
the involvement of professionals, which needs extensive investigation and in-depth
research, and therefore, it is impossible to require Board to perform its supervisory
function within a short time. In addition, Board has no available time to convene a
meeting and neither could it perform the supervisory function. The establishment of
Board Committee will help Board exercise the supervisory function specifically for
officers, and provide references for the correct resolution transacted by Board.
(2) The general manager-centered corporate culture makes it difficult for Board to
perform the supervisory function. General manager controls the day-to-day operation,
because the general manager holds more information sources, directors will depend on
his information when making a decision. When the chairman and general manager is the
same person, because the chairman controls Board, while the general manager controls
the day-to-day operation, it is impossible for Board to independently perform the
supervisory function. It is for this reason that Board should at least form three special
committees: Corporate Governance Committee, Supervision and Prevention Committee,
Compensation and Audit Committee. The role of Corporate Governance Committee is
to improve the corporate governance system, such as the appointment procedure of
directors and the selection of officers; The role of Supervision and Prevention
Committee is to make suggestions for the supervision and prevention system established
by Board through investigation and study, perform the prevention and supervision
system established by Board, and hold accountable to supervise all officers including
the chairman and prevent their deviant behavior; the role of Compensation and Audit
Committee is to develop a reasonable corporate compensation system, form a good
incentive mechanism for all employees including officers, constitute a fair and
reasonable corporate compensation system, and audit the compensation and financial
reports of related employees to ensure fairness and legitimacy. Although Board consists
of directors, it does not preclude the appointment of some special assistants to support
works, for example, Supervision and Prevention Committee may employ the experts
who are familiar with the corporate supervisory function and deviance prevention to
assist its works and maximize the effect.
In Chinese listed companies, independent directors play their role in the way of
expressing independent opinions. Subject to the applicable provision, independent
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director shall express their opinions on election, appointment and removal of directors,
employment and dismissal of senior managers, remuneration of directors and officers,
related transactions and other matters that may prejudice the interests of minority
shareholders. Because the independent direcors may easily make biased and unfair
judgment without the participation and constraint of others, when expressing their
personal opinions, while the advantage of Board is collective discussion and democratic
decision. If Board has a committee, in which some members are reserved for
independent directors and conferred with appropriate rights, independent directors will
play its role of collective decision and supervision through the committee, and in doing
so, the respective advantage of Board Committee and independent direcors will be
perfectly combined.
2. Collective monitoring, prevention system of independent directors and
supervisors
In China, the relevant provisions of independent director system can be traced back to
“Guidelines on the Articles of Association of Listed Companies” issued by CSRC in
December 1997. According to Section 123 under Company Law of PRC, a listed
company shall appoint independent director and such system shall be established in the
form of law, but it remains controversial as to whether the independent director system
shall be established in the form of law. (Wang Qianhua, 2001) affirmed that the
independent director system helps preventing the negative effects of “insider control”,
which contributes to the improvement of supervisory capabilities of senior management
and strengthen the independent of Board decisions. However, (Luo Peixin, 2001)
contested that Chinese provisions on independent directors are unclear, they are
insignificant in company and do not play its due role, so it would be inappropriate to
prescribe the establishment of independent director system under Company Laws of
PRC in current circumstances.
Independent director system comes from the United States. The United States is a
country of unitary system, there is no Board of Supervisors in company, Board of
Directors shall make major decisions and independent directors shall perform their
supervisory function. Independent directors perform their supervisory function on major
company investments, related transactions and other major matters, in order to protect
the overall the interests of company and minority shareholders. In contrast, Chinese
listed companies adopt “dual system”, Board of Directors and Board of Supervisors
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coexist, in which Board of Supervisors is a special supervisory body elected by
shareholders. Under Chinese laws, there are some shortcomings in the establishment of
independent director system, the supervisory right of independent directors and the
power of Board of Directors overlap. In this sense, someone questions the necessity of
independent director system. The author argues that the independent director system
may coexist with Board of Supervisors to perform the supervisory function. According
to “Guidance on the Establishment of Independent Director System in Listed
Companies”, independent director is defined as: the director who does not hold a
position other than director, without any relationship that is likely to interfere with the
independent objective judgment, with the listed company and its majority shareholders.
In particular, it prescribes that independent director must be “independent”, and any of
the following persons may not be appointed as independent director:
(1) The persons who serve in a listed company or any of affiliated enterprises
and their immediate family members or main social relations (immediate family
members include spouses, parents, children; main social relations refer to brothers and
sisters, parents, daughter-in-law, spouses of siblings, siblings of spouses);
(2) The natural person shareholders who directly or indirectly hold more than 1%
of the issued shares of the listed company or among the Top 10 shareholders of the
listed company, and their immediate family members;
(3) The persons who directly or indirectly hold more than 5％ of the issued
shares of the listed company or serve in Top 10 shareholders of the listed company, and
their immediate family members;
(4) The persons who have been in the circumstances listed in the preceding three
paragraphs over the last year;
(5) The persons who provide financial, legal, consulting or other services for
listed companies or any of its affiliates;
(6) Other persons specified in the Articles of Association;
(7) Any other person identified by CSRC.
Section 51 of “Company Law of PRC” stipulates that, no director or officer shall
concurrently act as supervisor. This provision is relative to the independence of
supervisors.
According to these two provisions, independent directors and supervisors don’t conflict
with each other, because independent director is the company director, but supervisor is
absolutely not a director, which means that both may coexist.
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The supervisory right of independent director system prescribed under “Guidance on the
Establishment of Independent Director System in Listed Companies” is reflected as
follows:
(1) Significant related transactions (which means the related tansaction proposed
between listed company and related party, with a total amount of more than RMB 3
million or higher than 5% of the net asset value recently audited by the listed company)
shall be submitted to Board of Directors for discussion, with the approval of
independent director; before making a judgment, independent director may hire an
intermediary to issue an independent financial advisory report as the basis for judgment;
(2) Propose an appointment or dismissal of accounting firm to Board of
Directors;
(3) Propose an extraordinary general meeting to Board of Directors;
(4) Propose convening a meeting of Board of Directors;
(5) Independently hire the external auditors and consultants;
(6) Collect voting rights from shareholders before the convention of General
Meeting.
In addition to the performance of the foregoing duties, independent director shall give
independent opinions to Board of Directors or General Meeting on the following
matters:
(1) Recommend, appoint or remove a director;
(2) Appoint or dismiss an officer;
(3) Determine the remuneration of directors and officers.
Company Law of PRC stipulates the functions and powers of supervisor, subject to
Section 53: The board of supervisors or, in the case of a company without a board of
supervisors, the supervisor shall exercise the following functions and powers:
(1) To examine the company's financial affairs;
(2) To supervise the execution of company duties by the directors and the senior
officers and to recommend the removal of directors and senior officers who violate laws,
administrative regulations, the Articles of Association of the company or the resolutions
of general meeting;
(3) When an act of a director or senior officers is harmful to the company's
interests, to require the director or senior officers to rectify such act;
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(4) To propose the convening of extraordinary general meeting and to convene
and preside over the general meeting when the board of directors fails to perform the
duties of convening and presiding over the general meeting as stipulated herein;
(5) To give proposals to the general meeting;
(6) To institute proceedings against the directors and senior officers according to
Section 152 hereof; and
(7) Other functions and powers specified in the Articles of Association of the
company.
Section 54 of “Company Law of PRC” stipulates that, supervisors may attend meetings
of the board of directors as non-voting attendees and may make inquiries or suggestions
to the matters to be resolved by the Board of Directors.
According to these provisions, independent directors and Board of Supervisors
(supervisors) may coexist, interact and supervise each other.
(1) Subject to Section 122 of “Company Law of PRC”, only listed companies are
required to appoint independent directors, but it is not mandatory for other companies.
Therefore, it is Board of Supervisors that mainly supervises the company without
independent director.
(2) Independent directors and Board of Supervisors may coexist and complement
each other. With respect to the supervision on company financial affairs: significant
related transactions shall be submitted to Board of Directors for discussion, with the
approval of independent director, before making a judgment, independent director may
hire an intermediary to issue an independent financial advisory report as the basis for
judgment; independent director may propose hiring or dismissing accounting firm to
Board of Directors; independently hire external auditors and consultants. In other words,
a related transaction below the significant level (which means the related tansaction
proposed between listed company and related party, with a total amount of more than
RMB 3 million or higher than 5% of the net asset value recently audited by the listed
company) does not require the approval of independent directors, resulting in gap of
supervision. As to the hiring or dismissal of accounting firm, independent directors only
have the right of proposal without the right of decision, but they have the right of
decision for the hiring of auditors and consultants. In contrast, Board of Supervisors
may examine the company’s financial affairs and supervise the execution of company
duties by the directors and the senior officers, which means that Board of Supervisors
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may supervise all matters related to financial affairs, without limitation to significant
related transactions, it can make up for the blank supervision of independent directors.
(3) Both can collectively exercise the supervisory power. When an independent
director hires the external auditor to aduit the company and identify any deviant
behavior of officer that violates law or Articles of Association, he may submit the
details to Board of Supervisors. When an act of a director or senior officers is harmful
to the company's interests, independent director may require the director or senior
officers to rectify such act, or institute proceedings against the directors and senior
officers. Of course, the present Chinese law only stipulates that independent director
shall give independent opinions to Board of Directors or General Meeting, rather than
Board of Supervisors, so the legislation should be improved.
(4) Board of Supervisors may supervise the independent directors. Depsite the
independence of independent directors, they are in essence the directors, which means
that Board of Supervisors shall have the supervisory power on the act of all directors
who violate law or Articles of Association, and it is no exception to ndependent
directors.
4.3.2 Prevention system for operational management personnel
Similarly, there are a lot of controversies over the definition of operational management
personnel. The author defines operational management personnel as the employees who
are responsible for a department or a special field, with certain powers and some rights
of decision on the department or field, including the department heads, managers,
financial executives and other middle managers.
The prevention system for middle managers should be different from that for officers.
Because they are at the middle levels, without the right of decision on overall company
development, but they have some say in the department. Compared with officers, they
are closer to the first-line operators, their words and behavirors tend to impact the
operators. Therefore, there are some special prevention systems for their deviant
behavior, in addition to supervision.
1. Prevent deviant behavior by reducing the abusive leadership by middle
managers.
This thesis discusses the impact of rought leadership behavior by middle managers on
employee deviance, but it doesn’t mean that the same behavior by officers has no
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impact on employee deviance. However, compared with offciers, such behavior by
middle managers has a more direct impact on employee deviance. Generally speaking,
the behavior by middle managers can hardly impact officers, and such impact is a
top-down effect and rarely turns opposite. Therefore, the author discusses the prevention
of employee deviance by reducing the rought leadership behavior by middle managers.
Abusive leadership refers to a supervision in which the leader does not pay attention to
his speech and communication to the subordinates, and impose negative impact on their
mind, which in turn causes their adverse behavior, when at work. Although abusive
leadership may be a temporary act, its impact on the subordinates may last for a long
time. (Xie, 2011) Empirical studies show that abusive leadership behavior is positively
correlated with workplace deviance. Abusive leadership behavior is significantly in
positive correlation with the deviant behavior (e.g.: rudely treat leader) for leader,
interpersonal deviance (e.g.: attack colleagues), and deviant behavior (e.g.:
misappropriate company property) for organization. When the self-esteem of a
subordinate is not too strong, this positive correlation will be not significant, vice versa.
The theoretical basis in that abusive leadership behavior will stimulate subordinates to
perform deviant behavior is the transfer of violation. Abusive leadership means that a
leader relieves his anger and negative emotion to the subordinates, which in turn causes
the subordinates to transfer such anger and negative emotion to leaders, colleagues and
the company, constituting the violating or retaliated deviance. When a subordinate feels
being rudely treated, in addition to violating others, he may intend to retaliate against
the company property, resulting in the deviance of misappropriating or accepting
bribery from others. In order to prevent the subordinate deviance, leader should reduce
his own abusive supervision, but instead treat the subordinates with ethical leadership to
reduce their deviance. At work, how a leader should reduce or control his abusive
behavior? To this end, some scholars (Xu et al., 2014) put forward the concept of ethical
Leadership. Ethical Leadership means that a leader demonstrates the normative and
appropriate behavior to the subordinates by his own behavior and interpersonal
interaction, and stimulates them to show such behavior by making two-way
communication, strengthening and developing policies. In simple terms, leader should
guide the subordinates not to commit or involve in any deviance by playing an
exemplary role or exercising the role model effect.
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Middle managers not only implement the instructions from line managers, and
supervise and manage the routine works of the subordiates, but also have some power of
decision and influence in their own positions. For middle managers, the reduction or
control of abusive leadership should be achieved by taking the following measures:
(1) Company should arrange special training for the middle managers, so that
they will be aware of the close relationship between their abusive behavior and the
subordinate deviance. (Peng et al., 2013) Emiprical studies have shown that
misappropriation or bribery and other deviant behaviors committed by subordinates will
materially impact the property safety and healthy development of enterprises and the
abusive leadership may lead to the subordinate deviance. However, many middle
managers don’t bear such relationship in mind. Therefore, appropriate training has a
positive effect on the mind control of abusive behavior by middle managers.
(2) Appropriately request the middle managers to make the situational simulation
to control their abusive behavior. (Gao & Sun, 2009) It is very important to deliver
training to the middle managers who has committed or are likely to perform abusive
leadership, or it may not be satisfying if only the persuasion is adopted, because the
middle managers may not be aware that their abusive leadership will lead to the
subordinate deviance. In this case, you may request an middle manager to make the
situational simulation and switch a role, act as the abusive leader and a subordinate, or
switch the role between middle manager and a subordinate to simulate the experience of
abusive leadership he once performed, so that leader will be aware of the adverse effect
of his own behavior, which in turn will prevent the subordinate deviance.
(3) Middle managers should reduce their own improper management. Pen Caodie
et al. (2013) further proved that improper management is a key factor for deviance. This
reminds the middle manager not to accuse the employees in event of any subordinate
deviance, but examine if the leadership is appropriate, avoid criticizing or insulting the
subordinates in public occasions. In case of employee slowdown, middle manager
should reflect if the distribution result and process are fair and just, so as to prevent any
employee from committing the retaliated deviance.
(4) (Huang & Chen, 2014) Establish the selection and supervision mechanism of
abusive leadership. Enterprise should arrange a special part of interview for the
applicants or proposed candidates, and design the special items to make an examination.
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For any applicant or proposed candidate with abusive tendency, enterprise should deny
appointing or promoting such persons to the middle managers, thus eliminating the
possible risks.
(5) Build the ethical leadership. (Huang et al., 2013) Chinese traditional culture
emphasizes the ethical model of leadership, and centers on the exemplary role. To
obtain the follow-suit and refusal of subordinate deviance, leader should establish the
correct conduct. Ethical leadership plays a key role in the ethical identity of
subordinates, evoke the conscience of subordinates and ensures them consciously
suppress the deviance. This requires middle managers to pay attention to the ethical
norms of their own words and deeds, and promote their individual values to be accepted
and internalized by subordinates, so as to attach importance to the well-being of others
and enterprises. Compared with the simple incentives, the internalized ethical identity
will prevent the deviant behavior in a more effective way.
2. Prevent deviant behavior by building the corporate culture under internal
control
Why should the author discuss the establishment of a good corporate culture together
with “preventing the deviance of middle managers”? Because the author believes that
middle managers play a transitional role in company. For superordinates, middle
managers should implement the company decisions and the tasks assigned by the
management. For subordinates, they need to transfer the company decisions and
assignments to the employees for specific implementation. Therefore, their significant
role is obvious. The establishment of corporate culture involves every employee, but in
view of the role of middle managers, the author suggests that they should hold
accountable to the establishment of corporate culture.
What is corporate culture? (Shi, 2000) Corporate culture means the work manner and
habit of employees. Many deviances are attributed to the corporate culture, rather than
imperfect company system or fate. In fact, corporate culture is an invisible resource
which controls the ideas, decisions and behaviors of employees. Men are the most
vulnerable to the environment and would always do what the environment is like. If a
corporate culture features the prohibition of late arrival or early leave, then employees
in this environment will comply with the regulation about work hours, and rarely violate
it. This is corporate culture, sometimes even stronger than company regualtions,
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whether decision makers, or middle managers, or first-line operators must be subject to
it.
As mentioned ealier, internal control, risk management and deviant behavior prevention,
and abuse-of-power crime prevention are consistent in terms of the subjects and
purposes, and there is an inclusive relationship between them. In terms of the contents,
deviant behavior prevention and abuse-of-power crime prevention are only a part of
internal control, risk management system, because they also cover the prevention of
other corporate risks in addition to the deviant behavior prevention and abuse-of-power
crime prevention. Thereore, if corporate culture contains the internal control and risk
management, it will include the contents of deviant behavior prevention and
abuse-of-power crime prevention, too.
The corporate culture and internal control must be combined in the establishment of
corporate culture (Li , 2012):
(1) Combine the corporate culture and internal control, conver the ideology and
concept of internal control behavior into the symbol of corporate culture, and make it a
part of the corporate values and the conscious behavior of employees. In practice,
enterprise needs to summarize the practices of internal control, relate it to the theory,
build up the corporate culture, and only in this way could the publicity, education and
other cultural activities be penetrated to employee behaviors and transformed into an
essential power of deviant behavior suppression.
(2) Adhere to the principle of men-oriented, build the internal control upon
democratic management. Democracy and decentralization represent the future of
corporate management and internal control. Prevention requires right, but the power
should not be too concentrated. Appropriate decentralization and reasonable democracy
will be more efficiency for the execution of deviant behavior prevention in terms of the
suitability.
When it comes to the establishment of corporate culture, how to combine it with
internal control and risk management, and ultimately prevent deviant behavior and
abuse-of-power crime? The author advocates the corporate culture of Huawei, known as
the world famous communications enterprise. The author believes that Huawei has
perfectly combined its corporate culture and the theories of internal control and risk
management, which plays a crucial role in preventing the deviant behavior and
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abuse-of-power crime. Therefore, the author intends that other companies could refer to
Huawei practices in building their corporate cultures.
(Liu , 2013) How does Huawei combine its corporate culture and internal control?
Ren Zhengfe, the founder of Huawei, joined in the military service for many years, and
we can identify the obvious characteristics of “military culture” in Huawei corporate
culture. “Military culture” is reflected in the following five aspects:
(1) Culture of wolf
“Wolf” centers on unity, patience, agility, sensitivity and attack. Huawei encourages
hardworking style, and uses its keen observation of the market and pioneering spirit to
make a rapid response to the market, thus maintaining the dominant market presence.
(2) Culture of job number
“Culture of job number” contains the information about age, department and job level
of every employee, allowing the strangers to create the “hierarchical and seniority-based”
culture atomosphere through job number. Huawei has a stock incentive system and
employees will receive some shares based on their years of service. In this sense,
“culture of job number” also indicates the shares entitled to every employee (Zhang &
Deng , 2008).
(3) Culture of stress
Tthrough its“culture of stress”, Huawei makes a series of hints and empowerment to the
empllyees, allowing for an intensive creativity of the employees. The annual turnover of
10% objectively promotes its talent incentive mechanism.
(4) Culture of self-criticism
Its “culture of self-criticism” has a clear sense of adversities, the emphasis on
self-criticism is conductive to listening and continuous self-transcendence, and allows
for the all-around development of clients, companies, teams and indivduals.
(5) Culture of service
“Service” comprises one of the corporate purposes, including customer needs and
competitiveness and research, optimization and upgrading of products, and social
responsibilties, and customer is treated as the sole reason for business survival.
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Then what is the role that Huawei culture plays in internal control?
(1) Huawei culture plays a crucial role in designing the internal control. Huawei’s
design of internal control effectively has customer service, hardworking, self-criticism,
and other core values embedded into the design concept of internal control, which lays a
solid foundation for the effective implementation of internal control.
(2) Corporate values are at the center of corporate culture. Huawei values are
customer service, hardworking, self-criticism, progressiveness, integrity and team spirit
(Wang, 2011). Progessive values and high ethics play a guiding role in operating the
intenral control, which is an invisible restraint. Huawei adheres to the internal control
principles of mutual check and restraint, enhance the internal oversight, and ensure the
efficient operation of internal control. Huawei cares for its employees, show concerns
about employee health and benefits, improve their sense of happiness, and ensure that
enterprise maximizes the employee benefits. In 2011, Huawei invested RMB 4.534
billion in the global employee security program. The strong sense of employee
belongingness will help them consciously secure the company interests, reduce the
occurrence of misappropriation and malpractice.
(3) Corporate culture, as an important component of internal environment, helps
correctly identify the evaluation criteria, methods and contents of internal control, and
improve the efficiency of internal control evaluation. Internal control evaluation is in
line with Huawei culture of self-criticism. Through issuance of appointment, make clear
the positions and job responsibilities of employees, and encourage them to make greater
contributions. Its culture of self-criticism makes the internal control evaluation more
reasonable and effective, which will properly facilitate the establishment, development
of internal control and the maintenance of core competitiveness.
(4) Huawei corporate culture enables auditors to have a more comprehensive
understanding of relevant circumstances, obtain sufficient and effective evidence to
provide professional and reliable judgment for the design of internal control and
preventive methods of deviant behavior and abuse-of-power crime.
By illustrating the establishment of Huawei corporate culture, middle managers of other
enterprises should ensure the following aspects when building the corporate culture of
deviant behavior, abuse-of-power crime prevention:
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(1) Develop the Articles of Association that is men-oriented and shows
humanistic concerns. Incorporate the contents of deviant behavior prevention and
abuse-of-power crime prevention into the Articles of Association, and implement it in
establishing the internal control system. The Articles of Association should make clear
the responsibilities of Board of Directors, Board of Supervisors and other decision
makers, as well as the responsibilities of middle managers, so as to establish and
maintain the internal control system.
(2) Improve the internal restraint mechanism, enhance the execution capacity of
internal auditors, and enable the internal auditing function to properly exercise the role
in supervision and prevention of property deviant behavior. Through communication,
identify the management loopholes, propose improvement measures, prevent or reduce
the deviance arising from management loopholes, and establish the internal audit
system, so as to reduce the internal risk.
(3) Establish the credit guarantee mechanism for key positions. Middle managers
should establish the credit guarantee mechanism for key positions by signing letter of
credit guarantee, letter of recommendation and other systems. Establish the personal
credit-based internal control system for corporate culture, staff quality and enterprise
objectives.
(4) Middle managers should continuously establish the correct risk awareness,
avoid risks and consequences arising from personal preferences, promote the
establishment of a healthy corporate culture, and enable employees to restrain their
deviant behaviors in a harmonious corporate culture.
4.3.3 Prevention system for operational control personnel
Operational control personnel are regular staff, they have the following characteristics:
the largest number, compared with senior managers and middle managers, the number
of regular staff is much more; fewer rights, regular staf are usually forced to execute the
tasks assigned by senior managers and middle managers, with relatively fewer rights;
more likely to be overlooked, they are the group which is more likely to be overlooked
due to the largest number of people and fewer rights; the most productive, the
insturctions from senior managers and middle managers will be executed by employees,
who will be the most productive in executing these tasks.
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For regular staff, despite fewer rights, they will execute the most deviant behaviors due
to the largest number. Therefore, it is necessary to develop the appropriate preventive
measures.
1. Prevent the employee deviance by controlling work stress
The author believes that when asked if we have any work stress, everyone will say yes,
but when asked if we know that work stress may bring about deviance, I am afraid that
none will answer. More and more scholars begin to focus on a main cause to deviance –
work stress.
(Zhang & Chen , 2008a) Some scholars sum up the sources of work stress as follows:
(1) Workload
Workload is mainly reflected in the excessive demand for staff workload and work
capabilities. Subject to overload, employees will show two behaviors: 1. Compromise.
However, the long-term compromise will diminish the enthusiasm of employees, in
event of unequal pay after completing overload, employee may feel it unfair and desire
for “compensation”, resulting in the deviance of misappropriation and acceptance of
bribery. 2. Defiance. Due to long-term overload, employee will be downhearted and
contests the unequal treatment, resulting in defiant feelings, e.g.: late arrival, early
leave.
(2) Confused role definition.
Job role refers to the expectation of employee on his job position and effect based on
individual capabilities. If an employee believes that he is capable of being promoted to a
higher position with better salary, but has been “underevaluated” at work, he may be
vulnerable to negative emotion and work stress, and become retabliated against the
unequal treatment, resulting in deviance of misappropriation or bribery. Some scholars
(Chen & Spector, 1992) added that the confused role definition is also related to
interpersonal conflict, theft and other deviant behaviors.
(3) Interpersonal conflict
(Zhang & Chen, 2008a) Interpersonal conflict refers to the opposition among
individuals due to different concepts, goals and interests. Interpersonal conflict is an
important source of employee work stress. Interpersonal conflict impacts one’s trust on
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the company and other employees, resulting in a vicious circle of interpersonal
relationships and deviant behaviors, such as theft, sabotage. (Tepper, 2000) In particular,
interpersonal conflicts with the superordinates will lead to organizational deviance and
interpersonal deviance, as well as property deviance.
(4) Organizational changes
Downsizing, reorganization, M&A and other organizational changes will make
employees uneasy and add to their work stresses, which will greatly increase the
occurrence of employee deviance. Under the same circumstances, the employees who
have the concept of internal control believe that they dominate the fate, so that they take
actions to control their own behaviors, while those who have the concept of external
control believe that they have the fate dominated by external forces, so that they may
indulge their own behaviors. Subject to organizational changes, compared employees
with the oncept of internal control, those with the concept of external control tend to be
vunerable to work stress and deviance.
The above changes are the primary sources of work stress, but the author believes that
work stress originates from the impact of external environment. Therefore, company
should take necessary actions to reduce the work stress, resulting in the decrease of
employee deviance.
For reduction of work stress, the author suggests the following measures:
(1) For overload work, manager may hire temporary employees to share the
workload at the peak period. Some simple works which are not difficult at all are
time-consuming, if employees spend a lot of time in simple and redundant works, their
working hours will be prolonged and may be vulnerable to negative emotion. In this
concern, manager might as well hire some temporary employees to carry out simple
works, enable employees to do their regular works, thus reducing the working hours and
workload, controlling the source of work stress, and reducing the deviance.
(2) Establish an appropriate employee selection system. Employees who are
prone to negative emotion and concept of external control are likely to commit deviant
behavior, company should establish the employee selection system to rule out such
employees at the time of recruitment.
This selection system shall at least include:
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① Gain more knowledge of the background of job seeker, company should fully
understand the prevous study and work of job seeker, especially the exact reason of
leaving the former company, where applicable, ask the previous company about his
work performance.
② Examine the applicant sufficiently during the probation period. According to
Section 19 of “Contract Law of PRC”, “If the term of a labor contract is not less than
three months but less than one year, the probation period shall not exceed one month. If
the term of a labor contract is not less than one year but less than three years, the
probation period shall not exceed two months. For a labor contract with a fixed term of
three years or more or without a fixed term, the probation term shall not exceed six
months”. Subject to this provision, the probation period shall not be less than one month
and not more than six months, but how to use the probation period is the key issue for
company? Most companies only examine if the job seeker is qualified for the job during
the probation period, and how about his work capabilities. In fact, during the probabtion
period, company should carefully observe the specific performance of job seeker under
work stress, especially if he is negative or commits a deviance, and so on.
③ Establish a special personality test system. At present, many domestic scholars
have designed a series of personality test questions. During the recruitment, company
should design a suitable personality test system to rule out those applicants who may be
vulnerable to deviant behavior.
(3) Establish the internal trust and reduce the deviant behavior. Latest studies focus
on the relief of employee work stress by establishing the internal trust, so as to reduce
deviant behavior. (Zhang & Chen, 2008b) Internal trust judgments include:
interpersonal trust, including the trsut among employees and the trust between
employees and leaders; system trust, which means the overall trust of employees on
company. This trust allows for mutual understanding and cooperation among
employees,
The establishment of internal trust relationship shall also include the following works:
① Sufficient and effective communication. The sufficient and effective
communication will make employees understand the development goal and strategic
intent of companies, so that they will gain a strong sense of belongingness and
sympathetic response, and deepen the mutual trust among employees and between
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employees and leaders.
② Appropriate authorization. Company delegation of some powers is based on the
high degree of trust on employees, which greatly enhances the employee initiative and
production enthusiasm, makes them recognize works, and restrain deviant behavior.
③ Care employees and earn their trust. When designing the HR measures,
enterprise should show the recognition on employee contribution and care for employee
benefits, especially show concerns on their health. (Zhang & Chen, 2010) Some
researches indicate that employee health issue may lead to early leave, late arrival or
other deviant behaviors. Furthermore, mental health problems may also expand the
negative impact of work stress. Through the survey on employee health and the
development of different health programs for employees with different types of health,
enterprise shall establish the employee health management strategies to reduce their
deviance.
2. Establish and improve legal training, legal publicity system to prevent deviant
behavior and abuse-of-power crime.
(1) Establish and improve the legal training system
For enterprises, employee training is an essential part, including job training, labor
safety training, and technical training, but some enterprises always ignore the employee
legal training, the author attributes their reluctance to to deliver legal training as
follows:
① Some bosses always believe that there is no abuse-of-power crime, even
though there may be some deviances, but they don’t cause great loss to the enterprise,
so that they think there are more needs to deliver business training rather than special
legal training. The author argues that such negligence is not desirable, because it would
diminish the prevention effect if they deliver legal training after the occurrence of
deviance, even abuse-of-power crime.
② Some bosses always claim that it is not justified to deliver legal training on
employees, because if all are law-conscious and learn how to protect themselves by law,
their enterprises will not survive. This idea is shared by a large number of bosses, but
the author contests that such idea is ignorant. Legal training is intended for better
business development, rather than exploit them on gounds that they are not law117

conscious, and it does not work in modern legal society.
③Some enterprises have not appointed any law personnel, legal training cannot be
delivered without hiring legal professionals, sometimes it is costly, and they may think
that it is not necessary to pay such expenditure. It is unjustified to have this idea,
because such expenditure is negligible if compared with the possible losses caused by
deviant behavior or abuse-of-power crime.
(Feng, 2011) Legal training is of great significance to the prevention of deviant behavior
and abuse-of-power crime:
① Make managers and employees accessible to legal expertise and legal practice,
so that they will understand how to use the legal measures to prevent legal risks, e.g.:
how to prevent deviant behavior and how to prevent it from being converted into a
crime.
② Help managers develop the management ideas. Scientific management cannot
be possible without law, the development of various preventive regulations and
development strategies are based on law, if such regulations or strategies conflict with
law, then they will be null and void, and enterprise cannot expect them to be preventive.
For employees, (Wang, 1997) Managers should firstly receive legal training, which will
have the following legal significance:
① For the need of establishing modern enterprise system. Market economy is the
legal economy, enterprise is the subject of socialist market economy, and only by lawful
operation could enterprise maintain a favorable market presence. As business
administrators, managers must be law-conscious and only in doing so could they adapt
to the corporate system in the context of market economy.
② For the need of preventing corporate crime. Some crimes are in the subject of
legal entity, e.g.: bribery crime, if managers have little legal knowledge, it may cause
the enterprise at the bottom line of law.
③ For the need of restraining abuse-of-power crime. In order to keep enterprise
away from abuse-of-power crime, employees should be made aware of the legal
seriousness, in the course of legal training, managers at all levels should be made aware
of the harms of abuse-of-power crime, which is conductive to their supervision on their
own behaviors and subordinate behaviors.
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In view of the great significance of legal training to enterprise development, it is
necessary to integrate the purposes of legal training and prevention of deviant behavior
and abuse-of-power crime. The steps of strengthening employee legal training,
establishing and improving the legal training system are as follows:
① With respect to the duration of legal training, enterprise should take full
account of the special business nature. The operation characteristics differ from
enterprise to enterprise, and their operation periods are also different. As the regular
workload is heavy, the numbers of legal training a year should be reasonably less, the
surveyed results show that it is appropriate to deliver such training every 3-6 months,
and the training duration should not be too long, and the short-term training is preferred.
In addition, training should be arranged in off-season, try not to take the break time of
employees, nor add to their work burden, and only in this way could their interests in
receiving training be aroused. For the positions once vulnerable to devian behavior or
abuse-of-power crime and the employees at the key positions, legal training should be
delivered systematically, regularly and hierarchically, the accessibility to legal
knowledge and the cultivation of legal quality are not transient, only by establishing the
specific training schedule and objective could the training purpose be achieved.
② Training contents should be realistic. Because each enterprise has different
situation, training contents must take an account of the actual situation, and based on the
introduction of company regulations, definition and categories of deviant behavior,
definition and categories of abuse-of-power crime, and their conversion and criminal
punishment on abuse-of-power crime. In the course of training, enterprise must avoid
purely academic or preaching, but involve some influencial cases in society, which can
increase the vividness of training and make the training more acceptable. In addition,
with the amendment of law, the updates of training contents should be noted. Despite
the depth and breadth, training contents should keep up with the times and focus on the
establishment of legal basis for employees.
③ For the selection of training personnel, those lawyers with experience of
criminal defense are preferred, if necessary, invite policemen and prosecutors to assist
the training. Criminal lawyers often deal with criminal cases all year round, and they
can deliver the appropriate training according to the cases dealt and enterprise
characteristics, based on a deep understanding of deviant behavior and abuse-of-power
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crime. In view of job characteristics, policemen and prosecutors have to make use of
their spare time to assist in the training. Their rich experience in combating with
criminals may be alerting. For training materials, it is preferred that training personnel
shall prepare such materials based on the enterprise situation, so that such training will
be more appropriate and acceptable.
④ Training methods should be individualized. Training sessions are usually
delivered to adults, rather than rough training, the acceptance levels of employees
should be considered. With respect to the testing of training effectiveness, rather than
simple test, enterprise shall use various means such as award quiz, group discussion,
Q&A. Training should be given in plain words, instead of legal terms. Because
employees are not law practitioners, legal terms may make them feel confused, thus
affecting the effectiveness of legal training.
⑤ Training should be hierarchical. Deviant behavior and abuse-of-power crime
should be prevented in a hierarchical manner, and it is also true to legal training. In the
training sessions for middle or senior managers, try to choose the cases and training
contents related to their positions, and such legal training should be broad and extensive.
For employee training, select contents according to their job nature and characteristics,
avoid delivering unrealistic training, and general training are pointless for employees,
which should be noted in training design.
(Qiu, 2011) Take Huawei as an example, how to maximize the training effect in
preventing deviant behavior and abuse-of-power crime?
Characteristics of Huawei training system:
① Large-scale training and developed system. Huawei has established a global
network of training center for tens of thousands of its employees around the world. Its
training system is a hierarchical and developed working system, including: new
employee training system, management training system, legal training system, technical
training system, production training system, marketing training system.
② Diversified training methods and means. Huawei provides on-the-job training
and off-the-job training, training means include classroom teaching, and case-based
teaching, multimedia teaching, and allows all employees to receive systematic training
from time to time and from place to place. Huawei has created its own tutoring system,
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and every new employee will be assigned a senior tutor after induction, help them in life
and work, so that they will get a quick adaptation to the enterprise. Within three months
after becoming a regular employee, the tutor will be responsible for the employee
performance.
③ Training content should be professional and extensive. Huawei training covers
a wide range of contents, take its legal training for example, a lot of legal experts are
held together to design a complete set of training system for deviant behavior and
abuse-of-power crime prevention. It will arrange regular training each year, deliver the
content of abuse-of-power crime to its employees, illustrate a lot of abuse-of-power
crime cases and stress the legal consequences to be held accountable, every employee
must sign a commitment letter of abuse-of-power crime prevention. The company will
arrange an online test in a month.
④ High-quality training. In order to ensure the high quality of training, Huawei
gives special training to all trainers, and hire professional experts and scholars to deliver
specific ttraining to its employees. For legal training, Huawei appoints lawyers, judges,
professors and other experts engaged in criminal prevention to give employee training,
so as to enhance their legal awareness and crime prevention capabilities.
Hints from Huawei training:
① Company employee training system should be based on its business
development strategy, the smooth complation of company strategy objectives and
mission requirements cannot be possible without a strong training system.
② A successful enterprise training should seek suiting the needs of employee
career development, because enterprise will be deprived of employee participation and
support, if it cannot consider the needs of employee career development, or their
relationship is irrelevant. As a result, the effect of training in achieving corporate
strategies and business objectives will not be exercised. In fact, enterprise training can
supplement the employee career development, promote and accelerate the
accomplishment of employe career planning, along with the continuous employee
development and growth, enterprise also shares the benefits.
③ Training is the most effective way of bearing company vision, core values,
institutional behavior, and material culture on the mind of employees and externalizing
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them into action.
④ A successful enterprise must maximize the effect of legal training. In the course
of development, company must notably prevent deviant behavior and abuse-of-power
crime, it seems that company gets no return from this investment, but compared with
the loss from the occurrence of crime, such investment are negligible. Therefore, legal
training should be specialized, hierarchical and systematic.
(2) Establish and improve the legal publicity system
According to the surveyed result from interviews and questionnaires, the majority of
interviewees or respondents admit that appropriate legal publicity will play a crucial
role in helping them understand deviant behavior, control their own behaviors, and
prevent abuse-of-power crime, and therefore, the significance of legal publicity on
prevention of deviant behavior and abuse-of-power crime would be evident. In fact,
some enterprises already launched legal publicity long before, but at that time none
made a good use of legal publicity in preventing deviant behavior and abuse-of-power
crime. During the process of “legal enterprise”, the legal publicity system should be
established and improved by following these steps:
① For employees at different levels, adopt different ways of legal publicity
accordingly. As mentioned earlier, the author divides employees into thre levels, i.e.:
senior managers, middle managers, and regular employees, different preventive
strategies should be taken accordingly, so does the legal publicity. In view of different
characteristics and requirements of personnel at different levels, make legal publicity
appropriately and carry out publicity activities accordingly. For example, with respect to
senior managers, it is necessary to make publicity over some global aspects, such as the
causes to deviance, conversion from deviance into abuse-of-power crime, operate and
transact by operation of law, macro-level management, establishment of supervision and
punishment system. For middle managers, deliver the legal training mainly in respect of
harmfulness or causes of deviance, exemplary role of leader, identification and support
of employee deviance, adoption of preventive methods and other aspects that suit their
department characteristics and job responsibilities. For regular employees, deliver
training mainly in respect of deviance and job responsibilities, how to correctly face
work stress and greediness, reasonably claim their own demands, and related
punishment.
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② On the subjects of legal publicity. The author justifies that lawyer should be the
main subject, supplemented by judicial personnel. The working hours of lawyer are
relatively flexible, with unique understanding of abuse-of-power crime in enterprise. In
the course of handling cases, lawyer has developed a set of effective methods for
abuse-of-power crime prevention, and an experienced lawyer has the best knowledge of
which legal knowledge is the most desirous when employees receive legal publicity.
Judicial personnel is engaged with own business, their available hours are much less
than lawyers, but they are experienced in tackling with criminals, which is well over
lawyers. Therefore, during the legal publicity, lawyer may stand from the defense for
criminals, while judicial personnel may stand from tackling with criminal behavior, to
make legal publicity over employees, so that employees will gain more knowledge of
deviant behavior and abuse-of-power crime.
③ When it comes to the means of legal publicity, compared with legal training, it
should be lively, don’t use lecture, may hold discussion, for instance, hold a discussion
with senior managers, middle managers or regular employees respectively, firstly listen
to their understanding about deviant behavior and abuse-of-power crime, then make
legal publicity accordingly, alternately use pictures, tables, figures and case studies to
increase vividness and arouse interests during the process, don’t transform legal
publicity into legal examination, for fear that it may reduce the initiative of employees
to accept legal publicity. For promulgated or puzzling law, make it preferred subject of
legal publicity, and make employees follow closely with the legal updates. Company
may regularly organize employees, especially those in key departments, and organize
them to attend the legal proceedings. The court tiral to final conviction and sentencing
to the abuse-of-power criminal from the same type of department due to conversion
from deviant behavior will deter the attendants, and make them control own behavior at
work to prevent crime.
④ As to the cycles of legal publicity, once a year is enough, don’t make it too
frequent, use posters or slogans during the process, make employees notice, to achieve
the legal effect.
In practice, rather than separate legal training from legal publicity, combine them
together. Their subjects are consistent, only different in method. Legal training should
be conducted 2-3 times a year, but once a year is enough for legal publicity, post the
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promotional materials of legal publicity on bulletin board to allow them to watch from
time to time. In addition, legal training must have an assessment system to test the
training effect, but legal publicity does not require it.
3. Establish and improve the horizontal supervision system and external
supervision mechanism to reduce the probability of deviant behavior and
abuse-of-power crime
(1) Establish and improve the horizontal supervision system to reduce deviance
Employee horizontal supervision is the form of mutual supervision in the team and
among members. The intenral veritical supervision means the supervision of Board of
Directors, Board of Supervisors and independent directors on senior managers, of senior
managers on middle managers, and of middle managers on regular employees. The
advantage of this vertical supervision is that oversight supervisors have a clear right of
leadership, the supervisee has to absolutely follow, but it also has an obvious deficiency.
Because of different tasks managed by personnel at each level, this top-down
supervision makes it too difficult to observe each action of subordinates while finishing
work, and subordinates alert on the oversight, they are likely to confuse the superior
oversight, which makes it hard to exercise the effect of vertical supervision. In this case,
horizontal supervision can make up for the defects of vertical supervision.
The effect of horizontal supervision system must have two qualifications:
① Members share benefits. Team members share common benefits, when one
commits a deviant behavior or abuse-of-power crime, it will harm the benefits shared by
other members, which acts as the drive for peer monitoring.
② (Wang & Zhao, 2012) There are social preferences in team members, that is to
say, social restraint imposed by an individual can effectively impose sanctions on
members who violate team norms. An important indicator of men's sociality is that
individuals are afraid of being isolated and excluded from team members, so that they
will company with the team norms and pay attention to other concerns on their behavior,
and the sharing of interests ensures the drive for mutual supervision among team
members. In this sense, the collective effect of sharing of interests and social
preferences leads to the establishment of internal horizontal supervision among team
members.
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Employee horizontal supervision is significant for preventing deviant behavior and
abuse-of-power crime:
① It is a complement to the vertical supervision, which forms a good atmosphere
of mutual supervision and cooperation in the team. Vertical supervision needs some
special personnel allocation, e.g.: independent directors. This would inevitably add to
the business investment in supervision, but it cannot be found in the horizontal
supervision. Horizontal supervision is still within the original team without adding extra
supervisors, which would reduce the supervision cost.
② It is more conductive to collecting and exchanging the information about
deviant behavior and abuse-of-power crime. Subject to limitation of personnel and
number, vertical supervision rarely monitors the employee deviance from time to time,
in case of a deviant behavior, it would often cause a loss to enterprise, even converted
into abuse-of-power crime, which is contrary to the nature of prior prevention and
changes it to post punishment. In contrast, because horizontal supervision is within the
team, if a member has longer time of working and communicating with each other, he
will spare more time in observing the deviance committed by other members, once
identified, he will immediately take preventive measures to exercise a better preventive
effect.
Notes to employee horizontal supervision:
① Build a small team with common interests. In modern enterprises, several small
teams are built for division of labors among the team members, and these small teams
can significantly improve the working efficiency. But such teams are held together due
to division of works, without common interests. In this case, enterprise should establish
the incentive mechanism to form the basis of mutual supervision. For example, give
some team rewards, if there is no deviance such as late arrival, early leave,
misappropriation or acceptance of bribery in a team, reward the team with a
considerable bonus, thus forming common interests among the members, each member
is entitled to share it. In addition to the control of deviant behavior, members should
monitor on any deviance of other members before earning this bonus. If someone
commits any of the said deviant behaviors, he may be isolated by other members, even
reported to be punished, which may put a lot of stresses on team members whether to
commit such deviance, thus preventing deviance.
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②Vertical supervision should support horizontal supervision. Employees should
not have any supervisory right, but they form a mutual supervision with common
interests. When someone finds a deviance committed by other, enterprise must establish
this mechanism – employees can directly report the clues to the line manager, who may
not deny it without a justified reason. Without such mechanism, employees may not
handle this case even with a clue. This not only indulges deviance, but also enables
others to follow suit, thus depriving the preventive effect.
③ Mandatorily establish an appropriate punishment system. Those who commit
deviance must be properly punishment, no or less punishment would lead to the next
occurrence due to low punishment cost, and others may follow suit. For recovered
property due to reporting deviance, the reporter and all employees should be rewarded.
Take Huawei as example, it recovered RMB 300 million in 2015 due to reporting of
deviant behavior or abuse-of-power crime, rather than recorded these sums into
company account, Huawei evenly distributed among the global employees, with an
average amount of more than RMB 2,000, thus stimulating the enthusiasm of horizontal
supervision among employees.
④ For reported information, leader must carefully review, verify relevant
evidence by taking with the employee concerned, don’t make any abusive act, avoid
deliberate frame or causing an aversion. The information of reporter must be kept
confidential to prevent retaliation or affect the reporting initiative.
⑤ Horizontal supervision and vertical supervision are complementary to each
other, and enterprise must make a full use of them and avoid a single application, so as
to maximize the effect.
(2) Establish and improve the external supervision system to reduce deviant
behavior and abuse-of-power crime
Effective external supervision is an effective measure to eradicate the
abuse-of-power crimes in enterprise and eliminate the breeding soil of abuse-of-power
crimes. Sometimes internal supervision system may not exercise all effects and cause
“blind spots”, because internal supervision lacks the coercive state power. With respect
to lack of internal supervisory power, the external supervision system must be
enhanced.
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① In China, public security organs are responsible for investigating the
abuse-of-power crimes in non-SOEs, but the applicable law does not specify a state
organ to prevent the abuse-of-power crimes in non-SOEs, resulting in vacancy of
supervisory body. Therefore, our priority is to establish the special organizations for
prevention of abuse-of-power crimes in non-SOEs at the public security organs in each
province, city, or town (district), and confer these organizations with supervisory power.
These organizations have the power of monitoring the abuse-of-power crimes, keep in
touch with internal supervisory body in each enterprise within the jurisdiction, and
create the information sharing mechanism. In particular, seek the advice of legal
advisers, because they are engaged with law works in enterprises, with a more accurate
understanding of employee deviant behaviors, supervisory organs should develop
preventive strategies based on the gathered information, guide the enterprises to develop
specific measures, and restrain abuse-of-power crimes.
② Reinforce the regulation by industry associations. Chinese non-SOEs usually
join in the local industry associations, which become another important source of
external supervision. A special industry regulation body should be established in each
industry association, which has the power to investigate the probability of deviance in
the non-SOE, when this deviance is likely to prejudice its interests, such body should
immediately issue a letter indicating the guidance of deviance prevention to the
enterprise, when this deviance prejudices the interests of industry, such body should also
take internal punishment actions while issuing a letter, such as warning or suspension of
membership. If such body identifies that deviance may be converted into
abuse-of-power crime, it should promptly report related information to the public
security prevention organ of abuse-of-power crime in non-SOEs within the jurisdiction,
assist the public security to promptly take actions to prevent crime.
4. Establish the effective punishment mechanism to prevent deviant behavior
Although the above-mentioned preventive measures may eliminate the deviance
immediately after its occurrence, it is undeniable that some may take risks, then it is
necessary to arrange the final preventive measure – punishment mechanism. Imposing
punishment will make the employee who already committed deviance give up the idea
of another execution, or warn those who intend to commit deviance not to commit
deviance. Meanwhile, give appropriate incentives to those who have been strictly
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abiding by the enterprise regulations and working hard, which will help reinforce
employee discipline and compliance.
(1) (Feng , 2016) The motivations of punishment system:
① Punishment system will give employees a certain work stress and behavioral
restraint, drive employees to perform their behavior in accordance with company
regulations, thus increasing the unit cohesion and centripetal force and enhancing
market competitiveness.
②Punishment system will give employees a good opportunity to show ability and
gain personal achievement, so that they will show more enthusiasm and initiative in
routine work, improve their working quality, and promote the overall level of enterprise.
③ Punishment system will improve the value orientation of employees, and
stimulate their innovative spirit, professionalism and entrepreneurial spirit.
(2) Establish the effective punishment mechanism of deviance prevention
① Firstly, enterprise must establish a more stable and systematic punishment
system. It can prevent the arbitrariness of enterprise. For the same behavior, mandatorily
give equal reward or punishment, which reflects the justice of corporate reward or
punishment. Leader must refer to the company regulations to eliminate arbitrary
increase or decrease of reward or punishment according to personal preferences. For
employees, a stable punishment system facilitates the calculation of their own illegal
cost of committing deviance, thus preventing their deviance.
②In the development of punishment system, in order to control “positive” and
“negative” aspects, mandatorily combine “reward” and “punishment”. Some enterprise
only prescribes how to punish a violating employee, but neglect employee reward,
which transforms this provision into negative punishment system. The correct practice
is to prescribe the punishment measures after the occurrence of deviance, and develop a
special incentive system to reward those who comply with the company regulations and
actively fight against misbehavior.
③Punishment system should note the timeliness before exercising its effect.
Whether for reward or for punishment, enterprise should take a quick action after
finding out the case. For deviant behavior, if no action is taken immediately, deviant
behavior may be converted into abuse-of-power crime to cause greater losses to
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enterprise. Untimely punishment may arouse their fluke mind, thus exercising its effect.
Untimely reward will make them lose trust on enterprise, or deprive of their enthusiasm
to prevent deviance.
④Punishment system should be fair and differentiated. Employee reward and
punishment should be equitable, namely giving equal reward and punishment to the
same behavior, any inconsistency may be unfair to make them lose trust on enterprise.
Differentiated reward and punishment means different behaviors must be differentiated
by giving different reward or punishment, don’t “adopt a single standard” for different
behaviors. For instance, it will be more acceptable to impose more severe punishment to
the employe who misappropriates RMB 1,000, compared with the employee who
misappropriates RMB 2,000.
⑤Reward and punishment should be appropriate. Too severe punishment will
make employees fearful and lack of work enthusiasm. Too minor punishment means
low cost of punishment for them, so its preventive effect will not be exercised.
Therefore, give appropriate punishment in developing the punishment system.
Punishment system should not overemphasize material incentives, which may deprive
of their work enthusiasm for their desires. Instead, combine material and spiritual
incentives. Sometimes, praise or certification may be more important than material
incentives.
⑥ Punishment system must be designed in accordance with the applicable law.
Enterprise should develop the punishment system by operation of law, the rewarded
behavior must be permitted by law, for legally prohibited behavior, no reward is given
even if it may be favorable to enterprise, e.g.: tax evasion. The punished behavior must
also be prohibitted by law, if such behavior is the right entitled by employees pursuant
to the applicable law, no punishment is imposed even if it may be unfavorable to
enterprise, e.g.: violating the illegal provision of extra work. Such violation of illegal
extra work is their right entitled by law, enterprise should not impose any punishment
due to infringement of its interests.
4.3.4 Summary of three-level preventon system
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1. Diagram of three-level preventon system
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2. Summary
In this thesis, the proposed three-level prevention system is based on the current
Chinese law, and hierarchical prevention is the typical characteristic for maximizing the
effect, which can be summarized as follows:
(1) The three-level prevention system underlines that different preventive
measures should be adopted for personnel at each level, but these measures must serve
the purpose of preventing deviant behavior and abuse-of-power crime.
(2) Subject to Company Law of PRC, independent directors are only required to
be established in listed companies, but this provision is mandatory to listed companies,
but optional for those non-listed companies. In order to exercise the effect of deviant
behavior prevention, it is recommended that all qualified companies should establish the
independent director system.
(3) It can be seen from the above diagram that, subject to the current law, there is
no direct association between independent directors and Board of Supervisors
(supervisors), as mentioned earlier, independent directors and Board of Supervisors
should coordinate with each other, share information and prevent deviant behavior.
(4) Although the author applies some preventive measures on personnel at a
fixied level, these measures are applicable to all personnel. For example, reducing
abusive leadership is used to prevent the deviant behavior of middle managers, but
actually it is also applicable to senior managers. For another example, establishing and
improving legal training or legal publicity system are used to prevent the deviant
behavior of general staff, but the legal training or publicity can be also used to prevent
the deviant behavior of senior managers and middle managers. Therefore, all preventive
measures should be applied integrally.

Chapter 5 Research Conclusion and Prospects
5.1 Research Conclusion
5.1.1 Deviant behavior is not accidental in enterprise, it is necessary to research
The survey result shows that deviant behavior is not accidental in non-SOEs, a
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considerable number of respondents admit the deviance, and some admit that deviant
behavior causes a serious loss to enterprise. Therefore, it is of significance to examine
the causes and preventive measures of deviant behavior to normal business
development.
5.1.2 Deviant behavior may be converted into specific abuse-of-power crime
Deviant behavior doesn’t merely mean the violation of corporate system or interference
of corporate development. In certain circumstances, it may be converted into a specific
abuse-of-power crime, e.g.: bribery crime, misappropriation crime of non-public servant,
such behavior may prejudice the social public benefits, violate the provisions of
Criminal Law of PRC, constitute a crime, and convert the perpetrator into a suspect.
With respect to this conversion process, some respondents remain unclear. It is due to
this circumstance that the perpetrator has no mental suppression in committing a
deviance, lack of consideration on legal consequences, and causes serious losses to
enterprise and society. This justifies this study, since deviant behavior may be converted
into abuse-of-power crime, it confirms my inference – Abuse-of-power crime can be
prevented by preventing deviant behavior.
5.1.3 Specific abuse-of-power crime should be prevented from the source
With respect to the prevention of bribery crime, misappropriation crime and other
specific abuse-of-power crimes of non-public servant, law practitioners usually refer to
“Criminal Law of PRC” and other applicable law as the basis for prevention, but rarely
prevent it from the source behavior. The source behavior of bribery crime,
misappropriation crime of non-public servant is the property deviant behavior of
non-SOE employee, the most effective preventive method is how to prevent the
property deviant behavior, rather than depending on the punishment of “Criminal Law
of PRC”. As mentioned earlier, with respect to the prevention of specific
abuse-of-power crimes, the management methods tend to be more straightforward and
effective than criminal law methods.
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5.2 Implications on Prevention of Deviant Behavior and
Abuse-of-power Crime
5.2.1 Implications of this Thesis on Deviant Behavior Prevention
1. Enterprise must pay attention to deviant behavior and actively take preventive
measures
The frequency and huge loss of deviance to enterprise are beyond our imagination.
Enterprise should be fully prepared for the deviant behavior prevention, which is not
only reflected in corporate system, but rather on the ideology of managers and
employees. The institutional preparation requires enterprise to develop a prevention
system. More than business operation, enterprise should also maintain the normal social
order. “No rule, no justice”, without prevention system, the deviant behavior will not be
prevented. The ideological preparation requires managers and employees to have a right
understanding of deviant behavior and abuse-of-power crime, which includes but
without limitation to concept, causes, preventive methods, hazards or punishment.
Without ideological preparation, people will hae no subjective control, no matter how
perfect the corporate system is, it is nothing but a post-punishment system, rather than a
pior prevention system.
2. Prevent deviant behavior by establishing the three-level prevention system
Now that some enterprises have developed their own prevention systems, why the
occurrence of deviant behavior is still high? The author attributes it to lack of relevance.
Enterprise has hierarchical management and division of labors, a closely associated
entity must consider hierarchy, cooperation and closeness, when developing the
prevention system. In this thesis, the author divides an enterprise into three levels based
on the conditions of general enterprise, for an enterprise in special industry, make
further hierarchy and develop the relevant prevention system. The author does the best
to refer to “Company Law of PRC” and actual business operation to incorporate
relevant personnel into three levels, i.e.: senior managers, middle managers, and regular
personnel, but some positions may vary from company to company, for example,
financial director is listed into middle managers here, but he may be a senior manager in
some companies. The author believes that such classification is reasonable, after all
each company has different degrees of emphasis on financial personnel. In developing
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the prevention system, enterprise must take the realities of each level into account.
Some systems only prevent the personnel at a specific level, e.g.: independent director,
which is specific to senior managers, it may appear inefficient if enterprise uses this
system to prevent regular employees. However, some systems are suitable to all levels,
for example, legal publicity is effective for all, and the reason for applying it to a
specific level is because the author thinks this level desires it. Whichever the intended
level, they should be made a unity to collectively exercise the preventive effect, rather
than conflict with each other, or otherwise their due effect will not be exercised.
3. Non-SOEs are the major force of abuse-of-power crime prevention
Abuse-of-power prevention is not only the task for judicial organs or lawyer, every
subject in the society should undertake the task of crime prevention, and it is no
exception to non-SOEs. As mentioned here, deviant behavior may be converted into
abuse-of-power crime, if enterprise is able to restrict its own deviance, it would
contribute to the abuse-of-power crime prevention. Enterprise should actively involve in
crime prevention, offer advice, and play its due role, rather than evade from it.
5.2.2 Implications of this study on abuse-of-power crime prevention
1. Abuse-of-power crime prevention should adhere to the principles of prior
prevention
“Criminal Law of PRC”also covers the content of crime prevention, judicial organs also
have the duty to prevent crime, but it does not change our present situation of “stressing
crackdown but neglecting prevention”. Fundamentally, China has not adhered to the
principles of prior prevention, or prevented crime from the source. It is not hard to
identify the preventive measure for any crime, e.g.: misappropriation crime, if we could
find its source, the source behavior is traced back to the misappropriation of company
property committed by non-public servant, taking preventive measure for this behavior
means preventing abuse-of-power behavior from the source. If we take action after
occurrence, we will miss the best timing for prevention, and it is nothing but a post
punishment.
2. Enterprise should prevent crime according to the realities
Many scholars propose reinforcing criminal sanction or improving the criminal law
legislation, whenever it comes to the crime prevention methods. Of course, improving
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the criminal law legislation is the best way to preventing abuse-of-power crime, but
could Non-SOEs involve in criminal law legislation? Do they have such rights? The
answer is absolutely no, but could they take such preventive methods? The answer is
absolutely no. So, enterprise shall keep the following two points in mind for crime
prevention, with reference to the existing conditions:
(1) According to the existing law and regulation, make enterprise prevent crime
by operation of law.
(2) Although enterprises cannot improve the criminal law legislation, they may
develop and improve the prevention systems, keep down to earth when developing the
preventive strategies.

5.3 Research Prospects
The author has tried the best to carry out this study, but due to limited time and
knowledge level, this study also has some deficiencies and it is expected to be improved
in subsequent works.
1. The corporate systems summarized here come from the successful business
experience, but due to limited time, these systems are not verified in the context of
enterprise application. In future, the author will attempt to test the proposed prevention
systems in some non-SOEs, and make it from practice and apply it into practice.
2. In China, abuse-of-power crime mainly refer to the crime of a public servant in
state organs, SOEs, public utilities, or people groups by taking advantage of his position.
Relevant studies on abuse-of-power crimes in non-SOEs remain controversial, and if
available, the author will examine the prevention of abuse-of-power crimes in state
organs, SOEs, public utilities, or people groups.
3. Even for non-SOEs, the characteristics and laws of deviant behaviors and
abuse-of-power crimes in coastal and inland cities, developed and underdeveloped cities,
or in different industries may be varied. Therefore, the author should make a
comparative study with respect to the characteristics and laws of deviant behaviors and
abuse-of-power crimes in coastal and inland cities, developed and underdeveloped cities,
or in different industries, so as to make more relevant preventive measures.
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Annex A: Essentials of in-depth interviews
NO.

Respondent

Employer

Position

1

Guo Jinyan

Beijing Aircraft Maintenance Engineering Co.,
Ltd

2

Chen Shuai

Datang

Telecom

Machinist

Convergence Programmer

Communications Co., Ltd
3

Chen

Zhongxinghua

Certified

Public Head

Accountants LLP

of

Information
Department

4

Chen Yi

Former

employer:

Nanhai

District Judge

People’s Court, Foshan, Guangdong

Lawyer

Current employer: Beijing Guantang Law
Firm
5

Fu Wentao

Beijng Zhongrongxin Guaranty Co., Ltd

6

Huang

Current

7

Wenbo

Information Technology Service Co., Ltd

employer:

Beijing

Financial Adviser

Telangsi Director

of

Operations Support

Former employer: Huawei Technologies Department
Co., Ltd

Employee

of

Overseas Business
Department
8

Gui Bin

Beijing East Bright Law Firm

Lawyer

9

Liu Fuze

Beijing East Bright Law Firm

Lawyer

10

Ji Dong

Hanergy Holding Group Limited

Vice President

11

Jia Dabo

Ito Yokado Commercial Co., Ltd

Floor supervisor

12

Li Lijia

Beijing LeadSec Information Technology Legal personnel
Co., Ltd

13

Liu

Beijing Longfor Property Management Executive Manager
Service Co., Ltd

14

Xu Jia

NetEase Media Beijing Technology LLC
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Software

programmer
15

Zhang Chao

Beijing Zhongjin Ruifeng Environmental General

Manager,

Protection Technology Co., Ltd

Chief Engineer

Tianjin Zhonglei Law Firm

Lawyer

16

Zhang Song

17

Zhao Zhimo urwork.(Beijing) Venture Capital Co., Ltd

Secretary of Board
of Directors

1、
Time: February 6th of 2016 15: 40
Interviewer: Huang Wentao
Respondent: Guo Jinyan
Employer: Beijing Aircraft Maintenance Engineering Co., Ltd
Method: Telephone
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
Guo: Ok.
Huang: What is the name of your company?
Guo: Beijing Aircraft Maintenance Engineering Co., Ltd
Huang: What is the nature of your company?
Guo: Joint venture.
Huang: What is the position of your company in the industry?
Guo: Leading enterprise.
Huang: How long have you been working in the company?
Guo: 10 years.
Huang: How many employees in your company?
Guo: More than 7,000 on-site employees, more than 10,000 people in total.
Huang: What is your position? And job responsibilities?
Guo: Mechanist, overhaul.
Huang: Have you ever violated the company regulations?
Guo: Yes. Once didn’t operate by the user manual, caused injuries and equipment
damage.
Huang: Do you have misappropriated company property, accepted bribery of others or
sought benefits for others by taking advantage of your position?
Guo: Yes, I did.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
misbehavior?
Guo: No idea.
Huang: Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior or deviance is generally used at the
management level, while misbehavior is used at the law level, deviant behavior
(deviance) means that an employee violates the company regulations, e.g. accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of his position, do you get a basic understanding?
Guo: Yes, more or less. Violation is a commonplace, but only limited to a few of people.
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Smoking in prohibited area, bring any prohibited tool on the place, or take
aeroplace material back to home by taking advantage of position.
Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to deviant behavior?
Guo: Out of greediness, to have more rests or slack off. For company level, improper
regulation, meager salary paid to employees.
Huang: How to deal with such behaviors?
Guo: For theft, impose severe punishment such as disciplinary probation or dismissal.
Huang: Do you know that deviant behavior will be converted into a crime to some
extent, for instance, accepting the property of others or seeking benefits for others
by taking advantage of position may be converted into bribery crime of non-public
servant, or misappropriating company property may be converted into
misappropriation crime?
Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
do in the first place?
Guo: First, impose strict control on the quantity of consumables or aeroplane materials,
pick materials according to the actual need.
Second, reinforce the regulation, avoid slack-off.
Third, operator’s wage should have been made higher than clerk’s wage, because
operators feel it unequal.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
Guo: Yes, make them deterred.
Huang: Have your company made regular legal publicity?
Guo: Not yet. We should have it, deliver training to managers.
Huang: How often would be more appropriate?
Guo: Once a year.
Huang: Do you think that preventing and reducing the deviant behavior are positive for
the prevention and reduction of abuse-of-power crime?
Guo: It is hard to say. We are“passing the buck”, our departments are inefficient due to
divison of responsibilities. Certainly it will work. For example, if we relate the
material standard of a aeroplane with employee wage, it will prevent such
behavior, but it also leads to insufficient utilization.
Huang: If we are able to find a way to prevent or reduce deviant behavior and further
prevent or reduce abuse-of-power crime, are you interested in it?
Guo: Sure.
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, you will be
acknowledged in the foreword, let’s call it a day, thanks.
Guo: Thank you, too.
2.
Time: February 6th of 2016 10: 10
Interviewer: Huang Wentao
Respondent: Chen Shuai
Employer: Datang Telecom Convergence Communications Co., Ltd
Method: Telephone
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
my questions truthfully, thanks.
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Chen: Ok
Huang: What is the name of your company?
Chen: Datang Telecom Convergence Communications Co., Ltd
Huang: What is your position? And job responsibilities?
Chen: Software development. Mainly in charge of software development of call
operation system.
Huang: What is the nature and business scope of your company?
Chen: Private enterprise. We specialize in call system of broadcast television industry.
Huang: How long have you been working in the company, and how old are you?
Chen: Four years. Now I am 26.
Huang: What is the position of your company in the industry?
Chen: Leading enterprise in broadcast television call business. At the midsteam in the
call business.
Huang: Have you ever violated the company regulations?
Chen: Not yet.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
misbehavior?
Chen: No idea.
Huang: Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior (deviance) means that an
employee violates the company regulations, e.g. accept the property of others, seek
benefits for others, or misappropriate the company property by taking advantage of
his position, do you get a basic understanding?
Chen: Got it.
Huang: n your opinion, what are the causes to deviant behavior?
Chen: Personal finance.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
Chen: Of course it is.
Huang: Do you know that deviant behavior will be converted into a crime to some
extent, for instance, accepting the property of others or seeking benefits for others
by taking advantage of position may be converted into bribery crime of non-public
servant, or misappropriating company property may be converted into
misappropriation crime?
Chen: Yes.
Huang: Have your company made regular legal publicity?
Chen: Not yet, but we should have.
Huang: How often deliver a legal training?
Chen: Quarterly or every six months.
Huang: Why don’t you have a deviance?
Chen: Many employees have served the company for many years, they have a good
relationship. Salary is good and our management is human-oriented.
Huang: How many employees in your company?
Chen: Beijing subsidiary has more than 100 employees. Total number of staff is
300-400, including our subsidiaries.
Huang: Do you have any knowledge about corporate management?
Chen: I am doing research and development, with little knowledge of corporate
management.
Huang: If we are able to find a way to prevent or reduce deviant behavior and further
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prevent or reduce abuse-of-power crime, are you interested in it?
Chen: If I am promoted to the management in future, I’d love to.
Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
do in the first place?
Chen: Divide works and make mutual supervision by position.
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, let’s call it a day,
thanks.
Chen: Thank you, too.
3.
Time: February 3rd of 2016 14:30
Interviewer: Huang Wentao
Respondent: Chen
Former Employer: Zhongxinghua Certified Public Accountants LLP (Special General
Partnership)
Place: Second Interview Room of Beijing Xicheng District Detention Center
Case details: Chen, 33 years old, Beijing people, misappropriated computer server of
accounting firm by taking advantage of his position, was later found by the
accounting firm. The firm requested him to make compensation, but he failed,
deceived the server worth of RMB 1,350,000 of victim by entering a fase contract to
compensate the firm, to be sentenced a penalty of more than 10 years.
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
my questions truthfully, thanks.
Chen: Ok.
Huang: What is the name of your former employer?
Chen: Zhongxinghua Certified Public Accountants LLP (Special General Partnership).
Huang: How long have you been working in the company?
Chen: 2 years.
Huang: What is your position in the former employer? And job responsibilities?
Chen: Head of Information Department. In charge of server, network, client, and office
suites.
Huang: For which charge are you criminally accountable?
Chen: Contract fraud.
Huang: Have you taken advantage of your position?
Chen: Yes, I misappropriated the company server by taking advantage of the position as
head of Information Department
Huang: Have you ever expected that such misappropriation would be found soon?
Chen: At that time, I intended to return it to the company very soon. What on my mind
was to repay the credit card as soon as possible.
Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to such behavior? (Multiple choices are
acceptable)
A Improper regulation B High work stress C High family stress D Low educational
level F Leader has a similar behavior G Colleague has a similar behavior
Chen: Improper regulation, plus personal reason. I cheated my wife that I earned a good
wage around RMB 7,000-8,000, but it was slightly over RMB 5,000, I had to cash
RMB 2,000-3,000 from my credit card, owed RMB 30,000, 5,000 and 3,000 to
CGB, China Merchants Bank, China Citic Bank, respectively. I tried to pay back
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the debts, so I stole the server by taking advantage of my position.
Huang: How long did you cash?
Chen: Abount ten months.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
misbehavior?
Chen: Yes, I learned it from TV programme.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
Chen: It works a little bit.
Huang: Have your company made regular legal publicity?
Chen: Never since I joined the company.
Huang: If you knew that what you did is a deviance, which may be converted into a
crime if it is serious, then will you commit it?
Chen: I knew that it is a crime, but I had to take a risk to repay the credit cards.
Huang: Do you think that preventing and reducing the deviant behavior are positive for
the prevention and reduction of abuse-of-power crime?
Chen: Yes, they can convert into each other.
Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
do in the first place?
Chen: Make regular legal publicity, post the words, pictures about legal publicity in
every month, and I think that it is the most useful way.
Huang: You are subject to serious consequence, are you regretful about what you did?
Chen: Yes, I regret. If I have been informed of such serious consequences through
regular legal publicity in company, I will not do it anymore.
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, let’s call it a day,
thanks.
Chen: Ok, I hope you could use my pseudonym in the interview, thanks.
4.
Time: January 28th of 2016 11:10
Interviewer: Huang Wentao
Respondent: Chen Yi
Former Employer: Nanhai District People’s Court, Foshan, Guangdong
Current Employer: Beijing Guantang Law Firm
Method: Telephone
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
my questions truthfully, thanks.
Chen: Ok.
Huang: In which province you worked as a judge?
Chen: Foshan, Guangdong
Huang: In which province or city you are working as a lawyer?
Chen: Beijing.
Huang: How long did you work as a judge?
Chen: 4 years.
Huang: How long did you work as a lawyer?
Chen: 9 years.
Huang: Did you handle any case of bribery crime or abuse-of-power crime of
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non-public servant, when you worked as a judge?
Chen: I handled abuse-of-power crime cases.
Huang: Roughly speaking, how many?
Chen: About twenty cases.
Huang: In your opinion, is the crime rate of misappropriation increasing:
Chen: Not significantly, I tried several cases in a year.
Huang: Did you have any special feeling, when you tried the abuse-of-power crime
case?
Chen: The company reports the public security organ only if the abuse-of-power crime
causes a loss.
Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to such behavior? (Multiple choices are
acceptable)
A Improper regulation B High work stress C High family stress D Low educational
level F Leader has a similar behavior G Colleague has a similar behavior.
Chen: Improper regulation and strong personal greediness. Some commit retaliated
crime due to dissatisfaction at the company, e.g.: unequal benefit.
Huang: Is there any relationship between crime rate of misappropriation and the
economic development levels of the province or city?
Chen: Yes, it has a relationship with economic development levels. This issue only
occurs in economically affluent companies. It is rarely found in economically
underdeveloped or well-off companies.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
misbehavior?
Chen: I have no idea, because Chinese law does not such terms.
Huang: Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior (deviance) means that an
employee violates the company regulations, do you get a basic understanding?
Chen: Yes, I get it.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity will reduce deviant behavior
(deviance) or misbehavior?
Chen: I think that it works a little bit. Mainly in the form of legal publicity, participated
by public security organs, procuratorial organs and people's courts.
Huang: Do you think that preventing and reducing the deviant behavior are positive for
the prevention and reduction of abuse-of-power crime?
Chen: This is for sure, because both of them are convertible, deviant behavior will be
converted into a crime, if the amount involved reaches a certain level.
Huang: Did you handle any case of bribery crime, misappropriation crime of non-public
servant, when you worked as a lawyer?
Chen: Not yet.
Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
do in the first place?
Chen: Legal publicity.
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, let’s call it a day,
thanks.
Chen: Ok, thanks.
5.
Time: February 6th of 2016 11：30
Interviewer: Huang Wentao
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Respondent: Fu Wentao
Employer: Beijng Zhongrongxin Guaranty Co., Ltd
Method: Telephone
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
my questions truthfully, thanks.
Fu: Ok.
Huang: What is the name of your company?
Fu: Beijng Zhongrongxin Guaranty Co., Ltd
Huang: What is the nature and business scope of your company?
Fu: Private enterprise. We have two departments, my department is mainly responsible
for applying loan, advance payment, borrowing, transferring ownership and other
procedures after a Beijing Homelink store enters a contract with customer; another
department is Customer Department, mainly responsible for follow-up procedures
and loan, borrowing after the transaction of a second-handed house at nonHomelink place.
Huang: What is your position?
Fu: Financial consultant.
Huang: How long have you been working in the company?
Fu: Almost 7 years.
Huang: How old are you?
Fu: 33.
Huang: Have you ever seen others violating the company regulations? Such as accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of your position?
Fu: When it comes to misappropriation, it has not yet occurred in our company. In
addition, our company has explicitly stipulated that, record a yellow line if one
receives RMB 200 from partner, two yellow lines recorded within a year will be
equivalent to a red line, resulting in dismissal and deoffice. Moreover, fighting or
brawling, blowing, cursing with a customer or partner will be directly recorded
into a red line, any fraudulent act (including providing false document of loan
application, forging diploma upon employment, falsifying the internal family
relations during the company investigation) will be recorded into a red line.
Because our HR has a strict control on yellow or red lines, and some were
dismissed due to breaching such stipulations. So, these company regualtions are
observed well.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
misbehavior?
Fu: A little.
Huang: Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior or deviance is generally used at the
management level, while misbehavior is used at the law level, deviant behavior
(deviance) means that an employee violates the company regulations, e.g.: accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of his position, do you get a basic understanding?
Fu: Got it.
Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to deviant behavior?
Fu: Improper supervision.
Huang: Do you know that deviant behavior will be converted into a crime to some
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extent, for instance, accepting the property of others or seeking benefits for others
by taking advantage of position may be converted into bribery crime of non-public
servant, or misappropriating company property may be converted into
misappropriation crime?
Fu: I know.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
Fu: Yes, it is.
Huang: Have your company made regular legal publicity?
Fu: Almost no, except some training sessions about contract and operation norms. We
have a legal department, and these training sessions are usually conducted by them,
basically about our business.
Like Homelink Real Estate, we are a subsidiary of Homelink Group, the personnel
regulations are strictly implemented. Once there were 13 store managers in a region, 11
were dismissed for fight, all managers involved were dismissed, which indicates that we
are strictly implementing these regulations.
Huang: Do you think that preventing and reducing the deviant behavior are positive for
the prevention and reduction of abuse-of-power crime?
Fu: Yes, I think so.
Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
do in the first place?
Fu: Legal publicity.
Huang: How many employees in your company?
Fu: There are about 1,000 employees in Zhongrongxin alone, Homelink Group has
about 80,000 employees across China.
Huang: What is the position of your company in the industry?
Fu: Generally speaking, Beijing Homelink is leading the industry in Beijing. In 2015,
the market ratio was 55%, even more than the sum of revenue of the 2nd – 10th
competitor.
Huang: If we are able to find a way to prevent or reduce deviant behavior and further
prevent or reduce abuse-of-power crime, are you interested in it?
Fu: I’d like to if available.
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, you will be
acknowledged in the foreword, let’s call it a day, thanks.
Fu: Thanks.
6.
Time: March 28th of 2016
Interviewer: Huang Wentao
Respondent: Huang Wenbo (A)
Employer: Beijing Telangsi Information Technology Service Co., Ltd
Method: Telephone
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
my questions truthfully, thanks.
Huang: What is the name of your company?
A: Beijing Telangsi Information Technology Service Co., Ltd
Huang: What is the nature and business scope of your company?
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A: Foreign-funded enterprise, a outsourcing service company specializing in call center
business.
Huang: What is the position of your company in the industry?
A: The subsidiaries in Japan and South Korea are No.1 outsourcing service provider,
No.4 across the world.
Huang: How many employees in your company?
A: Beijing subsidiary has about 600 employees, Transcosmos (China) has about 2,500,
and Transcosmos Group has about 40,000 employees.
Huang: What is your position?
A: Director of Operation Support
Huang: How long have you been working in the company?
A: 1 year
Huang: How old are you?
A: 40.
Huang: Have you ever seen others violating the company regulations? Such as accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of your position?
A: Not yet.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
misbehavior?
A: No idea.
Huang: Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior or deviance is generally used at the
management level, while misbehavior is used at the law level, deviant behavior
(deviance) means that an employee violates the company regulations, e.g.: accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of his position, do you get a basic understanding?
A: Got it.
Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to deviant behavior?
A: I think there are three causes: 1. Lack of company publicity, employees don’t know
the existence of such regulations. 2. Employees lack of legal awareness, they don’t
think it is a big problem. 3. Most employees believe that the company will not hold
them accountable, even in caes of such deviance.
Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
do in the first place?
A: Reinforce the publicity and enhance the employee awareness.
Huang: Do you know that deviant behavior will be converted into a crime to some
extent, for instance, accepting the property of others or seeking benefits for others
by taking advantage of position may be converted into bribery crime of non-public
servant, or misappropriating company property may be converted into
misappropriation crime?
A: Got it.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
A: It helps a lot.
Huang: Have your company made regular legal publicity?
A: We have training about information security. All employees should sign the
confidentiality agreement and attend the training of information security.
Huang: Will you have it in future?
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A: Yes, we will.
Huang: Do you think that preventing and reducing the deviant behavior are positive for
the prevention and reduction of abuse-of-power crime?
A: Yes, I think so.
Huang: If we are able to find a way to prevent or reduce deviant behavior and further
prevent or reduce abuse-of-power crime, are you interested in it?
A: Yes, I have
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, you will be
acknowledged in the foreword, let’s call it a day, thanks.
7.
Time: March 28th of 2016
Interviewer: Huang Wentao
Respondent: Huang Wenbo (A)
Former Employer: Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd
Method: Telephone
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
my questions truthfully, thanks.
Huang: What is the name of your former employer?
A: Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd
Huang: What is the nature and business scope of your company?
A: Private enterprise, system provider.
Huang: What is the position of your company in the industry?
A: Leading enterprise.
Huang: How many employees in your company?
A: 150,000 employees around the world.
Huang: What is your position?
A: IPCC Overseas Business.
Huang: How long have you been working in the company?
A: 2 years.
Huang: How old are you?
A: 40.
Huang: Have you ever seen others violating the company regulations s? Such as accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of your position?
A: Yes.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
misbehavior?
A: No idea.
Huang: Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior or deviance is generally used at the
management level, while misbehavior is used at the law level, deviant behavior
(deviance) means that an employee violates the company regulations, e.g.: accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of his position, do you get a basic understanding?
A: Got it.
Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to deviant behavior?
A: Lack of company legal publicity, weak employee awareness, with fluke mind.
Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
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do in the first place?
A: Enhance the publicity.
Huang: Do you know that deviant behavior will be converted into a crime to some
extent, for instance, accepting the property of others or seeking benefits for others
by taking advantage of position may be converted into bribery crime of non-public
servant, or misappropriating company property may be converted into
misappropriation crime?
A: Got it.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
A: Yes, I think so.
Huang: Have your company made regular legal publicity?
A: We have regular legal publicity. At the induction training, new employee will be
given a lecture of abuse-of-power crime, with some illustrations of abuse-of-power
crime and accountability. Every employee will sign the commitment letter of
abuse-of-power crime prevention, and attend the online test about relevant
contents.
Huang: Still like this?
A: Now we enhance the employee consciousness by e-mail and open-book test.
Huang: Do you think that preventing and reducing the deviant behavior are positive for
the prevention and reduction of abuse-of-power crime?
A: Yes.
Huang: If we are able to find a way to prevent or reduce deviant behavior and further
prevent or reduce abuse-of-power crime, are you interested in it?
A: Yes, I have. In 2013, to enhance the employee vigilance at abuse-of-power crime,
and encourage them to report such crime, distributed RMB 300 million recovered
from the proceeds of abuse-of-power crime among its 150,000 employees around
the world, with an average amount of RMB 2,500.
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, you will be
acknowledged in the foreword, let’s call it a day, thanks.
8.
Time: February 4th of 2016 17:05
Interviewer: Huang Wentao
Respondent: Gui Bin
Employer: Beijing East Bright Law Firm
Method: Telephone
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
my questions truthfully, thanks.
Gui: Ok.
Huang: Which firm are you serving?
Gui: Beijing East Bright Law Firm
Huang: How many years are you working as a lawyer?
Gui: 25 years.
Huang: Have you found someone violating the company regulations in the company
you worked as a lawyer or legal adviser?
Gui: Quite a lot.
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Huang: Please illustrate an example?
Gui: Violating the corporate finance system, mixing personal invoice at the time of
reimbursement, misappropriating funds.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
misbehavior?
Gui: More or less.
Huang: Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior or deviance is generally used at the
management level, while misbehavior is used at the law level, deviant behavior
(deviance) means that an employee violates the company regulations, e.g.: accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of his position, do you get a basic understanding?
Gui: Got it.
Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to deviant behavior?
Gui: Primarily due to system deficiency. Corporate system and legal system are
deficient, but corporate system is more serious.
Huang: Do you know that deviant behavior will be converted into a crime to some
extent, for instance, accepting the property of others or seeking benefits for others
by taking advantage of position may be converted into bribery crime of non-public
servant, or misappropriating company property may be converted into
misappropriation crime?
Gui: For sure I know, but it depends on the degree of severity.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
Gui: It certainly does.
Huang: I summarized some causes to deviance. A. Improper regulation. B. High
workplace stress. C. High family stress. D. Low educational level. F. Leader has a
similar behavior. G. Colleague has a similar behavior. H. Other cause. What do you
think?
Gui: Reasonable, also include social comparison, psychological gap.
Huang: Have the company you served as a lawyer made the regular legal publicity?
Gui: Yes. Some are about business, while some are about special legal publicity.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
Gui: Positive for sure.
Huang: Do you think that preventing and reducing the deviant behavior are positive for
the prevention and reduction of abuse-of-power crime?
Gui: Certainly.
Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
do in the first place?
Huang: If my thesis can find out the way of preventing or reducing deviant behavior, do
you have any interest in it?
Gui: Yes, I have.
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, let’s call it a day,
thanks.
Gui: Thanks.
9.
Time: February 4th of 2016 11：00
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Interviewer: Huang Wentao
Respondent: Liu Fuze
Method: Telephone
Employer: Beijing East Bright Law Firm
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
my questions truthfully, thanks.
Liu: Ok.
Huang: Which industry are you in?
Liu: Partner and lawyer in Beijing East Bright Law Firm.
Huang: How many years are you working as lawyer?
Liu: 17 years.
Huang: Did you identify any deviance in the case you tried, or in the company you
worked as alegal advisor?
Liu: Yes. Late arrival, early leave, private misappropriation.
Huang: Any case of misappropriation of acceptance of bribery?
Liu: Yes. One of the public utilities I ever contacted misappropriated the property for
other purpose, finally sentenced. Not identified in private enterprises.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
misbehavior?
Liu: I have no idea. I suppose that they are in a progressive relationship?
Huang: Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior or deviance is generally used at the
management level, while misbehavior is used at the law level, deviant behavior
(deviance) means that an employee violates the company regulations, e.g.: accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of his position, do you get a basic understanding?
Liu: Got it.
Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to such behavior? (Multiple choices are
acceptable)
A Improper regulation B High work stress C High family stress D Low educational
level F Leader has a similar behavior G Colleague has a similar behavior
Liu: All of them.
Huang: Do you know that deviant behavior will be converted into a crime to some
extent, for instance, accepting the property of others or seeking benefits for others by
taking advantage of position may be converted into bribery crime of non-public servant,
or misappropriating company property may be converted into misappropriation crime?
Zhao: Yes, I know.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
Liu: Yes, I think so.
Huang: Have the company you serve as a legal adviser made the regular legal publicity?
Liu: Yes, but not frequently, there is no regular publicity.
Huang: In your opinion, how often would be more appropriate?
Liu: Once every two months.
Huang: In your opinion, who should make the legal publicity? Lawyers, or public
security organs, procuratorial organs and people's courts?
Liu: Anyone is ok, appoint different legal practitioners based on the specific category.
Huang: Do you think that preventing and reducing the deviant behavior are positive for
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the prevention and reduction of abuse-of-power crime?
Liu: Of course. They may be converted into each other.
Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
do in the first place?
Liu: Improve the importance of corporate system and deliver legal training to law
practitioner. Visit the crime scene, receive legal education, and make employees
deterred at legal consequences. Leader’s respect to the corporate system is
especially important, because the subordinates may follow suit.
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, you will be
acknowledged in the foreword, let’s call it a day, thanks.
Liu: Thank you, too.
10.
Time: February 5th of 2016 16: 10
Interviewer: Huang Wentao
Respondent: Ji Dong
Method: Telephone
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
my questions truthfully, thanks.
Ji: Ok.
Huang: What is the name of your company?
Ji: Hanergy Holding Group Limited.
Huang: What is the nature and business scope of your company?
Ji: Private enterprise, specialize in clean energy. Our business scope is hydropower,
wind, photovoltaic generation.
Huang: What is the position of your company in the industry?
Ji: The largest clean energy private enterprise in the world.
Huang: How many employees in your company?
Ji: 15,000.
Huang: What is your position?
Ji: VP, mainly in charge of the pre-development of hydropower, wind powe projects.
Huang: How long have you been working in the company?
Ji: 14 years.
Huang: How old are you?
Ji: 42.
Huang: Have you ever seen others violating the company regulations? Such as accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of your position?
Ji: Frequently. Such as taking bribery, mix personal invoice at the time of
reimbursement.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
misbehavior?
Ji: No idea.
Huang: Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior or deviance is generally used at the
management level, while misbehavior is used at the law level, deviant behavior
(deviance) means that an employee violates the company regulations, e.g.: accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
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property by taking advantage of his position, do you get a basic understanding?
Ji: Got it.
Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to deviant behavior?
Ji: Mainly personal cultivation, fluke mind.
Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
do in the first place?
Ji: Reinforce the establishment of company regulations and enhance the regulation.
Huang: Do you know that deviant behavior will be converted into a crime to some
extent, for instance, accepting the property of others or seeking benefits for others
by taking advantage of position may be converted into bribery crime of non-public
servant, or misappropriating company property may be converted into
misappropriation crime?
Ji: Got it.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
Ji: I think it works little.
Huang: Why?
Ji: Our employees are adults with a clear conscious of their deviance, legal publcitity
works little, but I think it is more important to enhance restraint and improve the
company system. It may be useful for those who are not legally conscious. Those
dismissed, or brought to judicial proceedings, are conscious about what they did.
Huang: Have your company made regular legal publicity?
Ji: No publicity in respect of abuse-of-power crime.
Huang: Will you have it in future?
Ji: We will, twice a year.
Huang: Do you think that preventing and reducing the deviant behavior are positive for
the prevention and reduction of abuse-of-power crime?
Ji: Yes, I think so.
Huang: If we are able to find a way to prevent or reduce deviant behavior and further
prevent or reduce abuse-of-power crime, are you interested in it?
Ji: I’d love to, it will help us a lot.
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, you will be
acknowledged in the foreword, let’s call it a day, thanks.
Ji: Thanks.
11.
Time: February 7th of 2016 9:10
Interviewer: Huang Wentao
Respondent: Jia Dabo
Method: Telephone
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
my questions truthfully, thanks.
Jia: Ok.
Huang: What is the name of your company?
Jia: Ito Yokado Commercial Co., Ltd.
Huang: What is your position? And job responsibilities?
Jia: Floor supervisior, store operation and management, and sales.
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Huang: How long have you been working in the company?
Jia: 10 years.
Huang: How old are you?
Jia: 36.
Huang: Have you ever seen others violating the company regulations? Such as accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of your position?
Jia: Yes. We have self-run goods and associated goods. Self-run goods mean that we
purchase goods by ourselves, while associated goods mean that we solicit vendeors
and sell goods on commission. In self-run goods, we found missing or stealing.
Our employees commit stealing, but manager don’t faithfully report to the
company, causing a loss.
Huang: How to deal with it?
Jia: It depends on the amount, if the amount involved is large, the employee will be
dismissed, but if small, he will be demoted.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
misbehavior?
Jia: No so clear. I think that it means any behavior violating general provisions.
Huang: Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior or deviance is generally used at the
management level, while misbehavior is used at the law level, deviant behavior
(deviance) means that an employee violates the company regulations, e.g.: accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of his position, do you get a basic understanding?
Jia: Got it.
Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to deviant behavior?
Jia: Management issue, worsening issue, improper regulation, or imperfect system.
Huang: If colleague or leader has a similar behavior, will it influence the employees?
Jia: Of course it does, otherwise you will be isolated, that is why someone follows suit.
Huang: Do you know that deviant behavior will be converted into a crime to some
extent, for instance, accepting the property of others or seeking benefits for others
by taking advantage of position may be converted into bribery crime of non-public
servant, or misappropriating company property may be converted into
misappropriation crime?
Jia: I have little idea about it.
Huang: What is the nature of your company?
Jia: Foreign-funded enterprise.
Huang: How many employees in your company?
Jia: 2500-3,000.
Huang: What is the position of your company in the industry?
Jia: At the mid-stream.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
Jia: It helps the management.
Huang: Have your company made regular legal publicity?
Jia: No. Only professional training.
Huang: Do you think that preventing and reducing the deviant behavior are positive for
the prevention and reduction of abuse-of-power crime?
Jia: Yes, I think so.
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Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
do in the first place?
Jia: Legal publicity, enhance the supervision.
Huang: If we are able to find a way to prevent or reduce deviant behavior and further
prevent or reduce abuse-of-power crime, are you interested in it?
Jia: I’d love to.
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, you will be
acknowledged in the foreword, let’s call it a day, thanks.
Jia: Thank you, too.
12.
Time: February 3rd of 2016 20:00
Interviewer: Huang Wentao
Respondent: Li Lijia
Employer: Beijing LeadSec Information Technology Co., Ltd
Method: Telephone
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
my questions truthfully, thanks.
Li: Ok.
Huang: What is your position? And job responsibilities?
Li: Law affairs. Review contracts, provide legal advice.
Huang: What is the nature and business scope of your company?
Li: Private enterprise. We sell computer hardware, technology development and service.
Huang: Have you ever seen others violating the company regulations?
Li: Yes, late arrival. We don’t have a strict punch card system. Only have 8 working
hours and fulfill our performance index.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
misbehavior?
Li: I know, but not accurately, previously I related it solely to SOEs and had no idea of
determining deviance in private enterprises.
Huang: Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior (deviance) means that an
employee violates the company regulations, e.g.: accept the property of others,
seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company property by taking
advantage of his position, do you get a basic understanding?
Li: Yes. I think violating attendance system is a commonplace, and regular employees
have no power to misappropriate or take advantage of their positions to accept
property. We have a sound development, salary arrangement is satisfying, so we
generally comply with the company regulations, no one wants to be dismissed for
some benefits. If someone commits deviance, others will replace him.
Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to such behavior? (Multiple choices are
acceptable):
A Improper regulation B High work stress C High family stress D Low educational
level F Leader has a similar behavior G Colleague has a similar behavior
Li: I may attribute it to unreasonable regulations, it is only for this reason that
employees tend to avoid it for their own interests. For example, if one has a family
business, but the company regualtions don’t grant a leave, he would try every
means to avoid it. Company regulations must be human-oriented and fully consider
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the incentive and security system.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
Li: We are more cautious about the publicity of labor law, because the labor law has too
much protection on workers, first of all, we need to standardize the company
regualtions, rather than solely depend on legal publicity.
Huang: Have your company made regular legal publicity?
Li: Yes, we have, but only for HR rather than regular employees.
Huang: Do you know that deviant behavior will be converted into a crime to some
extent? Such as misappropriation or bribery crime of non-public servant?
Li: I have some knowledge, but feel it far away from us.
Huang: Do you think that preventing and reducing the deviant behavior are positive for
the prevention and reduction of abuse-of-power crime?
Li: It is hard to say, because I never had it around.
Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
do in the first place?
Li: A good corporate system should differentiate the primary from secondary deviance,
many IT companies adopt flexible working hours, only stipulate total working
hours, and the remaining time is at emloyee’s disposal, so it will be less likely to
have a deviance.
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, let’s call it a day,
thanks.
Li: Thanks.
13.
Time: February 4th of 2016 11:15
Interviewer: Huang Wentao
Respondent: Liu
Employer: Beijing Longfor Property Management Service Co., Ltd
Method: Telephone
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
my questions truthfully, thanks.
Liu: Ok.
Huang: What is the nature and business scope of your company?
Liu: Private enterprise. Specialize in real estate marketing, property management,
parking lot, club, market planning, real estate brokerage, hardware and electrical
equipment, fitness equipment, swimming pools, etc.
Huang: How old are you? How long have you been working in the company?
Liu: 32. For 2 years.
Huang: What is your position? And job responsibilities?
Liu: Executive manager. In charge of administrative activities, external connection,
promotion, public affairs communication, and qualification evaluation.
Huang: Have you ever seen others violating the company regulations? Such as accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of your position?
Liu: Yes.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
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misbehavior?
Liu: Literally understand, but it is not so clear.
Huang: Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior (deviance) means that an
employee violates the company regulations, e.g.: accept the property of others,
seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company property by taking
advantage of his position, do you get a basic understanding?
Liu: Got it.
Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to such behavior? (Multiple choices are
acceptable):
A Improper regulation B High work stress C High family stress D Low educational
level F Leader has a similar behavior G Colleague has a similar behavior
Liu: I attribute it to personal causes and social impact, mainly caused by external
factors.
Huang: Could you make it specific?
Liu: Your question is inprecise, it should be changed with the respondent, I am not a
HR. How can I know the reasons for accepting bribery? RMB 2,000-3,000 is not a
considerable amount of the senior mangers, but enough for the common manages.
In my opinion, the first cause is improper regulation. And another cause is social
environment, we send gifts to the competent authorities, and in turn, could we
reject other’s gifts? The company regulations stipulate that every gift should be
reported, but it is pointless, because all of us are doing so.
Huang: Deviant behavior (deviance) means the behavior that an employee violates the
company regulations, do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for
prevention and reduction of deviant behavior?
Liu: Yes, I think so.
Huang: In a word, you think that company regulation has some problem, it should be
appropriate, neither too strict nor too relaxed.
Liu: Exactly.
Huang: What is the position of your company in the industry?
Liu: Leading enterprise.
Huang: You think that social environment is not good. Rejection means unreasonable,
right?
Liu: Yes.
Huang: Do you mean that misappropriation doesn’t involve human relationship?
Liu: I mean taking bribery, misappropriation is a crime.
Huang: Do you think that legal publicity can prevent and reduce deviant behavior?
Liu: Yes, it will. Legal publicity will control individual behavior.
Huang: Have your company made regular legal publicity?
Liu: Not yet. But we have developed the relevant punishment actions with respect to the
losses from acceptance of bribery by taking advantage of position, and we have the
appropriate legal actions.
Huang: Do you think that abuse-of-power crime cannot be eliminated, because your
company is relatively large?
Liu: Yes, something like you say.
Huang: How many employees in your company?
Huang: Do you know that deviant behavior will be converted into a crime to some
extent, for instance, accepting the property of others or seeking benefits for others
by taking advantage of position may be converted into bribery crime of non-public
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servant, or misappropriating company property may be converted into
misappropriation crime?
Liu: Yes, I know.
Huang: Do you think that preventing and reducing the deviant behavior are positive for
the prevention and reduction of abuse-of-power crime?
Liu: Yes, it is possible, but depends on related data.
Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
do in the first place?
Liu: Firsly, we need legal publicity, your behavior will have a positive and cautionary
effect on your work and life, like anti-corruption. Secondly, we need corporate
culture, for instance, when you have meals with leader, your leader will pay the
bill. Thirdly, we need a comprehensive regulation, our internal audit mechanism is
perfect, ranging from demotion to dismissal.
Huang: Since your company implements such strict punishment, why do you still have
deviance?
Liu: Mostly occur in regular or new employees, rarely found in old employees. Because
they have adapted to the corporate culture.
Huang: How to eliminate it fundamentally?
Liu: It is hard to say.
Huang: If we are able to find a way to prevent or reduce deviant behavior, are you
interested in it?
Liu: Yes.
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, let’s call it a day,
thanks.
Liu: Thanks. And use my pseudonym.
14.
Time: February 5th of 2016 15:10
Interviewer: Huang Wentao
Respondent: Xu Jia
Method: Telephone
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
my questions truthfully, thanks.
Xu: Ok.
Huang: What is the name of your company?
Xu: NetEase Media Beijing Technology LLC.
Huang: What is the name of your company? And job responsibilities?
Xu: I am a software developer, mianly responsible for developing software for sales
department, to allow them to see the balance of ads areas, including the post
statistics of income.
Huang: What is the nature and business scope of your company?
Xu: Private enterprise. Specialize in ads, IT and client.
Huang: What is the position of your company in the industry?
Xu: The second or third tier in the internet sector.
Huang: How many employees in your company?
Xu: 10,000-20,000 including Guangzhou, Hangzhou and Beijing subsidiaries. In which,
Beijing subsidiary has about 5,000 employees.
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Huang: How long have you been working in the company?
Xu: About 6-7 months. About 1 year including internship.
Huang: Have you ever seen others violating the company regulations?
Xu: None. Violation of company regulations often occurs in the management.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
misbehavior?
Xu: Only have a concept, but not so clear.
Huang: Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior or deviance is generally used at the
management level, while misbehavior is used at the law level, deviant behavior
(deviance) means that an employee violates the company regulations, e.g.: accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of his position, do you get a basic understanding?
Xu: Got it.
Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to deviant behavior?
Xu: It should be connected with interests. For own interests or for others.
Huang: In your company, misappropriation or acceptance of bribery by taking
advantage of position has not been found yet?
Xu: Yes.
Huang: Do you know that deviant behavior will be converted into a crime to some
extent, for instance, accepting the property of others or seeking benefits for others by
taking advantage of position may be converted into bribery crime of non-public servant,
or misappropriating company property may be converted into misappropriation crime?
Xu: I know a little bit.
Huang: Do you think that preventing and reducing the deviant behavior are positive for
the prevention and reduction of abuse-of-power crime?
Xu: Yes, I think so.
Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
do in the first place?
Xu: Firstly, properly develop company regulations, secondly, strictly enforce these
regulations, and legal personnel should make some legal publicity or lectures on law.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
Xu: It works somewhat.
Huang: Have your company made regular legal publicity?
Xu: Not yet.
Huang: In your opinion, although the company has no regular legal publicity, you still
regard it as important?
Xu: Exactly.
Huang: How often do you think would be more appropriate?
Xu: Quarterly, because we have a high turnover rate.
Huang: Do you think who should attend the legal training? Such as lawyers, public
security organs, procuratorial organs and people's courts?
Xu: Most are lawyers.
Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
do?
Xu: Regularly survey the officers, remind or correct anyone who is found to be deviant,
take preventive measures.
Huang: How old are you?
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Xu: 26.
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, you will be
acknowledged in the foreword, let’s call it a day, thanks.
Zhao: Thank you, too.
Huang: By the way, If we are able to find a way to prevent or reduce deviant behavior
and further prevent or reduce abuse-of-power crime, are you interested in it?
Zhao: Yes, I’d like to, it may happen in future.
15.
Time: February 4th of 2016 10:52
Respondent: Huang Wentao
Respondent: Zhang Chao
Employer: Beijing Zhongjin Ruifeng Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd
Method: Telephone
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
my questions truthfully, thanks.
Zhang: Ok.
Huang: What is your position? And job responsibilities?
Zhang: General manager, chief engineer. In charge of research and development, and
some management works.
Huang: What is the nature and business scope of your company?
Zhang: Private enterprise. Specialize in technology development, output service and
technology promotion.
Huang: How long have you been working in the company? And how old are you?
Zhang: One year. Now I am 29.
Huang: Have you ever seen others violating the company regulations?
Zhang: Scarcely found, my company is a new establishment.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
misbehavior?
Zhang: Little idea about it.
Huang: Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior (deviance) means that an
employee violates the company regulations, Such as accept the property of others, seek
benefits for others, or misappropriate the company property by taking advantage of his
position, do you get a basic understanding?
Zhang: Got it.
Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to such behavior? (Multiple choices are
acceptable)
A Improper regulation B High work stress C High family stress D Low educational
level F Leader has a similar behavior G Colleague has a similar behavior
Zhang: I regard A, F and G as the main causes to deviance.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
Zhang: It is less likely to eliminate it fundamentally, but we surely can reduce deviance.
Huang: Have your company made regular legal publicity?
Zhang: Not so far.
Huang: Will you have it in future?
Zhang: Certainly, we will eliminate it from the corporate system.
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Huang: Do you know that deviant behavior will be converted into a crime to some
extent, for instance, accepting the property of others or seeking benefits for others
by taking advantage of position may be converted into bribery crime of non-public
servant, or misappropriating company property may be converted into
misappropriation crime?
Zhang: Know a little.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
Zhang: Yes, it does, both of them can be converted into each other.
Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
do in the first place?
Zhang: Legal publicity, internal supervision.
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, let’s call it a day,
thanks.
Zhang: Thanks.
16.
Time: February 5th of 2016 17:45
Interviewer: Huang Wentao
Respondent: Zhang Song
Employer: Tianjin Zhonglei Law Firm
Method: Telephone
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
my questions truthfully, thanks.
Zhang: Ok.
Huang: What are you working now?
Zhang: Partner and lawyer in Tianjin Zhonglei Law Firm.
Huang: Do you have any connection with Beijing enterprises?
Zhang: I am in charge of the listing of 8 Beijing enterprises in New OTC Market, and
act as the regular legal adviser for several companies.
Huang: What is the nature of Beijing company that you are in charge of?
Zhang: Private enterprise.
Huang: Have you found any violation in the companies you hold responsible for?
Zhang: Yes, terminating labor contract due to serious violation of the company
regulations. They ask me how to determine the behavior if an employee conflicts
with manager. I suggest imposing punishment rather than terminating labor
contract. And absenteeism without justified reason.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
misbehavior?
Zhang: No idea. You should limit it to a range, at the management level or other.
Huang: Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior or deviance is generally used at the
management level, while misbehavior is used at the law level, deviant behavior
(deviance) means that an employee violates the company regulations, e.g.: accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of his position, do you get a basic understanding?
Zhang: Got it. Directoys may not be employees, they may also violate the company
regualtions. I wonder if you could expand the range of deviance perpetrator.
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Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to deviant behavior?
Zhang: Unreasonable distribution and management, employee recognition of their
positions, occupational cultivation. Some post 90’s may be sentimental at work,
with unstable performance.
Huang: Do you know that deviant behavior will be converted into a crime to some
extent, for instance, accepting the property of others or seeking benefits for others
by taking advantage of position may be converted into bribery crime of non-public
servant, or misappropriating company property may be converted into
misappropriation crime?
Zhang: I know some salespersons who misappropriated the proceeds. They mix
personal accounts with company account.
Huang: In order to prevent deviant behavior, what do you think that the company should
do in the first place?
Zhang: Improve the financial system and reinforce the financial management. Boss is
more likely to mix personal account with company account. Sometimes the public
listing allows for the formation of a more perfect financial system.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
Zhang: Law and finance are essential elements. Definitely it works. An effective legal
training would be more effective than legal publicity, in which legal publicity plays
a more significant role. I have deliveredlegal training of the criminal offense to
company officers.
Huang: Do you think that preventing and reducing the deviant behavior are positive for
the prevention and reduction of abuse-of-power crime?
Zhang: Certainly, they are in a causal relationship.
Huang: If we are able to find a way to prevent or reduce deviant behavior and further
prevent or reduce abuse-of-power crime, are you interested in it?
Zhang: I’d love to, and hope studying further.
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, you will be
acknowledged in the foreword, let’s call it a day, thanks.
Zhang: Thank you, too.
Huang: Anything more？
Zhang: Corporate governance, including governance structure, should differentiate the
managing from managed aspects. Individual deviance in corporate governance
structure should be corrected. We should examine from multiple perspectives. The
research subjects of deviance should be extended within the company, rather than
limited to employees.
17.
Time: February 4th of 2016 17:40
Interviewer: Huang Wentao
Interviewee: Zhao Zhimo
Employer: urwork.(Beijing) Venture Capital Co., Ltd
Method: Telephone
Individual Interview
Huang: Thank you for receiving my interview, it may take a few minutes, please answer
my questions truthfully, thanks.
Zhao: Ok.
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Huang: What is the name of your company?
Zhao: urwork.(Beijing) Venture Capital Co., Ltd
Huang: How long have you been working in the company?
Zhao: We were incorporated in April 2015, when I was an employee.
Huang: What is your position? And job responsibilities?
Zhao: I am the secretary of Board, mainly responsible for the routine work of
shareholders and Board of Directors.
Huang: What is the nature and business scope of your company?
Zhao: Private enterprise. Specialize in leasing of office spaces.
Huang: How old are you?
Zhao: 34.
Huang: Have you ever seen others violating the company regulations? Such as accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of your position?
Zhao: No.
Huang: Do you understand the definition of deviant behavior (deviance) or
misbehavior?
Zhao: Literally know, but not so clear in legal terms.
Huang: Please allow me to explain, deviant behavior or deviance is generally used at the
management level, while misbehavior is used at the law level, deviant behavior
(deviance) means that an employee violates the company regulations, e.g.: accept
the property of others, seek benefits for others, or misappropriate the company
property by taking advantage of his position, do you get a basic understanding?
Zhao: Got it.
Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to deviant behavior?
Zhao: Sometimes due to nonstandard management. Relaxed management or failure to
operate by law.
Huang: Do you know that deviant behavior will be converted into a crime to some
extent, for instance, accepting the property of others or seeking benefits for others by
taking advantage of position may be converted into bribery crime of non-public servant,
or misappropriating company property may be converted into misappropriation crime?
Zhao: I have some idea. I experienced the latter case, but refused the offering.
Huang: Why did you refuse the offering?
Zhao: A lot of reasons, in terms of law and work ethics.
Huang: In your opinion, what are the causes to deviant behavior?
Zhao: Firstly, make good company regulations, secondly, strictly implement these
regulations, law personnel should make some legal publicity and lectures.
Huang: Do you think that the regular legal publicity is positive for prevention and
reduction of deviant behavior?
Zhao: It works for non-public servant, but public servant usually receives such
education.
Huang: Have your company made regular legal publicity?
Zhao: None at the level of position.
Huang: Will you have it in future?
Zhao: Of course, two times in a year.
Huang: How many employees in your company?
Zhao: About 160.
Huang: Do you think that preventing and reducing the deviant behavior are positive for
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the prevention and reduction of abuse-of-power crime?
Zhao: More acceptable to those who received the undergraduate education about
theories, they understand it.
Huang: If we are able to find a way to prevent or reduce deviant behavior and further
prevent or reduce abuse-of-power crime, are you interested in it?
Zhao: Yes, I have, it means a lot for my work.
Huang: Your interview will be used for the doctoral dissertation, you will be
acknowledged in the foreword, let’s call it a day, thanks.
Zhao: Thanks.
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